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Abstract 

Using fossil raw materials as an energy resource or for material production poses 

significant environmental and climate problems today. Replacing fossil energies 

with renewable energies is part of the energy in full swing. In this context, hydrogen 

can be considered a promising alternative carbon-free fuel/energy carrier. The 

focus of this thesis is to utilize a cobalt complex coordinated by a macrocyclic 

biquinazoline (Mabiq) ligand ([CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6), CoMbq) as an electrocatalyst 

for H2 release and to investigate the role of the redox-active ligand for HER 

pathways.  

The first part addresses the onset potential for H2 evolution and HER activity. 

Besides the detected H2 evolution by CoMbq, the combined on-line electrochemical 

mass spectrometry (OEMS) and rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) techniques 

denote a precatalytic process involving the formation of a protonated, two-

electron-reduced intermediate. Further results indicate the presence of more than 

one intermediate in the system, and there might be a deactivation pathway for HER. 

Therefore, elucidating the inhibitory sites of the catalyst might assist the ligand 

modification to shut down the deactivation pathway. 

The second part of the thesis is based on the characterization of the possible Co-

Mabiq intermediates before H2 evolution. Co-Mabiq complexes in various oxidation 

states exhibit distinct absorption bands. In this respect, bulk electrolysis and UV-

Vis spectroscopy combined with quantum chemical calculations are employed, and 

the combined results provide an insight into two decoupled pathways forming two 

intermediates operating at different overpotentials for HER. This study shows how 

the various protonation sites of the redox-active ligand influence the activities of 

HER intermediates and how modifications to the ligand backbone may prevent the 

formation of the less active intermediates. 
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Kurzfassung 

Die Verwendung fossiler Rohstoffe als Energiequelle stellt heutzutage ein großes 

Problem für die Umwelt sowie das Klima dar. Energiegewinnung aus erneuerbaren 

Quellen gewinnt daher immer mehr an Bedeutung. Wasserstoff kann in diesem 

Zusammenhang als ein vielversprechender, kohlenstofffreier, alternativer 

Energieträger betrachtet werden. Der Fokus dieser Arbeit liegt darin, einen 

Kobaltkomplex mit einem makrozyklischen Biquinazolin (Mabiq) Liganden 

([CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6), CoMbq) als Elektrokatalysator für H2 Produktion zu 

verwenden und die Rolle des redoxaktiven Liganden in der HER zu untersuchen. 

Der erste Teil befasst sich mit dem Verhalten von CoMbq in der HER. Neben der 

Produktion von H2 zeigt die Kombination von On-line elektrochemischer 

Massenspektrometrie (OEMS) und rotierender Ringelektroden- (RRDE) 

Messungen einen präkatalytischen Prozess an, der die Bildung eines protonierten 

und um zwei Elektronen reduzierten Intermediats beinhaltet. Weitere Ergebnisse 

indizieren mehr als nur ein Intermediat sowie einen Deaktivierungspfad für HER.  

Der zweite Teil behandelt die Charakterisierung der, in die H2 Entwicklung 

involvierten, möglichen Co-Mabiq Intermediate. Da Co-Mabiq Komplexe in 

verschiedenen Oxidationszuständen sehr distinkte Absorptionsbanden zeigen, 

wurde Bulk-Elektrolyse und UV-Vis Spektroskopie in Kombination mit 

quantenchemischen Berechnungen durchgeführt. Die kombinierten Ergebnisse 

zeigen zwei entkoppelte Pfade, die zu zwei verschiedenen Intermediaten führen, 

die bei unterschiedlichen Überpotentialen operieren. Diese Studie verdeutlicht wie 

die verschiedenen Protonierungsstellen des redoxaktiven Liganden die 

Reaktivitäten der HER-Intermediate beeinflussen. 

Die Ergebnisse beider Studien können genutzt werden, um durch gezielte 

Modifikationen des Ligandenrückgrates die Bildung von weniger 

reaktiven/deaktivierenden Intermediaten zu verhindern. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Hydrogen: Importance and Background 

Climate change is one of the most critical problems that humankind faces, and the 

contribution of greenhouse gas emissions by human influence to climate change is 

undeniable. The Paris Agreement aims to limit global warming to 1.5 °C to avoid 

catastrophic outcomes for climate and the environment; however, there are 

concerns that the average global temperature might increase above 3 °C by 2100.1 

The most significant share of the greenhouse emission results from the energy 

industry, thus, the utility of alternative energy carriers is essential. Global energy 

demand is projected to increase significantly in the coming decades, and the energy 

demand has been carried out by the exploitation of fossil fuels like coal, oil, and 

natural gas. The energy generated by burning fossil fuels is used for transportation, 

electricity, and other industries. However, these sources are non-renewable, and 

their combustion results in the release of CO2 into the Earth's atmosphere. It is 

estimated that roughly 80 % of manmade CO2 and greenhouse gas emissions 

originate from fossil fuel combustion reaching the highest level (36 Gt) in 2021.2 

Coal is the largest source of CO2 and greenhouse gas emissions. Recent reports3, 4 

show that 85 % of global energy is obtained from fossil fuels and renewable energy 

sources such as wind, solar, and biofuels, whereas hydroelectric sources constitute 

only 15 %. The energy consumption by source over the years (Figure 1.1) shows 

the high share of fossil fuels and the increase in the use of renewable sources over 

the last decade.  
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Figure 1.1: The energy consumption (TWh) by source over the years. 

Overall, the adverse and irreversible effects of fossil fuels on the environment have 

promoted the search for clean alternate energy sources. In this context, hydrogen 

can be considered a promising alternative carbon-free fuel/energy carrier. 

Hydrogen can serve in the raw material industry or be used as a fuel for fuel cell-

driven vehicles in the mobility sector. Regarding the raw material industry, 

calculations show that global demand by industry and oil refining for hydrogen is 

roughly 90 Mt in 2020, with more than 70 Mt used as pure hydrogen and less than 

20 Mt mixed with carbon-containing gases in methanol production and steel 

manufacturing.5 The growing demand for hydrogen, coupled with the need for CO2 

emission reduction, presents the issue that the energy required for fossil fuel 

cracking is environmentally unsustainable. Thus, hydrogen production from 

renewable energy sources such as light, water, or biomass would be an excellent 

pathway to generate energy, as it is environment friendly with negligible impact on 

the natural environment. In this context, hydrogen produced via electrochemical 

splitting of water has great potential due to the high current density and purity of 

the generated hydrogen. The catalyst choice is essential for electrolytic and/or 

photochemical systems to achieve efficient hydrogen production in terms of energy 
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conversion and storage. Thus, the development of both heterogeneous and 

homogeneous catalysts for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) from water/acid 

and the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) has received significant attention. 6-12 

For the reactions to take place at meaningful rates for effective energy storage, 

energy beyond the thermodynamic potential needs to be applied, and in 

electrochemical systems, this is referred to as the overpotential (η). At the moment, 

platinum is an excellent catalyst displaying fast kinetics at low overpotentials. 

However, the low abundance and high cost of platinum bring obstacles to its 

comprehensive usage. Therefore, HER catalysts based on earth-abundant metals 

have been developed over the last decade, inspired partly by metalloenzyme 

cofactors.13-16 
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1.2 Hydrogenase and Biomimetic Hydrogenase 

Complexes 
 

Hydrogenases are a diverse group of metalloenzymes that catalyze the hydrogen 

oxidation reaction and hydrogen evolution that occur in bacteria, archaea, and 

eukarya. The hydrogen evolution reaction occurs due to a hydride and a proton 

coupling during the enzymatic catalytic cycle. Hydrogenase with iron/nickel in the 

active site was first observed in anaerobically grown Escherichia Coli cells, which 

mediate the reversible reduction of dyes with H2.17 Based on the metal active center 

hydrogenase is classified as [NiFe], [FeFe], and [Fe] hydrogenase. As a characteristic 

feature of the [FeFe] hydrogenases, Fe ion is coordinated by highly unusual 

diatomic ligands like CO and CN¯, and the diiron moiety is covalently attached to a 

[4Fe4S]-cluster. Considering the [NiFe] hydrogenase class, a [Ni(cysteinate)4] unit 

is linked via two of its cysteine ligands to an [Fe(CN)2(CO)] unit (Figure 1.2), and 

the Ni-center plays a key role with hydride binding and redox activity.14, 18, 19 In all 

hydrogenases the protein matrix involves some key compartments: (i) the ligand 

sphere to bind the active metal site, (ii) an optimized cage for the catalytic cycle, 

and (iii) electron transfer pathways between the active site and molecular surface. 

 

Figure 1.2: Chemical structures of the active sites of two types of hydrogenases: a) the [NiFe] hydrogenase and 
b) the [FeFe] hydrogenase. X referring to vacant or H. 

The main function of hydrogenase is to supply energy to microorganisms through 

H2 oxidation or evolution. These metalloenzymes exhibit significantly high rates of 

H2 production (104 s-1).19, 20 In all hydrogenases, heterolytic coupling of a metal-

bound hydride with a proton produces hydrogen. The [FeFe] hydrogenase is more 

active towards H2 evolution; on the other hand, the [NiFe] hydrogenase shows 
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higher activity towards H2 oxidation.15, 20 In the catalytic cycle of [NiFe], several H2 

uptake mechanisms claim the enzyme cycles between formal NiII and NiIII. Upon 

reduction of the active site, [NiFe] hydrogenase generates two different 

paramagnetic intermediates named unready and ready. Both states have formal 

NiIII states, and they are inactive. Upon activation, unready and ready complexes 

generate the first catalytically active complex in the catalytic cycle containing a NiII 

species (Ni-S, Figure 1.3).21, 22 Upon one electron and one proton addition to the 

resting diamagnetic Ni-S (NiIIFeII), Ni–C is generated. In the last step, Ni–C is further 

reduced, and the protonation of the hydride ligand forms Ni–R, resulting in 

heterolytic H2 evolution (Figure 1.3).14, 22, 23 However, another study highlights the 

relevance of another possible intermediate, NiIFeII electronic structure, suggesting 

a different oxidation state of Ni for H2 release.24 The proposed mechanism for [FeFe] 

hydrogenase has reached an agreement compared to [NiFe] hydrogenase, 

suggesting alternative intermediates for hydrogen evolution. In the [FeFe] 

hydrogenase case, the enzyme cycles between the formal FeII and FeI. In the initial 

state, the proximal iron side is FeI, and the distal iron has a 2+ oxidation state. Upon 

reduction followed by proton transfer, the distal iron becomes FeI.23, 25 In this 

proposed mechanism; the bridging amine reacting with an external proton results 

in intramolecular proton transfer from the bridging amine to the distal Fe, leading 

to H2 evolution.26-28 
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Figure 1.3: Catalytic mechanism for reversible H2 evolution by [NiFe] hydrogenases, with the proposed 
structures for structurally uncharacterized Ni-R state. 

It is important to understand the mechanism behind the hydrogenase to generate 

the structure and the function of the active site of the metalloenzymes that show 

peculiar reactivity toward H2 production. For this purpose, many studies have been 

conducted to mimic the active sites of hydrogenase to develop efficient and 

economically affordable electrocatalysts for H2 evolution. One of the key features of 

an efficient electrocatalyst29 should involve a metal-center that can be reduced and 

oxidized at moderate potentials, and the d-block transition metals are more 

appealing than noble metals due to their lower cost and availability. Furthermore, 

the catalyst should consist of a coordination site for forming a metal-hydride bond, 

either vacant formed by reductive elimination of a ligand or involving a labile 

ligand. Lastly, the complex needs a basic group, which enables capturing and 

delivering protons to the immediate vicinity of the reactive center; this group is 
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referred to as a proton relay site. The H2 evolution based on the transition metal-

center follows either a homolytic or heterolytic pathway involving metal-hydride 

formation to release H2 (Figure 1.4); however, there is still a debate about which 

pathway is preferred more in the reaction mechanism.29-33 In the homolytic or 

bimetallic route, metal-hydride species ([M−H]) can react with another metal-

hydride to release H2 via reductive elimination. On the other hand, in the heterolytic 

or monometallic pathway, the metal-hydride requires further protonation to evolve 

H2.  

 

Figure 1.4: Illustration of heterolytic pathway (upper panel) and homolytic pathway (lower panel) for H2 
evolution based on a metal-center represented as M. 

The development of biomimetic catalysts is based on generating the active sites of 

hydrogenases with Ni and/or Fe-centers. Many diverse mechanistic pathways 

towards HER and some factors affecting the activity, such as the acid strength and 

substituents on the active sites, have been displayed through the development of 

biomimetic catalysts originated from [FeFe] and [NiFe] hydrogenases.34-36 Ogo and 

his coworkers develop the first dinuclear biomimetic NiFe complex catalyzing both 

H2 evolution and oxidation37, and the first NiFe complex that binds the hydride on 

the Ni-center shows the NiII−H is the crucial intermediate in the H2 evolution 

catalytic cycle.14 Although they give insightful information regarding the 

mechanism, they suffer from poor stability and large overpotentials for HER. All the 

dinuclear complexes given as examples in this section show overpotentials between 

500 mV and 900 mV for HER; therefore, they are not beneficial in the applications. 

However, they are essential in comprehending HER. 
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Dubois and Bullock’s groups extensively examine the reactivity of nickel and iron 

bis(diamine) complexes.38-45 These catalysts are based on two diphosphine ligands 

in a distorted square planar geometry coordinated to the metal-center, and both 

ligands bear one or two pendant amine groups (Figure 1.5a). The synthesized form 

of the catalyst has a second coordination sphere function as a proton relay in amine 

form with proximity to the metal-center, and the second coordination sphere 

assists in the transfer of protons between the solution and the metal site in the 

catalytic HER and HOR. Moreover, pendant bases can stabilize the binding of small 

molecules such as H2, which enhances the proton-couple electron transfer (PCET). 

Dubois et al. shed light on the effect of the coordination sphere on molecular 

electrocatalysis. 46, 47 The coordination spheres consist of three parts: (i) inner 

sphere, (ii) second sphere, and (iii) outer sphere. The inner coordination sphere is 

the ligands directly attached to the metal-center, affecting the properties of the 

metal-center, such as the presence of vacant sites. The second coordination sphere 

includes functional groups incorporated in the ligand that preferentially interact 

with substrates and metal-centers weakly or not, such as the pendant amine 

interacting with the H2 molecule. Lastly, the outer coordination involves the 

remainder of the ligand and the solvent molecule surrounding the catalyst. In this 

case, the pendant amine in the second coordination sphere serves as an 

intramolecular proton acceptor, and the metal-center serves as a hydride acceptor. 

The study on the H2 evolution mechanism suggests that the proton does not reside 

on the amine and transfers from N on the pendant amine to the Ni-center leading to 

rapid intramolecular exchange.48 Ni-H forms after the intramolecular proton 

transfer to the Ni-center, and the second protonation occurs on the pendant amine 

base. In the final step of the HER mechanism, H2 is produced by combining the 

metal-hydride with the proton on the amine site, and the original catalyst is 

regenerated for the subsequent cycles. The proposed HER mechanism based on 

pendant amine type of catalysts goes through the ligand-assisted metal-centered 

pathway. Furthermore, as expected, varying the basicity of the amino group, i.e., its 

ability to deliver protons, directly impacts turnover numbers (TONs). 

Comprehensive studies prove that the amines that are more basic disfavor the 

catalytic H2 formation, leading to low turnover frequencies (TOFs), and 

surprisingly, switching from two amine groups to only one amine group per ligand 
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improves the TOF for HER.43, 48, 49 The latter result is attributed inactive 

conformations of the protonated forms of the complex with two amine groups per 

ligand. The catalyst, which consists of only one pendant amine in each ligand, 

prevents unproductive proton binding steps and leads to magnificent TOFs as 

100,000 H2 per second.43 Overall, this type of catalyst shows very high activity 

towards HER and HOR by operating at low overpotentials, and they perform either 

in an aqueous or nonaqueous acidic environment.42, 43  

 

Figure 1.5: Chemical structures of the selected examples of a) Ni bis(diamine), R: Ph and R':Ph, and b) 
cobaloxime, L: solvent. 

Different transition metals have been examined to investigate the effect of the 

metal-center on the overpotential and activity toward the H2 evolution. Cobalt 

stands out among first-row transition metals for its ability to support multiple 

oxidation states, adopt multiple coordination geometries depending on its 

surrounding ligands, and have high stability under catalytic conditions. One of the 

most studied classes of the H2 evolution catalysts is the cobaloxime complexes 

inspired by B12 enzymes.50 They are based on CoII and CoIII centers consisting of two 

glyoximato equatorial ligands and two other trans-axial ligands (Figure 1.5b).51-62 

The substituents on the glyoxime ligand enable tuning of the complex’s redox 
properties. For instance, stronger electron-withdrawing groups decrease the 

driving force for a reduction on the metal-center, leading to unfavorable 

protonation. Hu et al. and Dempsey et al. claimed that the cobaloxime type of 

complexes follow dominantly the homolytic pathway where the homolytic bond 
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cleavage of two Co−H species results in H2 evolution and the heterolytic pathway 

takes place only in the presence of high acid concentrations.53, 59, 63 In the proposed 

reaction mechanism, the CoIII-center is reduced to CoI, which takes up a proton and 

forms CoIII−H. The resultant CoIII−H either directly leads to homolytic bond cleavage 

or is reduced to CoII−H, reacting with an external proton to generate H2. In this case, 

EEC (E: electrochemical reaction, C: chemical reaction, proton uptake in this 

context) or EECE are the pathway sequences to produce H2. Various theoretical 

studies imply H2 evolution occurs through a CoII−H intermediate, and pathway 

sequence depends on the pKa of the system.32, 33, 64 Despite the calculations 

suggesting the formation of CoIII−H, CoIII−H has still not been isolated in the catalytic 

cycle up to this date due its high reactivity. A study by Artero et al. claimed that HER 

activity is associated with ligand degradation, while the active species for H2 

evolution consists of Co-based nanoparticles formed on the electrode surface.60 

Furthermore, Lacy et al. proposed that the intermediate complex in the HER 

pathway is a Co-complex, which crystallizes as a dimer and exhibits monomer-

dimer equilibrium in an organic solvent.65 The NMR signal assigned as CoIII−H for Schrauzer’s synthesized hydridocobaloxime is the cobalt trimer instead of CoIII−H.65 

Estes et al. also challenge the reliability of CoIII−H assignment in the cobaloxime 

system.66 They propose that the ligand bears the reactive H atom instead of the Co-

center. These collective thoughts still do not rule out the formation of CoIII−H as an 

intermediate in the HER mechanism; however, they encourage the consideration of 

ligand-based protonation schemes in HER mechanisms.  

While various studies on metal-hydride formation have led to significant advances 

in designing efficient molecular catalysts evolving H2, recent years have witnessed 

a growing interest in using ligands. This attention to ligands arises from the 

potential for alternate pathways facilitated by the coordination environment, which 

can result in enhanced catalytic activities. 
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1.3 Redox-active ligand-centered HER 

electrocatalysts 
 

Redox-active ligands imply the non-innocent ligand framework that is capable of 

undergoing an oxidation reaction or a reduction reaction in the transition metal 

complexes. Ligand non-innocence and redox-active ligand descriptions might be 

understood as interchangeable terms; however, they differ in some ways.67 Non-

innocent complex conveys uncertainty to determine the oxidation states of the 

redox-active molecules and stating specific ligands as “suspects”.67-69 Ligands are 

innocent if the oxidation state of the central atom can be defined and the metal-

center acts as the source or sink of electrons transferred.70 Redox-active ligands can 

behave both in innocent or non-innocent ways.69 Since the ligands can participate 

in the HER by acting as electron or proton storage sites or both, they can enhance 

the reaction kinetics, decrease the overpotential, and improve stability.13, 71-80 

Furthermore, the redox-active ligands can introduce new catalytic pathways to HER 

mechanisms by disrupting the electron density distribution within the catalyst. 

Instead of the metal-center, the electron density may be located on the ligand 

scaffold resulting in alternative mechanistic pathways. The alternative HER 

pathways involving redox-active ligands are ligand-assisted metal-centered, metal-

assisted ligand-centered, or only ligand-centered mechanisms (Figure 1.6). Besides 

all the advantages, different effects related to the involvement of the redox-active 

moieties may be expected. The reduced state of the redox-active ligand may lead to 

undesired reactivity. For instance, they can react with electrophilic substrates, and 

the electron on the ligand might be trapped due to the formation of irreversible 

chemical bonds. Consequently, the deactivation or decomposition mechanisms may 

occur due to the redox-active moiety. Therefore, it is challenging to draw 

conclusions regarding the impact of the redox-active ligands, and understanding 

the effects of the different redox-active ligand systems can assist in developing 

more efficient electrocatalysts. 
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Figure 1.6: Various H2 evolution pathways by metal complexes containing redox-active ligands. Reprinted with 
permission from Hess et al. 81. Copyright 2024 American Chemical Society. 

One example of compounds containing bidentate redox-active ligands is a 

dithiolate-based complex. Owing to its unique electronic properties, the electron 

density on metal-dithiolene complexes is delocalized over the metal-sulfur core, 

enabling electron storage on the ligand core, and stabilizing anionic oxidation 

species. In their studies, Mcnamara et al. and Das et al. showed that Co-centered 

dithiolene complexes can produce H2 in photocatalytic and electrocatalytic ways.6, 

82 The electrocatalytic mechanism is proposed to be ECEC, and due to the similar 

energy levels of the frontier metal and the ligand-based orbitals, protonation may 

take place at either the metal-center or the ligand. Even though Co-based dithiolene 

complexes are more extensively studied, Fontcave et al. suggested using Mo and W-

centers for oxo-dithiolene complexes as alternative metal-centers, and the 

theoretical calculations show that the ligand acts as a proton exchange site.83 Based 

on all the intriguing research, Zarkadoulas et al. drew inspiration from the natural 

NiS4 cluster of the active site of [NiFe] hydrogenase and investigated the complexes 

with Ni-centered bis-1,2-dithiolate ligands for H2 evolution.72 They claim the 

substituents with electron-donating ability on the dithiolene ring improve the HER 

activity, and the decomposition of the dithiolene complexes most probably depends 

on the acid strength on applied potentials. 
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Figure 1.7: H2 evolution pathways by a) Co- or b) Ni-centered dithiolate complexes. 

The theoretical calculations on the dithiolate complexes reveal that reduction and 

protonation steps occur most likely at sulfur atoms (Figure 1.7).72, 84, 85 To 

understand the effect of redox-active ligands, theoretical calculations are 

extensively used to investigate the mechanistic pathways of dithiolene ligands 

toward H2 evolution. Theoretical calculations on the Co–dithiolene complexes for 

HER reported by Solis et al. and Panetier et al. showed that the reduction occurs on 

the Co-center and sulfur atoms are the protonation sites for H2 evolution.84, 86 In the 

report by Solis et al. varying electron-withdrawing substituents on the dithiolene 

ligands were examined and strongly electron-withdrawing groups on the ligand 

were less likely to have two protonated sulfur atoms. 84 The mechanistic pathway 

suggests that the protonation of the sulfur atom facilitates CoII/I reduction, which 

results in the generation of CoIII−H via intramolecular proton transfer by one of the S−H parts of the modified complex (Figure 1.7a). Another mechanistic pathway 

suggests that after two-electron reductions, the first generation of CoII−H occurs, 

and the ligand-based protonation at a sulfur atom is essential to release H2 as a last 

step.86 In contrast to Co-dithiolene complexes, the protonation of the sulfur atoms 

is more likely than protonation on the Ni-center for Ni-dithiolate complexes, and it 

is proposed that both the protonation and reduction effects mainly occur on the 
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ligand framework (Figure 1.7b) due to the decreased contribution of the Ni orbitals. 

Koshiba et al. designed a Ni pyrazinedithiolene catalyst, which exhibits a relatively 

low overpotential (330-400 mV at pH 4–6) and high Faradaic efficiency toward 

HER.87 With this specific ligand, it is proposed that the protonation and reduction 

occur on the ligand, and the Ni-center remains as NiII throughout the mechanism, 

which follows the ligand-centered PCET pathway. Although each dithiolene ligand 

system shows different reduction and protonation steps, the HER follows either the 

ligand-centered or the ligand-assisted metal-centered pathways that play a crucial 

role in the kinetics and activity.  

Thompson et al. reported Al-centered pyridine complex, which includes a redox-

active ligand assisting the HER in a non-aqueous environment.76, 88 The mechanism 

of this redox-active complex suggests the involvement of two protonation events at 

the ligand that are followed by two electron reduction of the modified ligand to 

release H2.76 This complex is the first example for main group compounds involving 

molecular catalyst, which promotes only ligand centered pathway for HER. In 

another study, an Al-centered pyridine complex with low pKa values for the N-donor 

atoms undergoes the HER mechanism involving the ligand-centered pathway, 

whereby the pKa values of the ligand influence the reactivity with protons.88 In the 

mechanism, the ligand is first reduced, and then the reduced ligand facilitates 

electron and proton transfer to release H2. The results indicate that controlling the 

ligand's donor atom can tune the HER mechanism. In this specific system, the low 

pKa values of the ligand can enhance the ligand-based electron and proton transfer.  
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Figure 1.8: Overview of transition metals with bis(thiosemicarbazone) ligand for HER 

Bis(thiosemicarbazone) ligands derived from 1,2-diones are redox-active ligands 

and can coordinate with transition metals with low oxidation states through the 

N2S2 chelating site.75, 79, 89-91 Owing to its ability to have multiple modification sites 

on the structure, these molecules attracted great attention. The coordination of 

redox-active bis(thiosemicarbazone) ligands with different transition metals can 

affect the HER pathways (Figure 1.8). The first reported bis(thiosemicarbazone) 

complex as an HER catalyst involves Zn as the metal-center (Figure 1.9a).89 The 

kinetic parameters, including digital simulations, suggest that the catalytic cycle 

starts with the EC mechanism, proceeding with two hypothetical catalytic cycles. 

The first possible pathway (stated as 1, Figure 1.9a) involves homocoupling of the 

two modified complexes after the EC mechanism. The second one (stated as 2, 

Figure 1.9a) is based on the heterocoupling of the complex with the modified 

complex (an ECC step to the catalyst). Calculations suggest that protonation occurs 

on the hydrazine nitrogen within the complex, and the release of H2 proceeds 

through ligand-centered radical coupling. Unlike the traditional catalysts evolving 

H2 through metal-hydride, the non-transition metal-center combined with the 

thiosemicarbazone ligand restrains the activity on the ligand, and the high Lewis 

acidity of ZnII in the structure reduces the overpotential by balancing the charge on 

the anionic ligand and enhancing protonation.  
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CuII is another alternative as a metal-center for the bis(thiosemicarbazone) ligand, 

and Grapperhaus and his coworkers examined the CuII-centered complex as an H2 

evolving electrocatalyst that operates via the metal-assisted ligand-centered 

pathway (Figure 1.9b).79 The proposed HER pathway favors the CECE mechanism, 

and the initial chemical step involves the protonation of hydrazine nitrogen on the 

ligand followed by metal-centered reduction that yields a CuI-center. In the 

mechanism, the third step involves protonating the opposing hydrazine nitrogen, 

and the Cu-center retains the +1 oxidation state. The final electrochemical step is 

based on the ligand-centered double-bond rearrangement within the complex, 

which promotes internal proton transfer. In the last step, a hydrogen atom or 

proton/hydride coupling leads to H2 evolution and forms the initial complex. Thus, 

the H2 evolution involves a metal-assisted ligand-centered path; in this context, the 

metal serves as an auxiliary redox site. Therefore, this system promotes 

electrocatalysts that function without metal-hydride formation for HER.  

 

Figure 1.9: Three types of HER mechanisms with first-row transition metal coordinated bis(thiosemicarbazone) 
complexes: a) ligand-centered, b) metal-assisted ligand-centered, c) ligand-assisted metal-centered. 

The studies involving NiII coordinated bis(thiosemicarbazone) complexes revolve 

around the ligand-assisted metal-centered mechanism; however, they involve 

diverse electrochemical and chemical steps to evolve H2.75, 90 The computational 

studies by Orio and her coworkers claim the HER mechanism involves a PCET step 
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on the ligand as the first reaction step and the protonation occurs on the hydrazino 

nitrogen.75 The second step involves the reduction of the metal-center to NiI 

followed by Ni-centered protonation to generate H2. Thus, the HER mechanism 

consists of PCET followed by an EC mechanism, and the metal-center is essential for 

H2 evolution. Jain et al. proposed ECEC steps for the HER mechanism supported by 

computational investigations (Figure 1.9c).90 In this study, the mechanism starts 

and continues the same as Orio and her coworkers determined; however, the metal-

hydride is generated via an internal proton transfer instead of an external proton 

transfer. As a final step, the metal-hydride (NiIII−H) complex reacts with an external 

proton source to evolve H2. Straistari et al. assessed the HER mechanism of a Co 

coordinated bis(thiosemicarbazone) complex to understand the effect of the Co-

center on H2 evolution.91 The results indicate that changing the metal-center to Co 

does not change the ligand-assisted metal-centered pathway and the ECEC 

sequence. According to Straistari’s study, the CoIII−H and protonated ligand radical 

species generate H2 in the HER mechanism like the Ni–bis(thiosemicarbazone) 

system. Overall, the thiosemicarbazone ligand shows a variety of HER mechanisms 

depending on the nature of the metal-center and proves that metal-hydride 

formation is not necessary to evolve H2 at moderate potentials. 
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Figure 1.10: Proposed HER mechanism of Ni hangman porphyrin in different acidic media. C and L representing 
the hangman group and porphyrin ring, respectively. H with a red asterisk corresponding to the internally 
transferred proton on carboxylic acid and a black asterisk corresponding to the site that the internal proton 
transferred. IET and IPT on the mechanism standing for internal electron transfer and intramolecular proton 
transfer, respectively. Internal electron transfer affecting the Ni-center and all the other electron transfers on 
the mechanism involving the ligand. 

Nocera and Hammes-Schiffer and their coworkers discovered the utility of the 

hangman active sites as pendant proton relays in governing PCET for H2 

evolution.92-95 In the hangman structure, acidic or basic functional groups affixed to 

a xanthene or furan backbone are positioned over a redox-active macrocycle such 

as porphyrin, corrole, or salen. In these studies, a carboxylic acid group enhances 

an internal proton transfer to the metalloporphyrin, capable of electrochemical 

reduction. Furthermore, Solis et al. studied the influence of acid strength on the HER 

pathways for Ni (Figure 1.10) or Co coordinated hangman porphyrins.93, 94 The H2 

evolution potential in the presence of a weak acid occurs above ‒1.8 V vs. 

ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+ potential). On the other hand, using a strong acid 

leads to H2 evolution at ‒0.66 V vs. Fc/Fc+.94 In the presence of a weak acid, the 

catalytic cycle begins with two reduction steps for Ni hangman porphyrins. The first 

reduction occurs on the Ni-center, and the second on the porphyrin ring. The 
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following step involves a PCET reaction by an internal ET and an intramolecular PT 

from the carboxylic acid to a meso carbon on the porphyrin. The subsequent step is 

the protonation of the hanging carboxylate group, followed by a reduction of the 

phlorin ring. Further reduction leads to H2 evolution via self-elimination to the 

deprotonated complex or by reaction with the weak acid, and the formed complex 

at the end is the one-electron reduced of the initial Ni coordinated hangman 

porphyrin. However, the theoretical calculations on Co coordinated hangman 

porphyrins imply that CoIII–H formation is necessary for H2 evolution in a weak 

acid.93 In the presence of a strong acid for both Ni and Co coordinated hangman 

porphyrins, the catalytic cycle begins with a reduction step, affecting the metal-

center that is followed by a proton transfer step via a direct protonation of the meso 

carbon from the acid source. The subsequent reduction occurs rapidly, forming the 

phlorin anion reacting with the acid to produce H2. These studies imply that the 

protonation of phlorin ring is more favorable than metal-hydride formation in the 

presence of a strong acid, and the main contribution to H2 evolution is the ligand 

framework. Moreover, the weak acid causes too many protonation and reduction 

steps in the catalytic cycle prior to H2 evolution, leading to a higher overpotential 

for HER. 

All the redox-active ligand systems mentioned in this chapter demonstrate that they 

play different roles during the HER. Several factors, such as the metal-center, active 

site, and proton source, contribute to tuning HER activity. There is still a debate on 

the conclusive effects of redox-active ligands, and open questions remain regarding 

how redox-active ligands may affect the catalytic mechanism. Drawing relevant 

comparisons between complexes is challenging since the redox moieties of the 

ligand frameworks in each system are different. In the past years, the redox-active 

macrocyclic biquinazoline (Mabiq) ligand system was investigated to comprehend 

the effect of the redox-active system in catalysis.81, 96-100 Muller et al. first 

synthesized the Mabiq ligand (Mabiq = 2−4:6−8-bis(3,3,4,4-

tetramethyldihydropyrrolo)-10−15-(2,2′-biquinazolino)-[15]- 1,3,5,8,10,14-

hexaene-1,3,7,9,11,14-N6, Figure 1.11), and different earth-abundant transitional 

metals were subsequently coordinated to the redox-active Mabiq ligand.101-104 
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Furthermore, bimetallic Mabiq complexes based on the monomeric metallic 

complex were generated to understand whether a second metal can improve the 

catalytic activities. The focus of this thesis is to investigate a monometallic Co 

coordinated Mabiq complex, [CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6)], (CoMbq) as an 

electrocatalyst for H2 evolution and to elucidate the HER mechanism. In the Results 

Section 3.1, we show electrochemical H2 evolution by the CoMbq complex for the first 

time and examine the activity as a function of the different acid concentrations. The 

Results Section 3.2 describes different techniques to explore the HER mechanism 

through the CoMbq complex. Moreover, various proton sources were used for 

mechanistic studies, and theoretical calculations were applied to determine the 

possible reduction and protonation sites on the CoMbq complex. Overall, these 

studies with CoMbq show how various features of redox-active ligands can influence 

catalysis, and catalyst design plays a significant role in HER pathways.  

 

Figure 1.11: The structure of macrocyclic biquinazoline ligand (Mabiq), M in the structure representing the 
earth-abundant transition metals.  
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2 Experimental Methods 

2.1 Synthesis of [Co(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6) 

In the course of this PhD project, the [Co(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6) complex is generated 

and analyzed. Both HMabiq ligand and [Co(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6) are synthesized as 

described in the literature.102, 104 Upon the HMabiq generation in 5 steps, 

[Co(CH3CN)6](PF6) (Scheme 2.1) is added to a suspension of HMabiq and 

trimethylamine in acetonitrile (MeCN) in an Argon‒filled glovebox (O2<0.1 ppm, 

H2O<0.1 ppm, MBraun, Germany). After stirring overnight, the resultant mixture is 

filtered, and the crude product is dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM) and 

precipitated in hexane. As a last step, single crystals are obtained by slow diffusion 

of pentane into CoMbq complex dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF). Elemental 

analysis is used to characterize the synthesized [CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6). 

 

Scheme 2.1: Synthesis of [Co(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6). 
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2.2 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a powerful electroanalytical technique to examine the 

oxidation and reduction reactions of molecular species; it is a valuable tool to 

comprehend complex reactions.105, 106 This method can mainly be used to 

investigate the electrochemical behavior of species diffusing to an electrode, 

interfacial phenomena at the electrode surface, and the bulk properties of the 

materials.107 A CV is based on a linear potential sweep applied to a stationary 

electrode in an unstirred solution and the resulting current response is plotted 

against the potential. In general, the current is controlled by the rates of mass 

transfer, electron transfer, surface reactions, and chemical reactions following the 

electron transfer, such as protonation. In principle, mass transfer includes diffusion, 

migration, and convection as its main elements, but in a CV experiment with a 

stagnant electrolyte containing a large amount of a non-reacting salt next to a small 

amount of an electroactive species, diffusion is the only mass transport mode. This 

results in a time-dependent concentration gradient in the vicinity of the electrode 

surface. Figure 2.1 shows the triangular potential profile (panel a) and the typical 

current response (panel b) for a simple redox reaction (A−• ↔ A + e‒). Note that here, 

the US convention is used, where the negative potential is plotted on the y‒ and x‒
axes in panel a and panel b, respectively, and where cathodic currents are taken as 

positive currents. Starting the potential scan at Ei by going towards more negative 

potentials; initially, small capacitive currents are flowing until the equilibrium 

potential (E0') is reached; going towards E0', a faradaic reduction current starts to 

flow provided by A + e‒ → A−• and the reduction takes place (Figure 2.1b). Going to 

more negative potentials, the reduction current increases until a current peak is 

reached, where the concentration of A near the surface of the electrode is depleted. 

Eventually, the growth of the so-called diffusion boundary slows down the 

transport of A to the electrode surface, leading to a decreasing reduction current. 

When the potential scan is reversed, i.e., when scanning to a positive direction, the 

reduction current further declines until the potential approaches E0', at which point 

the accumulated reduced species (A−•) are being oxidized, resulting in an anodic 

current peak.  
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Figure 2.1: a) Cyclic potential scan b) Resulting cyclic voltammogram (in US convention). Reprinted from Bard 
and Faulkner et al.106. Copyright 2024 John Wiley and Sons. 

The Nernst equation is one of the most quoted equations that relates the half-cell 

potential to a redox reaction (CR → Co + e‒) to the standard half-cell potential (E0') 

and the relative activities of the oxidized and reduced species at equilibrium. When 

the kinetics of the electron transfer is rapid, the concentration of oxidized and 

reduced species at the electrode surface (Co, x=0; CR, x=0, respectively) are assumed to 

be in equilibrium with the electrode potential, governed by the Nernst equation (Eq 

2.1). In the Nernst equation, F is Faraday’s constant (96485 C·mol−1), R is the 

universal gas constant (8.314 J·mol−1·K−1), n is the number of electrons, and T is the 

temperature (K).  

  𝐸 =  𝐸0′ +  𝑅𝑇𝑛𝐹 ln 𝐶𝑜𝐶𝑅 = 𝐸0′ + 2.3026 𝑅𝑇𝑛𝐹 log 𝐶𝑜𝐶𝑅  (Eq 2.1) 

If the redox process is chemically and electrochemically reversible, the potential 

difference between the anodic and cathodic current peak, i.e., the peak-to-peak 

separation, is 2.3RT/nF, corresponding to 59/n mV at 25°C.  

In the course of this project, the CV technique was one of the first applied 

electrochemical techniques to address the possible generated intermediates of 

CoMbq in the presence of an acid source and an applied negative potential. During 

the PhD project, various concentrations of the proton source and acids with 

different pKa values were added to the CoMbq solution, and the potential was 

scanned to different cut-off values. For this purpose, CV measurements were 

performed in a four-neck, jacketed glass cell assembled and sealed inside the 
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glovebox. The cell setup was adopted from previous studies described in detail in 

section 2.3.108, 109  
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2.3 Rotating (Ring) Disk Electrode (R(R)DE) 

The rotating disk electrode (RDE) and rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) are 

widely applied to investigate the reaction kinetics and transport properties of the 

electrochemical reaction systems. Diffusion and convection are two major mass 

transport processes in the RDE configuration. Based on the Nernstian diffusion 

boundary layer model, the electrolyte is conceptually divided into two regions. The 

first region, which is close to the surface of the electrode, is considered to form a 

stagnant in which diffusion is the only mode of mass transport. In the second region, 

far away from the electrode surface, it is considered that all species have a constant 

concentration, so that convection is the only mode of mass transport.110, 111 The 

result is that for a rotating disk electrode, the thickness of the diffusion boundary 

layer remains constant, resulting in a steady-state mass transport limited current. 

By precisely controlling the rotation rate of the electrode, the RDE generates a well-

defined mass transport limited flow of electrolyte species to the surface of the 

electrode.106, 110 Since the flux of the solution towards the disk surface does not alter 

with the radial distance from the axis of rotation, mass transport at the disk is 

considered to be uniform across the disk, which is then referred to as uniformly 

accessible.  

 

Figure 2.2: Schematic presentation of a planar RRDE electrode and the process occurring at the RRDE during 
the potential sweep. M: species in the bulk solution and M¯: one electron reduced species. 
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The RDE setup consists of a central planar disk electrode embedded in a rod made 

of an electronic insulator material such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) or 

polyetheretherketone (PEEK), with an electrical brush employed to connect the 

electrode shaft and wire during electrode rotation. As the electrode rotates at a certain angular velocity of ω (rad/s), the centrifugal force causes the solution to 

flow toward the electrode (disk) surface, following a laminar flow pattern across 

the electrode surface and flushing out parallel to the disk surface (Figure 2.2). The 

current at the RDE assumes a steady state value when the angular velocity is fixed, 

in contrast to the transient in an unstirred solution where the current ultimately 

decays to zero. At the steady state, the concentration of the species close to the 

surface no longer depends on time. Under these conditions, an expression for the 

limiting current can be derived, known as the Levich equation (Eq .2.2): 𝑖𝐿𝐶 = 0.62𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑂2/3𝜔1/2𝑣−1/6𝐶𝑂   (Eq 2.2) 

This equation applies to only mass-transfer-limited conditions an RDE. n stands for 

the number of electrons transferred, F for the Faraday constant (96485 C·mol−1), A 

for the electrode surface area (in cm2), Do for the diffusion coefficient of the reacting 

species (in cm2·s−1), ⍵ for angular velocity (rad·s−1), v for the kinematic viscosity 

(cm2·s−1), and CO for the concentration of the reacting species (mol·L−1). Therefore, 

limiting current vs. ⍵1/2 for fast electron transfer kinetics can be determined by 

Eq .2.2 and is independent of overpotential (as long as it is sufficiently large). 

Like an RDE, an RRDE consists of a central planar disk electrode imbedded into an 

insulator adding, however, a second working electrode in the form of a ring around 

the disk electrode. Both disk and ring electrodes in the RRDE setup are 

independently controllable. RRDE experiments are useful for studying 

multielectron processes, the kinetics of a slow electron transfer, and possible 

adsorption/desorption steps. The collection efficiency is one of the key 

characteristics of an RRDE that assists in identifying these processes. The collection 

efficiency quantitatively measures the amount of the reaction products or 

intermediates produced at the disk electrode, reaching the ring electrode. This 

factor allows for the analysis of the reaction mechanisms in catalytic reactions and 

is defined as the ratio of the absolute value of the ring current to the disk current 

obtained for a simple and fast redox reaction. If the reduction occurs on the disk 
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surface, the ring should be kept at sufficiently positive potentials to re-oxidize the 

species that are reduced at the disk under mass transport limited conditions. By 

knowing the collection efficiency of a given RRDE, one can deduce the amount of 

reduced species that were reduced at the disk. The collection efficiency is normally 

between 20-40%, depending on the relative areas of the disk and ring electrode. 

In this thesis, RDE and RRDE measurements were very valuable to examine the 

reaction mechanism prior to the HER using CoMbq as an electrocatalyst. 

Furthermore, the RDE concept was further employed for the bulk electrolysis 

experiments, which were designed to isolate the intermediate products prior to H2 

evolution. The disk was held at certain reductive potentials and rotated at a certain 

angular velocity to ensure high and defined mass transport rates from the solution 

to the electrode surface. All the experiments were conducted in an Ar filled glovebox 

due to the air sensitivity of CoMbq. In the cell setup, the working electrode consisted 

of a glassy carbon disk with a 5.0 mm diameter, surrounded by a glassy carbon ring 

with a 6.5 mm internal diameter and 7.5 mm external diameter. 1 M LiBF4 in MeCN 

was used as a supporting electrolyte in the main compartment of the cell, which 

included the working electrode. A platinum wire, separated from the working 

electrode part via a glass fitting, was used as the counter electrode for the RDE and 

RRDE experiments. On the other hand, for bulk electrolysis experiments, a LiFePO4 

electrode was preferred as a counter electrode separated from the working 

electrode compartment via a glass fitting at the bulk electrolysis experiments. The 

reference electrode was separated via a Vycor frit from the working electrode for 

the RDE and bulk electrolysis experiments. While Ag/AgNO3 (0.1 M AgNO3 and 

0.1 M LiBF4 in MeCN) was chosen as a reference electrode for RDE experiments, Li 

metal in 1 M LiPF6 in EC/EMC 3:7 (LP57) was used as a reference electrode for bulk 

electrolysis experiments.  
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2.4 On-Line Electrochemical Mass Spectrometry 

(OEMS) 

The first goal of this PhD project was to prove that the CoMbq complex was an 

electrocatalyst for the H2 evolution reaction. On-Line Electrochemical Mass 

Spectrometry (OEMS) is an insightful technique to monitor and quantify the 

evolved gaseous species during a reaction; therefore, this technique was employed 

to examine the H2 evolution for CoMbq. The setup was developed by the Chair of 

Technical Electrochemistry at Technical University of Munich and is depicted 

schematically in Figure 2.3. It was described in detail in previous publications.112, 

113 In brief, the setup consists of a custom-made electrochemical cell with a 

headspace volume of ~10 mL that is attached to a mass spectrometer via a capillary 

leak with a leak rate of ~1x10-5 atm-cc s-1(1 µL min-1, Vacuum Technologies, United 

States). The quantification of H2 (m/z = 2) was done by flushing the cell at the end 

of the measurement with a calibration gas containing 2000 ppm of the H2 in argon.  

 

Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of the OEMS setup. The figure is adapted with minor changes from Tsiouvaras 
et al.112. Copyright 2024 IOP Publishing. 

 

In this PhD thesis, a two-compartment OEMS cell setup in which the counter 

electrode (lower compartment) part was separated from the working electrode 

part (upper compartment) that is connected via a capillary leak to the mass 
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spectrometer. For this purpose, an aluminum edge-sealed lithium ion conducting 

glass ceramic (“Ohara glass”, 1 inch diameter, thickness 150 μm) was used to 

separate two electrode compartments in the OEMS cell.114 The lower compartment 

included a 17 mm diameter lithium counter electrode, a 22 mm glassfibre 

separator, and LP57 as electrolyte. The lithium ion conducting Ohara glass served 

as a diffusion barrier for gases and liquids between the two compartments. Thus, 

any gas evolution from the lower compartment cannot be detected. Only gas 

evolved in the upper compartment by CoMbq catalyst dissolved in 1 M LiBF4 in MeCN 

in the presence of an acid source at the carbon paper working electrode 

(Freudenberg H1410, diameter 15 mm, thickness ~150 μm) was recorded by the 

mass spectrometer. H2 evolved on the surface of the carbon paper during operation 

reached the mass spectrometer within seconds, while the diffusion of H2 produced 

at the separator/carbon paper interface required at most a few minutes to 

transport H2 into the cell headspace. Hence, the OEMS setup provides a significant 

advantage regarding response time. Chronoamperometry technique was applied to 

detect the onset potential for HER and quantify the maximum amount of released 

H2.  
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2.5 Operando Transmission Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-

Vis) Spectroscopy 

Light absorption as a function of wavelength supplies information about electronic 

transitions happening in the material via ultraviolet-visible light (UV-Vis) 

spectroscopy. The energy difference within the occupied frequency range 

corresponds to the electronic states of atoms and molecules.115, 116 In the case of 

isolated atoms, UV-Vis spectroscopy provides information about purely electronic 

transitions, and in the general case of molecules, rotational and vibrational motions 

are further excited by ground or excited states with their rotational and vibrational 

levels. The many transitions originating from the superposition of vibrational and 

rotational energy levels result in a broadened UV-Vis band.116  

When light passes through a surface, it can be transmitted, reflected, or absorbed. 

Transmittance, absorbance, and extinction are frequently used terms for UV-Vis 

spectroscopy. The transmittance (T) (Eq 2.3) of a material refers to the part of the 

light that passes through the material. Absorption (A) (Eq 2.3) is the process where 

light intensity from the beam is decreased due to the transitions from the ground 

state to the excited state. Lastly, extinction refers to the entire loss of light upon 

passing through the material; it includes absorption, scattering, and reflection 

processes that lead to values higher than the absorption.  𝐴 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇 =  𝐼𝐼0 × 100  (Eq 2.3) 

In Eq 2.3, A stands for absorbance, and T is for transmittance. I0 represents the 

intensity of the incident light entering the sample, and I represents the intensity of 

this light emerging from the sample. These numerical values obtained from UV-Vis 

are applied to quantify the absorbance known as the Bouguer-Lambert-Beer law 

(Eq 2.4): 𝐴 = 𝜀𝑏𝑐    (Eq 2.4) 

whereby  (L·mol–1·cm–1) refers to the molar extinction coefficient, b to the path 

length of the sample in cm, and c (mol·L–1) to the concentration of the light 

absorbing material.  
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UV-Vis theoretically enables the characterization of electronic transitions as either 

a direct and indirect transition or allowed and forbidden states. Investigations of 

solutions and crystals usually take place in transmission, whereas powder samples 

are often measured in diffuse reflection mode. In the catalysis field, UV-Vis 

spectroscopy is a commonly applied technique because the wavelength change on 

the absorption band allows for the characterization of any changes in the material. 

Many studies examine the shift in wavelength of the absorption band as a function 

of pH, temperature, solvent change, reaction with metal ions, and ligands.  

 

Figure 2.4: a) Operando UV-Vis spectroelectrochemical pouch-cell design: 1) incident UV-Vis beam, 2) quartz-
glass (~165 μm), 3) carbon paper, working electrode (~150 μm), 4) Al or Ni current collector tab (~100 μm), 
5) separator (80 μm = 4 layers of Celgard H2013), 6) chemically delithiated LFP, counter electrode (90 μm). b) 
Top view of working electrode (⌀ 15 mm, grey area) with a slit (1 mm×5 mm, white area), counter electrode (⌀ 
14 mm, black dashed lined area) with a slit (3 mm×10 mm, white dashed line area) and separator (⌀ 18 mm, 
blue area) with a slit (1 mm×5 mm). 

The setup based on a pouch-cell transmission spectroelectrochemical cell was 

developed by the Chair of Technical Electrochemistry at Technical University of 

Munich.117 This special cell setup was employed for Li-S batteries and adopted over 

the course of this PhD study to screen the intermediates formed prior to H2 

evolution by CoMbq. In the cell setup, two quartz glass windows are sealed into the 

pouch case, and the small slits are cut into the separator, counter electrode, and 

working electrode to enable the transmission of the UV-Vis beam (see the design in 

Figure 2.4). The mechanistic insights prior to H2 evolution by CoMbq gained 
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significance since the first part of the study displayed that the CoMbq complex takes 

up protons and electrons to generate H2 (see section 3.1). Due to the changes in the 

CoMbq complex, a change on the absorption bands was expected; thus, this 

spectroelectrochemical cell setup was employed (see section 3.3). Furthermore, 

bulk electrolysis combined with UV-Vis spectroscopy was applied to characterize 

the products generated during the bulk electrolysis (see section 3.2).  
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3 Results 

This chapter presents the published work and unpublished results of the PhD 

thesis, which are grouped into three sections.  

The first part (section 3.1), published as a peer-reviewed article, focuses on the H2 

evolution detection via the CoMbq complex in the presence of a proton source, 

applying various electrochemical techniques such as cyclic voltammetry, on-line 

electrochemical mass spectrometry (OEMS), and rotation ring disk electrode 

measurements (RRDE). OEMS analysis is utilized to investigate the onset potential 

of H2 evolution and to quantify the evolved H2 during the applied electrochemical 

procedure. RRDE is employed to examine the electron transfer steps prior to the H2 

evolution step. 

The second part (see section 3.2.1), published as a peer-reviewed article, deals with 

the mechanistic insights of the CoMbq in the presence of a proton source as a function 

of the applied potential. The first part of this thesis revealed that the complex 

undergoes modification by electron and proton transfer to produce H2. For this 

purpose, UV-Vis spectroscopy and bulk electrolysis methods are applied here with 

computational calculations to identify the intermediate complexes. 

The last section (see section 3.2.2) shows unpublished work during this PhD study. 

Real-time monitoring of the intermediate complexes by operando transmission UV-

Vis spectroscopy can give insight into HER mechanisms. However, problems due to 

the side reactions could not be resolved, so that this part was not published. 
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3.1 Electrocatalytic H2 Evolution by the CoMbq 

complex The article “Electrocatalytic H2 Evolution by the Co-Mabiq Complex Requires 

Tempering of the Redox-Active Ligand” was submitted in May 2019 and published 

online in July 2019 in the peer-viewed version of ChemCatChem. The main findings 

of the paper were presented as a poster by Gülen Ceren Tok at the 69th Annual 

Meeting of the International Society of Electrochemistry in Bologna, Italy in 

September 2018. A permanent link to this article can be found at: 

https://chemistry-

europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/cctc.201900953. To support the 

main article, additional information is provided in the Supporting Information, 

including details about the chemical stability of the CoMbq complex in the presence 

of the acid source and the protonation step of the complex with applied potential. 

This study aims to determine the onset potential for H2 generation via CoMbq as an 

electrocatalyst and examine the H2 evolution mechanism catalyzed by this complex. 

The OEMS technique was explicitly established for Li-ion battery systems, and the 

cell components were adopted for this study. A two-compartment OEMS cell setup 

enables the detection of the gas evolution originating from the working electrode 

compartment. In this study, the working electrode compartment contains the CoMbq 

complex and a proton source (para-cyanoanilinium, pCA), as well as a carbon paper 

(Freudenberg H1410) that serves as a working electrode. The chronoamperometric 

steps in the OEMS measurement revealed that CoMbq evolves H2 at an onset potential of −0.9 V vs. ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+ potential, named as VFc), and the H2 

production increases exponentially. Alternating ratios of the catalyst and the proton 

source are applied to reach the maximum theoretical amount of H2 generation at 

selected potentials; however, the results show that the amount of H2 generated 

ranges between 48-62% of the theoretical amount of which, indicative of a possible 

deactivation of the catalyst. Another conclusion drawn from the OEMS 

measurements is that the catalyst may undergo activation prior to the catalysis 

since H2 evolution is not observed until rather high overpotentials. Different 

chronoamperometric steps in OEMS measurement suggest that the redox events 

prior to the onset potential for H2 generation lead to significant deactivation of the 

https://chemistry-europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/cctc.201900953
https://chemistry-europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/cctc.201900953
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catalyst. The RRDE method is employed to further assess the redox events between −0.4 VFc and −0.85 VFc. To comprehend how many electrons are transferred at this 

redox step, firstly, CoMbq in the absence of pCA solution is evaluated by the RRDE 

technique using different rotation rates. The results prove that the obtained current 

with various rotation rates on the disk and ring agree with the Levich equation. In 

the presence of pCA, the initial redox event exhibits two electrons transferred to 

CoMbq. The redox event with increasing pCA concentration shifts to more positive 

potentials, indicating the likely proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) process 

followed by electron transfer. The second protonation can not be ruled out; thus, the redox event between −04 VFc and −0.85 VFc refers to a precatalytic form of the 

catalyst and includes two electrons and at least one proton. 
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Electrocatalytic H2 Evolution by the Co-Mabiq Complex
Requires Tempering of the Redox-Active Ligand

G. Ceren Tok,[a, b] Anna T. S. Freiberg,[a] Hubert A. Gasteiger,*[a] and Corinna R. Hess*[b]

H2 is a promising fuel for sustainable energy conversion and
storage. The development of effective earth abundant H2

evolution catalysts is integral to advancing hydrogen-based
technologies. H2 evolution by molecular complexes classically
involves the formation of metal hydride intermediates. Recently,
the use of redox-active ligands has emerged as an alternate
strategy for electron and proton storage. Herein, we examine
the electrocatalytic behavior of [CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6) (CoMbq),
containing a redox-active macrocyclic ligand, in acidic, organic
media (using para-cyanoanilinium (pCA) as the proton source).

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and Rotating Ring Disk Electrode
(RRDE) voltammetry evidence a pre-catalytic process that leads
to the formation of a protonated, two-electron reduced
intermediate. This species evolves H2 at potentials negative of
�1.1 VFc, as confirmed by On-line Electrochemical Mass Spec-
trometry (OEMS). OEMS results further reveal a catalyst
deactivation pathway. The electrochemical data denote the
involvement of the redox-active Mabiq ligand in the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER), with implications for the use of such
scaffolds in electrocatalytic complexes.

Introduction

The increasing demand for safe, clean and sustainable energy
sources as an alternative to fossil fuels has prompted a strong
interest in hydrogen-based technologies.[1] Hydrogen is an
important candidate as a fuel for prospective electrochemical
devices, such as proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEM-
FC).[2] H2 can also be produced via photochemical water
splitting, offering a promising approach to sustainable energy
storage by solar fuel cells.[3] Both electrochemical and solar
systems rely on the development of effective hydrogen
evolution catalysts, including molecular complexes. With re-
spect to electrochemical H2 production, platinum is an excellent
catalyst, exhibiting fast kinetics at low overpotentials. However,
the low abundance and high cost of this noble metal[4] present
significant obstacles for its comprehensive usage.[5] Hence, a
number of earth-abundant HER catalysts have been developed
over the last decade, inspired in part by metalloenzyme
cofactors that carry out related redox and organometallic
chemistry.[3a,c,6] Co and Ni complexes have demonstrated
particular promise.[6a,b,7] However, molecular complexes still
present several limitations.[3c] Key to improving the systems is a

detailed understanding of the factors that govern HER activity
and overpotential.

The textbook mechanisms of H2 formation by molecular
complexes involve metal-hydride formation.[8] A correlation
between the hydricity of metal complexes and reactivity has
been established.[8–9] Recently, ligand-assisted and ligand-
centered H2 production pathways have attracted attention.[10] In
such mechanisms, the metal site is not the exclusive protona-
tion site, or is not involved at all. Amine and thiol groups,
including in the hydrogenase active sites, readily take up
protons that subsequently can be transferred to a metal-
hydride to effect H2 release.[6b,7c] Furthermore, redox-active
ligands can store both protons and electrons.[11] Consequently,
the ligands can act as reservoirs for hydrogen atoms or hydrides
during the catalytic cycle. The H2 evolution pathways of, e. g.,
pincer,[12] thiosemicarbazone,[10e,g,h] and thiolate[13] complexes
are known to involve the redox-active scaffold. Proton relay
sites and redox-active ligands are proposed to significantly
enhance the kinetics of H2 formation and decrease the HER
overpotentials of metal complexes.[10c,g,h,12a,b,14] However, a redox
non-innocent coordination environment also may result in non-
productive pathways.[10f,15] The question remains whether the
incorporation of redox-active ligands offers a strategy to over-
come limitations of specific metal ions, and potentially allow a
wider array of metal ions to be explored as electrocatalysts.

We herein describe studies on the H2 evolution activity of a
cobalt complex coordinated by the macrocyclic biquinazoline
ligand, Mabiq (2-4 :6-8-bis(3,3,4,4-tetramethyldihydropyrrolo)-10-
15-(2,2’-biquinazolino)-[15]-1,3,5,8,10,14-hexaene-1,3,7,9,11,14-
N6).

[16] Mabiq is redox-active, capable of storing electrons on each
of its diketiminate and bipyrimidine units.[17] An electron transfer
series of Co-Mabiq complexes was previously reported, which
exemplify ligand-centered reduction among the formally ‘low
valent’ compounds.[17b] We have previously shown that the
reaction of protons with [CoII(Mabiq**)]� – containing the two
electron reduced Mabiq ligand – leads to the formation of [Co
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(MabiqH2)], in which the macrocycle effectively stores H2 on the
bipyrimidine moiety.[18] Here, we report for the first time that [CoII

(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6), CoMbq (Scheme 1), acts as an electrocatalyst for
H2 evolution. The HER by CoMbq was examined using a combina-
tion of electrochemical methods that provide initial insight into
the mechanism and the role of the redox-active ligand.

Results and Discussion

The Co-Mabiq complexes adopt formal metal oxidation states
of 0!+3,[17b,18] encompassing the full range of oxidation states
invoked in metal-based HER pathways. We therefore reasoned
that the compounds also might act as electrocatalysts for H2

evolution. However, the ‘low-valent’ Co-Mabiq compounds
contain reduced ligand forms. The ‘CoI’ complex was best
described as [CoII(Mabiq*)], with spin density localized on the
diketiminate portion of the Mabiq ligand. The doubly reduced
‘Co0’ form is in actuality a CoII containing, ligand biradical
complex, in which the bipyrimidine moiety also is reduced. The
electronic structures of both complexes were previously
established by spectroscopic and DFT computational
methods.[17b,18] We questioned how the unique electronic
structures might impact their reactivity.

The ability of the Co-Mabiq complex to act as an electro-
catalyst for the HER was first investigated by cyclic voltammetry
(CV) with CoMbq, using para-cyanoanilinium (pCA) as a proton
source. In the absence of acid, the CV of CoMbq ([CoMbq]=1 mM,
in 0.1 MLiBF4/MeCN) exhibits three reversible redox events
(Figure 1, blue line) with cathodic peak potentials at Ep,c=

0.08 V, �0.76 V and �1.56 V vs Fc+ /0 (VFc), which correspond to
the formal CoIII/II, CoII/I and CoI/0 couples, respectively. Upon
addition of ten equivalents of pCA (pKa=7 in acetonitrile),[19] a
series of new redox waves emerge (Figure 1, orange line), at
Ep,c=�0.51 VFc and �1.06 VFc, whereas the original CoII/I couple
is no longer present. The closely spaced set of reductions
positive of the original CoII/I couple coincide with only a modest
current increase, suggesting the absence of H2 evolution, as
proven by OEMS (vide infra). However, the significant current
increase negative of appx. �0.9 VFc is indicative of electro-
catalytic H2 evolution, again consistent with the OEMS data
shown below. The onset potential lies appx. 0.5 VFc positive of
the CoI/0 couple, and therefore is unlikely to stem from the
direct reactivity of the Co0 form. The control experiment using
10 mMpCA alone confirms that proton reduction from the acid

in the absence of a catalytic species, i. e. on a bare glassy carbon
surface, only occurs at more negative potentials, namely
negative of appx. �1.1 VFc, with a cathodic peak potential of
Ep,c=�1.65 VFc (Figure 1, grey dashed line). The electrocatalytic
behavior of CoMbq toward protons is in contrast to that of e.g.
the well-studied cobaloximes, which exhibit onset potentials for
HER already positive of the CoII/I couples.[20] The emergence of
new redox events preceding catalysis in our system further
suggests that hydrogen evolution may involve an ‘activation’
step with modification of CoMbq. We note that no change in the
absorption spectrum is observed upon addition of 10 equiv-
alents of pCA to a solution of the divalent CoMbq in MeCN
(Figure S1), indicating that any modification to the Co–Mabiq
complex occurs only after cathodic reduction. A rinse test
experiment confirms that no complex is adsorbed on the
electrode.[21]

On-line Electrochemical Mass Spectrometry (OEMS) experi-
ments were performed to verify electrocatalytic H2 evolution,
and to establish the HER onset potential. In particular, we
wanted to confirm that the redox process at Ep,c=�1.06 VFc

corresponds to H2 formation, and to determine whether any
hydrogen might already be generated in the prior reduction
steps between �0.4 and �0.85 VFc. To our knowledge, the
OEMS set-up used here has not been applied previously to the
study of homogeneous H2 evolution electrocatalysts. This
unique system permits hydrogen to be quantified at ppm-
levels, with a fast response time, and to be monitored
throughout the electrochemical experiment.[22]

Figure 2 depicts the amount of H2 (m/z=2) evolved vs. the
applied potential in experiments using 4 mMCoMbq and
40 mM pCA (CoMbq/pCA) in 0.1 MLiBF4/MeCN. The theoretical
amount of H2 that can be produced under these conditions,
assuming 100% conversion of the total amount of added acid
by the catalyst, is 2.8 μmol. An open circuit voltage (OCV) step
was initially applied to the system (from �2 to 0 h), after which
the potential was decreased by 100 mV every 30 min, from

Scheme 1. The structure of [CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6) (CoMbq).

Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms of CoMbq in 0.1 MLiBF4/MeCN; conducted
with a glassy carbon electrode in the RRDE set-up; 100 mV/s; under Ar
atmosphere. Solid blue trace: 1 mMCoMbq; orange solid trace: 1 mMCoMbq

plus 10 mMpCA. The dashed grey trace shows the CV of 10 mMpCA only, for
comparison.
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�0.2 to �1.5 VFc (Figure 2b), and mass spectra were recorded
throughout (Figure 2a). Two important conclusions can be
drawn from the OEMS data (Figure 2). Firstly, CoMbq clearly
evolves H2, with an onset potential of �0.9 VFc, after which H2

production increases exponentially with increasing overpoten-
tial. Secondly, although significant cathodic charge flows at
potentials positive of �0.9VFc – both during the CV (orange line
in Figure 1) and during the chronoamperometric (CA) steps in
the OEMS experiment (Figure S2b) – hydrogen evolution is not
observed until the potential is decreased to below �0.9 VFc; a
further indication that the catalyst may undergo activation prior
to catalysis.

The rate of H2 evolved per hour at each potential (Figure 3b,
red squares), and the percent H2 generated (Figure 3b, blue
squares) by CoMbq/pCA, was determined from the OEMS data.
The values for percent H2 are additive and represent the total
amount of hydrogen accumulated at each potential, referenced
to the theoretical H2 amount corresponding to 100% acid
conversion. For comparison, the CV of CoMbq/pCA under
standard conditions (1 mMCoMbq, 10 mMpCA; glassy carbon
electrode in the RRDE set-up) is shown in Figure 3a. The total
amount of H2 produced by CoMbq at the end of the experiment
was only 38% (i. e., 1.05 μmol of the possible 2.8 μmol, Fig-
ure 2a).

The experimental conditions were subsequently adjusted to
determine whether the maximum theoretical amount of H2

could be generated using alternate ratios of CoMbq and pCA,
and by applying a potential at which H2 can be evolved for a
longer time. Accordingly, the potential was held at �1.1 VFc for
20 hours after the OCV step. A moderate rate of H2 evolution by
CoMbq is observed at the selected potential, whereas the
background hydrogen generated due to reduction of pCA at

carbon is expected to be minimal in comparison (see Figure 1).
Solutions containing CoMbq:pCA concentrations of 8 mM:40 mM
(Figure 4, blue line), 8 mM:80 mM (Figure 4, green line) and
4 mM:40 mM (Figure 4, orange line) were employed. Based on
the amount of added electrolyte, the maximum theoretical
amount of H2 which can be evolved is 2.8 μmol for 40 mMpCA,
and 5.6 μmol for 80 mMpCA. OEMS data also were collected for
a 40 mMpCA solution without catalyst (Figure 4a, red line) as a
control experiment. As depicted by the CA experiments at
�1.1 VFc in Figure 4a, a substantial amount of H2 is evolved
within the first 10 minutes after the potential is applied. Values

Figure 2. OEMS data for the mixture of 4 mMCoMbq and 40 mMpCA (CoMbq/
pCA), using a carbon fiber paper as the working electrode and Li metal as
counter and reference electrodes (sealed by a Li-ion conducting glass
ceramic from the working electrode compartment). a) The amount of H2

(m/z=2) evolved at varying potentials. b) After the OCV step (�2 h to 0 h),
the chronoamperometry (CA) steps were initiated and the potential was
decreased by 100 mV from �0.2 VFc to �1.5 VFc, every 30 min.

Figure 3. a) CV of CoMbq/pCA under standard conditions (1 mM CoMbq) with
10 mMpCA; glassy carbon electrode; 100 mV/s scan rate. b) OEMS data for
4 mM CoMbq with 40 mMpCA (CoMbq/pCA) in 0.1 MLiBF4/MeCN). The amount
of H2 was determined at each potential according to the experiment shown
in Figure 2. The percent H2 (blue squares) represents the accumulated
amount at each potential; rate of H2 evolved at each potential is depicted by
the red squares.

Figure 4. OEMS data analysis for varied CoMbq:pCA concentrations. After the
two hour OCV step, the potential was held at �1.1 VFc for 20 h. a) CoMbq:
pCA=8 mM:80 mM (green), 4 mM:40 mM (orange), 8 mM:40 mM (blue)
and 40 mMpCA only (red); b) plot of CoMbq:pCA data from which the
40 mM pCA curve has been subtracted.
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for the turnover number (TON) and turnover frequency (TOF)
can only be quantitatively evaluated by product analysis (here
OEMS) during the initial time period following a potential step
into the HER-active region. This is based on the fact that for
short reaction times, changes in the concentration of the
reactants (catalyst and acid in this case) are negligible, so that
rates can be obtained at well-defined concentrations (a
ubiquitously used concept in heterogeneous catalysis). Thus,
over a sufficiently short initial time period, the reaction rate
must remain constant as long as catalyst degradation over the
chosen time period can be considered negligible. Using this
concept, we can obtain the TOF and TON values at �1.1 VFc,
over an initial time period of 4 minutes of H2 evolution data
shown in Figure 4b (as shown in Figure S5, the H2 evolution
rate is indeed constant over this time period). The thus
determined TON values over a period of 4 minutes at �1.1 VFc

for CoMbq:pCA=8 mM:40 mM and 8 mM:80 mM are 0.4 and 2,
respectively (see section 5 of the Supporting Information for
details). The corresponding TOFs are 6 h�1 and 32 h�1, respec-
tively, indicating a roughly 5-fold increase when doubling the
acid concentration. In general, the literature reports an increase
of the TOF with acid concentration,[23] which is consistent at
least qualitatively with our TOF data. It should be noted that
the calculated TON and TOF values are based on the maximum
amount of CoMbq that could have been utilized within the first
four minutes of the CA step. However, the effective catalyst
concentration in the activated state cannot accurately be
determined, and the calculated TON and TOF values represent
lower estimates.

After appx. two hours, the increase in H2 over time is
comparable to that of the control experiment using pCA alone,
which indicates that unreacted pCA remains in solution and is
slowly and continuously reduced to H2 at the carbon electrode.
This becomes more obvious by subtracting the background H2

evolution (i. e., in the absence of CoMbq, red line in Figure 4a)
from the raw data in Figure 4a, clearly showing that the CoMbq-
catalyzed H2 evolution ceases after appx. 4 hours for the
examined CoMbq:pCA concentrations (Figure 4b). Based on the
final amount of H2 obtained in the background-corrected data,
the amount of H2 generated by CoMbq ranges from 48–62%. The
fact that only ~50% of the possible amount of H2 is evolved, is
indicative of time-dependent or turnover-dependent deactiva-
tion of the CoMbq catalyst. After four hours, no active catalyst
remains in solution and only background H2 formation at the
carbon electrode is observed.

A further OEMS measurement was carried out (using
4 mMCoMbq: 40 mMpCA) to examine at which stage catalyst
deactivation occurs. Following the two hour OCV step, the
potential was first held at �0.8 VFc for 8 hours where no H2

evolution occurs (see Figure 3b), after which a potential of
�1.1 VFc was applied for 12 hours (Figure 5, blue trace). The
latter potential is near the onset potential for H2 evolution (see
Figure 3b). After this 12 hour period, 1.25 μmol H2 have been
produced (see blue line in Figure 5). This is ca. 50% less than
the amount of H2 produced after 12 hours at �1.1 VFc in the
absence of the preceding 8 hour hold at �0.8 VFc (2.5 μmol H2,
see orange line in Figure 5). We therefore conclude that

deactivation of the catalyst already can occur during the initial
redox events observed in the CV between ca. �0.5 and
�0.85 VFc (Figure 1). A significant part of the deactivation is
therefore not correlated with the H2 evolution mechanism.

As noted above, the OEMS results unequivocally establish
that the redox processes between �0.4 VFc and �0.85 VFc

(orange line in Figure 1) do not coincide with H2 formation.
However, the uptake of at least one proton is inferred. The
redox features between �0.4 VFc and �0.85 VFc are dissimilar in
shape and potential from the original CoII/I features in the
absence of pCA. The first redox event shifts to more positive
potential with increasing [pCA], in accord with the Nernst
equation (Figure S3), and consistent with a proton-coupled
electron transfer process. The behavior of the second reduction
is more ambiguous, such that additional proton transfer
associated with the second reduction cannot be excluded. The
electrochemical events in this region correspond to formation
of protonated HER intermediates or pre-catalytic species.

Rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) methods were em-
ployed to further assess the nature of these initial redox
processes. In the RRDE experiments, the glassy carbon disk
serves as the site of reduction, while reduced products are
reoxidized at the glassy carbon ring (with rotation). The ring
potential was set to 0.5 VFc. Hydrogen is not oxidized by glassy
carbon at this potential, such that there is no current
contribution from H2 oxidation, but only from the molecular
catalyst depending on the disk potential.

RRDE experiments were first performed with solutions of
1 mMCoMbq in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN (Figure 6) in the absence of
the proton source. At potentials negative of �0.65 VFc, the
reduction of CoMbq to ‘CoI’ occurs, reaching a diffusion-limited
current negative of appx. �0.8 VFc (yellow marked area in
Figure 6). This is evidenced by the fact that the current plateau
value at �55 μA at 200 rpm approximately doubles to �107 μA
at a four-fold higher rotation rate of 800 rpm, in accord with the
Levich Equation (1).

Figure 5. OEMS data analysis for CoMbq with pCA (4 mMCoMbq with
40 mMpCA). After the two hours OCV step, the potential was held either
directly at �1.1 VFc for 20 h (orange), or a potential of �0.8 VFc was first
applied for 8 h, followed by further reduction at �1.1 VFc for 12 h (blue).
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ilim ¼ 0:62AnFD2=3v�1=6C
ffiffiffiffi

w
p

(1)

As the potential decreases below ca. �1.45 VFc, the CoMbq

complex undergoes an overall two-electron reduction to the
‘Co0’ complex (i. e., n=2 in Eq. 1), evidenced by the approx-
imately two-fold higher currents of the subsequent current
plateau negative of ca. �1.6 VFc (108 μA and 216 μA at 200 and
800 rpm, respectively; see blue marked area in Figure 6). For
these RRDE experiments, the ring electrode was held at
+0.5 VFc, where a fraction of the CoMbq complex reaching the
ring can be oxidized to the CoIII complex, leading to the positive
ring currents at potentials positive of �0.5 VFc (Figure 6c). The
‘CoI’ and ‘Co0’ species produced at the disk electrode in the
yellow and blue marked potential regions, respectively, will also
be re-oxidized at the disk electrode, which results in the
expected positive deflections of the ring currents in these
regions.

Upon the addition of 10 mMpCA to the 1 mM CoMbq

solution, two current plateaus again are observed in the RRDE
experiment. Both regions (likewise marked in yellow and blue in
Figure 7) are shifted positively by approximately 0.5 V, consis-
tent with the positive potential shift observed for the CVs in
Figure 1. The current plateaus in the yellow marked region in
Figure 7 (i. e., positive of �0.9 VFc, where no H2 evolution is
detected by OEMS; Figure 3b) yield diffusion-limited currents of
�128 μA (200 rpm) and �250 μA (800 rpm). These values are
approximately double those observed without pCA (Figure 6).
The data clearly indicate that at the more positive potentials
(yellow area in Figure 7), two electrons are transferred overall to
CoMbq. Since in the presence of pCA the oxidation of the
divalent CoMbq to the CoIII form at the ring potential of +0.5 VFc

is very slow (indicated by the very weak CoIII oxidation feature
in Figure 7b and by the near-zero ring current at potentials
positive of 0 VFc), the ring current response in the first reduction
plateau can be analyzed quantitatively. Based on the ring
collection efficiency of Nc=24% (see Experimental Section), the
ring current of 30 μA at 200 rpm would correspond to a disk
current of �125 μA (i. e., �1×30 μA/0.24), if the species
produced by an overall two-electron reduction at the disk
electrode could be re-oxidized reversibly. This value is in good
agreement with the experimentally obtained disk current of
�128 μA at 200 rpm. The data clearly indicate the high
reversibility of the reductive events at the disk electrode in the
yellow marked potential region. A similarly good agreement is
obtained at 800 rpm (i. e., �1×57 μA/0.24=238 μA, which is
close to the disk current of �250 μA). In summary, in the first
reduction step in the presence of pCA (yellow marked region in
Figure 7), a total of two electrons are transferred reversibly (at
least within the ~1 s time-scale for the transport of products
formed at the disk to the ring electrode) to CoMbp.

A large increase in the disk current is observed negative of
�0.9 VFc for solutions of CoMbq containing 10 mM pCA (i. e., in
the blue marked area in Figure 7), consistent with the onset
and increase of H2 evolution observed by OEMS (Figure 3b).
Interestingly, the ring current in the blue region decreases by
about a factor of two, which can have two possible reasons: 1)
The re-oxidation of the active catalyst proceeds only by a one-
electron transfer, rather than by a two-electron transfer
observed at higher potentials (i. e., in the yellow region); and/or,
2) A portion of the active catalyst also is deactivated in the blue
marked potential region within the ~1 s time-scale of the
transport of the active species from the disk to the ring
electrode. The latter can be ruled out on the basis of the OEMS

Figure 6. RRDE data for 1 mMCoMbq using glassy carbon disk and ring
working electrodes; 100 mV/s scan rate; a) CV recorded at the disk at 0 rpm
plotted vs. the raw voltage (i. e., without iR-correction, which would be
negligible for such small currents). b) and c) Current collected on the disk
and ring, respectively, at 200 rpm (red) and 800 rpm (green) plotted vs. the
iR-free voltage. The ring potential was held at 0.5 VFc.

Figure 7. RRDE data for CoMbq with pCA (1 mM CoMbq with 10 mMpCA) using
glassy carbon disk and ring working electrodes; 100mV/s scan rate. a) CV
recorded at the disk at 0 rpm, plotted vs. raw voltage. b) and c) Current
collected on the disk and ring, respectively, at 200 rpm (red) and 800 rpm
(green) plotted vs. iR-free voltage. The ring potential is held at 0.5 VFc.
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data (Figure 5), which shows that deactivation of the catalyst
occurs in the time frame of hours in both regions and would
therefore not interfere with the RRDE analysis, where the
reactions are probed within a few seconds.

The RRDE data reveals that CoMbq is reduced by two
electrons in the yellow marked region, and the uptake of at
least one proton during this process was established. The
nature of this protonated reduced intermediate remains an
open question. Our previous studies revealed that the reaction
of the two-electron reduced ‘Co0’ complex resulted in the
formation of [Co(MabiqH2)], in which a formal equivalent of H2

was added across a C�N bond of the bipyrimidine unit.[18] The
hydrogenated species thus offered one possibility for the
identity of the pre-activated intermediate. Hence, we examined
the electrochemical behavior of the isolated [Co(MabiqH2)]. In
the absence of acid, the CV of 1 mM [Co(MabiqH2)] (Figure 8,

blue line) shows three reversible redox events at E p,c=0.08 VFc,
�0.8 VFc and �1.9 VFc that again correspond to the formal CoIII/II,
CoII/I and CoI/0 couples, respectively. The first two redox
potentials are only moderately shifted with respect to the
analogous couples of CoMbq. However, the ‘CoI/0’ couple occurs
at a potential greater than 300 mV negative of the CoMbq ‘CoI/0’
couple. This behavior is consistent with reduction of the
bipyrimidine moiety upon addition of the second electron to
CoMbq. Since the bipyrimidine unit of [Co(MabiqH2)] is hydro-
genated, reduction of the complex becomes more difficult. The
formation of the ‘CoI’ species, on the other hand, involves
reduction of the opposing diketiminate group. The similar
potentials in the CVs of both CoMbq and [Co(MabiqH2)] for the
CoII/I couple suggest that in the latter complex, reduction also is
ligand centered and likewise involves the diketiminate group.

The CV of 1 mM [Co(MabiqH2)] in the presence of 10 mM
pCA in 0.1 MLiBF4/MeCN exhibits several new redox waves at
Ep,c=�0.6 VFc, �0.9 VFc, �1.4 VFc and �1.53 VFc (Figure 8, orange

line). The data yields two important outcomes regarding
formation of the intermediate in the CoMbq/pCA system. First,
the original CoII/I couple of [Co(MabiqH2)] at �0.8 VFc (Figure 8,
blue line) shifts to positive potentials in the presence of pCA,
exhibiting the same behavior as CoMbq upon addition of acid
(Figure 1, orange line). This redox potential likewise is depend-
ent on the concentration of acid, indicative of a proton coupled
event (Figure S4). The positive potential shift denotes that the
hydrogenated [Co(MabiqH2)] can still be modified in a similar
manner as CoMbq. Therefore, uptake of the first proton by both
complexes, coincident with formation of the activated form, is
unlikely to occur at the bipyrimidine moiety of the Mabiq
ligand. Secondly, the large current increase at �1.4 VFc (Figure 8,
orange line) signifies that H2 evolution occurs at potentials
significantly more negative than for CoMbq, and at a potential
that also coincides with proton reduction at the bare glassy
carbon electrode (Figure 1, grey dash line). Thus, the non-
hydrogenated CoMbq is a better catalyst with regard to HER, and
[Co(MabiqH2)] does not appear to be an intermediate in the
reaction.

The combined electrochemical data provide insight into the
HER pathways available to the Co-Mabiq complex. The OEMS
data show that no hydrogen is produced during the initial
redox processes. However, these steps correlate with the uptake
of two-electrons and at least one proton to form a pre-catalytic
intermediate ([Co(MabiqH)]0 in Scheme 2). However, a two-
electron reduction of [CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6) followed by proton
transfer to the metal center (i. e. protonation of the ‘Co0’ form to
generate a CoII-H species, according to an EEC (E: electro-
chemical, C: chemical) mechanism) is not consistent with our
data. A stable CoII-H species was not produced upon reaction of
the two electron reduced [Co(Mabiq)(NaOEt2)]2 complex with
acid.[18] Furthermore, we have ruled out the resultant hydro-
genated [Co(MabiqH2)] form as an intermediate. Given the
redox activity of the Mabiq ligand, and based on the large
potential difference between the activation step and the CoI/0

couple, at least one proton is expected to be taken up by the
ligand. The data suggest that proton transfer occurs after
addition of the first electron – i. e. upon reaction of the CoI form
– corresponding to an electrochemical-chemical-electrochemi-
cal ECE mechanism. This is consistent with the positive shift in
potential with increasing acid concentration (Figure S3). Further
protonation following the second reduction, according to an
ECEC mechanism, also is a possibility.

Further reduction of the pre-catalytic complex is required to
evolve H2 at potentials negative of ca. �0.9 VFc. The addition of
a third electron is needed for H2 release by the Ni-containing

Figure 8. Cyclic voltammograms of [Co(MabiqH2)] in 0.1 MLiBF4/MeCN;
conducted with a glassy carbon electrode in the glass cell set-up; 100 mV/s;
Ar atmosphere. Solid blue trace: 1 mM [Co(MabiqH2)]; orange solid trace:
1 mM [Co(MabiqH2)] plus 10 mMpCA.

Scheme 2. Proposed ECE pathway for formation of pre-catalytic species.
Further protonation in the second step, in accord with an ECEC mechanism,
is possible and may occur either at the metal center or the ligand.
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hangman porphyrins, which similarly acquire a proton at the
ligand backbone.[10f] A similar mechanism may be operational in
our system. Alternatively, Mabiq protonation in the pre-catalytic
step may render the ligand less nucleophilic, potentially
facilitating a metal-based catalytic cycle at lower potentials.
Reduction and protonation of redox active ligands preceding
metal hydride formation has been observed in Ni-thiosemicar-
bazone complexes.[10d,h] In our system, a second proton transfer
in an ECEC pathway also could involve the metal center.

The low H2 yields obtained at varied molar ratios of CoMbq:
pCA in the OEMS additionally denote formation of both active
and inactive species in our system. A substantial amount of the
complex already is deactivated in the first reductive events
corresponding to the yellow marked region of the CoMbq/pCA
RRDE data (Figure 7). The identity of the active and deactivated
intermediates is still unclear, but our data implicate a proto-
nated diketiminate group. Potentially the pre-catalytic complex
becomes protonated at multiple sites, with only one form
corresponding to a productive intermediate. Indeed, the spin
density of the ‘CoI’ complex, [CoII(Mabiq*)], is fully delocalized
over the diketiminate moiety and the imine units connecting
the bipyrimidine.[17b] Each of the doubly bonded carbon atoms
offers a potential protonation site; attack at a diketiminate
carbon atom was observed in porphyrin complexes.[10f,15a]

Studies are currently ongoing to characterize the pre-catalytic
complex, and to elucidate further details of the HER.

Conclusions

The current studies reveal, for the first time, that [CoII(Mabiq)
(THF)](PF6) acts as an electrocatalyst for H2 evolution. The data
clearly point to the formation of a pre-catalytic form of the
complex, and implicate protonation of the Mabiq ligand in this
process. Several researchers have touted the advantages of
redox-active ligands for catalysis, and a growing number of HER
catalysts are being designed to include such functionalities.
However, in our case, the redox-active Mabiq unit seems to
initially act as a hydride sink. Consequently, at least three
electrons are required for H2 release by the complex, and H2

evolution occurs at a significant overpotential with respect to
the formal CoII/I reduction potential of CoMbq. The catalytic onset
occurs below the CoII/I couple, even using the relatively strong
acid, pCA. Our studies demonstrate that redox-active organic
groups are not always advantageous for catalysis, and caution
should be exercised in molecular catalyst design. However, the
use of redox-active ligands for proton coupled electron transfer
processes should not be discounted. These molecules have
proven effective in other systems. The Mabiq ligand also may
be optimized to overcome the current limitations, and a viable
pathway for H2 release is available from the Co-Mabiq pre-
catalyst. Identification of the inhibitory sites will facilitate ligand
modifications to shut down the deactivation pathway, thereby
allowing us to harness the rich redox and coordination
chemistry of this molecule for effective catalysis.

Experimental Section

Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise
noted. Acetonitrile (MeCN) was dried by passage over activated
alumina columns (MBraun), deoxygenated prior to use, and
subsequently stored over molecular sieves (3 Å). The water content
in MeCN was <1 ppm as determined by Karl Fischer titration.
Lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF4; BASF, Germany) was used as the
supporting electrolyte salt in all electrochemical experiments.
Ferrocene was purified by sublimation. H(Mabiq), [CoII(Mabiq)(THF)]
(PF6) and [Co(MabiqH2)] were synthesized as previously described.[18]

p-cyanoanilinium tetrafluoroborate (pCA) was synthesized accord-
ing to literature procedure.[24]

On-line Electrochemical Mass Spectrometry (OEMS)-OEMS measure-
ments were conducted in a two-compartment cell separated by Al-
sealed lithium-ion conducting Ohara glass (LICGCTM, 1 inch diame-
ter, thickness 150 μm).[25] The Li-ion conducting glass served as a
diffusion barrier for gases and liquids between the two compart-
ments. Hence, any gas evolution at the Li metal counter electrode
(diameter 17 mm) cannot be detected by the mass spectrometer.
Only gas evolved by CoMbq, in acidic media, at the carbon paper
working electrode (Freudenberg H1410, diameter 15 mm, thickness
ca. 150 μm) was recorded by the mass spectrometer. The two
compartment-cell was assembled in a glovebox (Ar, MBraun,
Germany, <1 ppm of H2O and O2). Prior to use, all cell components
were dried in a vacuum oven for at least 6 h at 70 °C. Glass fiber
separator sheets (glass microfiber filter #691, from VWR, Germany)
were punched (22 mm diameter) and subsequently dried in a glass
oven (Büchi, Switzerland) under dynamic vacuum for at least 12 h
at 300 °C. Two separators were used for each measurement,
sandwiching the Li–Ion conducting glass. As an electrolyte, LP57
(1 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC (3 :7 wt/wt), <20 ppmH2O, BASF, Germany)
was used in the counter electrode compartment and 140 μl of
CoMbq/pCA in MeCN, 0.1 MLiBF4, was used in the working electrode
compartment. The experimental set-up is such that the electro-
chemical reaction is constrained to occur within a ca. 150 μm thick
electrolyte-filled carbon paper electrode, so that the H2 evolved on
the surface of the carbon paper reaches the MS within ca. 1 second,
while the diffusion of H2 produced at the separator/carbon paper
interface will require at most a few minutes to transport H2 into the
cell head-space, where it can be detected by the MS (for a
conservatively chosen hydrogen diffusion coefficient of only
10�6 cm2/s). Therefore, this thin-film set-up offers a significant
advantage in terms of response time, if compared to most of the
commonly used bulk electrolysis systems with electrolyte film
thicknesses more like on the order of 1 cm (at 1 cm thickness, the
diffusional time constant would be on the order of 1 day). The cell
was connected to the OEMS and subsequently flushed with Ar for
two minutes.

Prior to all experiments, AC impedance measurements were
recorded to determine the resistance due to the Ohara glass. The
cell potential was held at open circuit voltage (OCV) for 2 hours to
obtain a good signal extrapolation for the MS baseline correction in
the data treatment. Three different chronoamperometry experi-
ments (CA) were carried out for this study, in which either: 1) the
potential was decreased by 100 mV every 30 min starting from
�0.2 V to �1.5 V vs Fc+ /0 (VFc); 2) the potential was maintained at
�1.1 VFc for 20 h; 3) the potential was held at �0.8 VFc for 8 hours
after which a potential of �1.1 VFc was applied for 12 hours. The
potential hold at �0.8 VFc was chosen based on the CoMbq:pCA
results. The gas evolved during impedance, OCV and CA steps was
recorded in all cases. All mass signals were normalized to the 36Ar
isotope ion current. The resultant ion current signals were
converted to ppm by using a calibration gas containing 2000 ppm
of H2, O2, CO and CO2 in Ar (Westfalen, Germany). The conversion of
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ppm to the total moles of H2 evolved during the experiment was
determined from the cell volume and ideal gas law.[22]

Rotating Ring Disk Electrode (RRDE) and cyclic voltammetry (CV)-
RRDE and CV measurements were performed in a four-neck,
jacketed glass cell assembled and sealed inside the glovebox. The
cell configuration was adopted from previous studies.[26] The PEEK
shroud working electrode includes a glassy carbon disk with
5.0 mm diameter, surrounded by a glassy carbon ring with 6.5 mm
internal diameter and 7.5 mm external diameter (Pine Research
Instrumentation, Durham, NC). Before usage, the working electrode
was polished with 1.0 μm and 0.05 μm alumina suspensions
(Buehler, Düsseldorf, Germany), and cleaned by sonication in
ultrapure water. The electrode was subsequently dried for 12 h in a
vacuum oven (Thermo Scientific, USA) at 70 °C. For the CV measure-
ments, a potential was applied only to the glassy carbon disk
working electrode, while a potential was applied to both the disk
and ring electrodes for RRDE measurements. A platinum wire,
separated via a glass fitting was used as the counter electrode. Ag/
AgNO3 (0.1 MAgNO3 and 0.1 MLiBF4 in MeCN) was used as the
reference electrode, separated via a Vycor 3535 frit (Advanced Glass
& Ceramics, Holden, MA).[26a]

The electrochemical cell – which consisted of a working electrode
screwed onto a PEEK shaft, the reference and counter electrodes, a
glass bubbler and the four-neck glass vessel – was assembled in
the glovebox. Upon removal from the glovebox, the working
electrode rod was connected to the rotator, and the glass bubbler
was connected to an Ar line. The cell was continuously flushed with
Ar to ensure a constant overpressure inside the cell and prevent
atmospheric contamination. Prior to the RRDE measurements,
impedance measurements were carried out to record the Ohmic
resistance between the working and reference electrode. The
impedance measurement was performed with a SP300 potentiostat
(BioLogic, Grenoble, France). All other measurements were re-
corded with an AFCBP1 bipotentiostat (Pine Research Instrumenta-
tion) controlled with Aftermath software. All potentials were
reported with reference to an internal standard of Fc+ /0. RRDE and
CV measurements were conducted at 100 mV/s scan rate. RRDE
measurements were recorded at 200 rpm and 800 rpm, whereas CV
measurements were recorded at 0 rpm. In this study, since the
current on the CV is not high compared to the current values
obtained from RRDE, only the RRDE results are affected by IR-drop,
hence the potentials are IR corrected.

The RRDE collection efficiency value was calibrated using the
ferrocene (Fc)/ferrocenium (Fc+) redox couple, by comparison of
the Fc oxidation disk currents to the Fc+ reduction ring currents.
The collection efficiency, Nc, the absolute ratio of ring to disk
current, can be described by Equation (2).[27] The calibrated Nc value
of the RRDE electrode was 24%.

Nc ¼ �
Iring
Idisk

(2)

Alternatively, CV measurements (corresponding to data in Figure 8
and Figure S3) were performed in a 5-neck glass cell inside the
glovebox. Two glassy carbon electrodes (3 mm diameter, PalmSens,
Houten, Netherlands) were employed as the working and counter
electrodes. Before use, electrodes were polished with 1.0 μm and
0.05 μm alumina suspensions (Buehler, Düsseldorf, Germany). The
same reference electrode system as described for the RRDE
experiments was employed. The CV measurements were recorded
with a VMP3 multichannel potentiostat (BioLogic, Grenoble,
France). The measurements were conducted at 100 mV/s; the
results were not affected by IR-drop.
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1. Absorption spectra of 1 mM CoMbq with 10 mM pCA 

 

 

Figure S1. Absorption spectra obtained upon reaction of [CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6) (CoMbq, 4 mM)  with 40 mM pCA in 

0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN for reaction times of 1h (black), 3h (blue), 5h (green), 11h (orange), and 25h (red). 

The spectra indicate that CoMbq does not react with pCA.  
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2. Charge flow at varied potentials  

 

 

Figure S2. a) CV of 1 mM CoMbq with 10 mM pCA in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN; glassy carbon electrode; 100 mV/s scan rate in a glass 

cell. b) Charge vs. potential for OEMS experiments with 4 mM CoMbq and 40 mM pCA; 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN in a two-compartment 
OEMS cell. The potential was decreased by 100 mV every 30 min, and the charge was calculated from the current measured at 
each potential over the course of 0.5 h each 
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3. CVs of CoMbq with varied [pCA]  

 

The CV of 1 mM CoMbq with 10 mM pCA suggests that two different redox steps take place between −0.4 and −0.75 VFc. 

Varying equivalents of pCA were added to a 1 mM CoMbq solution to determine which step(s) is proton dependent. The 

reduction at −0.52 VFc shifts to positive potentials at higher pCA concentrations, while protonation at the reduction at 

−0.61 VFc cannot be excluded due to the unambiguous features of the second reduction upon addition of pCA 

(Figure S3). The Nernst potential shift was calculated to determine the agreement between the calculated and experimental 

results (Eqn. 3). 

 

Figure S3. CVs of 1 mM CoMbq with 10 mM (orange), 30 mM (blue), 50 mM (green), and 70 mM (red) pCA in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN; 
glassy carbon electrode (3 mm); 100 mV/s scan rate, in a glass cell.  

!"#$% &' () ' *+ , -.#$%* 

 

/ 0 /1 2 34
56 78 9:;<=9">= &&& 

According to the Nernst equation given above, where, 

R = gas constant, 8.314 J K-1 mol-1 

T = temperature in Kelvin, 298.15 K 

Z = number of electrons transferred, 1 electron (assumed) 

F = Faraday constant, 96485.33 C mol-1 

The potential difference for a proton dependent process is given by: 

 

?/9@ABC=)9@ABD= 0 234
56 78 E9:;<F=9">F=

9">G=9:;<G=H&&I&&&9J!KF= L 9J!KG= 
9">G= 0 9J!KG=M!"NOPQ& 
9">F= 0 9J!KF=M!"NOPQ 

(3) 
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&9:;<G= 0 9:;<F= 0 M!"NOPRQ 
 

The concentration of CoMbq is known (1 mM) and is the same for each acid concentration used. We assume that 

the concentration of the reduced species also is the same at each acid concentration. Hence, the following equation 

applies: 

?/9@ABC=)9@ABD= 0 234
56 78 E9">G=9">F=H 

 

If all assumptions are correct, the potential shifts calculated between 10 mM and 30 mM pCA, 10 mM and 

50 mM pCA, 10 mM and 70 mM pCA are S28, 41 and 50 mV respectively. In Figure S3, the theoretical calculated 

potential shifts between different pCA concentrations are represented as dashed lines. The reduction peak potential 

(Ep,c) using 10 mM pCA (orange dash line) serves as the reference potential. The blue, green and red dash lines 

represent the calculated potential differences between 10 mM and 30 mM pCA, 10 mM and 50 mM pCA, and 

10 mM and 70 mM pCA. The calculated values reasonably match with the experimental reduction peak potentials. 

Therefore, we conclude that the first step involves first an electrochemical reduction, then a chemical reaction (EC) 

i.e., protonation, whereas we cannot resolve whether the second step only involves an electrochemical reduction 

(E) or electrochemical reduction followed by chemical reaction (EC). 
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4. CVs of [Co(MabiqH2)] with varied [pCA]  
 

The CV of 1 mM [Co(MabiqH2)] with 10 mM pCA suggests that protonation also coincides with the reduction at 

−0.6 VFc. Varying equivalents of pCA were added to a 1 mM [Co(MabiqH2)] solution to determine whether the 

reduction is in fact proton dependent. The Nernst potential shift was calculated to determine the agreement between 

the calculated and experimental results (Eqn. 4). 

 

Figure S4. CVs of 1 mM  [Co(MabiqH2)] with 1 mM (blue), 10 mM (orange) and 20 mM (green) pCA in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN; glassy 
carbon electrode (3 mm); 100 mV/s scan rate, in a glass cell. 
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According to the Nernst equation given above, where, 

R = gas constant, 8.314 J K-1 mol-1 

T = temperature in Kelvin, 298.15 K 

Z = number of electrons transferred, 1 electron (assumed) 

F = Faraday constant, 96485.33 C mol-1 

The potential difference for a proton dependent process is given by: 

 

?/9@ABC=)9@ABD= 0 234
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The concentration of [Co(MabiqH2)] is known (1 mM) and is the same for each acid concentration used. We assume 

that the concentration of the reduced species also is the same at each acid concentration. Hence, the following 

equation applies: 

?/9@ABC=)9@ABD= 0 234
56 78 E9">G=9">F=H 

 

If all assumptions are correct, the potential shifts calculated between 1 mM and 10 mM pCA, 1 mM and 20 mM pCA, 

are S60 and 77 mV respectively. In Figure 4, the theoretical calculated potential shifts between different pCA 

concentrations are represented as dashed lines. The reduction peak potential (Ep,c) using 1 mM pCA (blue dash 

line) serves as the reference potential. The orange and green dash lines represent the calculated potential 

differences between 1 mM and 10 mM pCA and 1 mM and 20 mM pCA. The calculated values reasonably match 

with the experimental reduction peak potentials. Therefore, we conclude that the first step involves first an 

electrochemical reduction, then a chemical reaction (EC) i.e., protonation. 
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5. Estimated Turn-over Number (TON) and Turn-over Frequency (TOF) 

 

Lower estimates for the TON and TOF values for CoMbq:pCA 8 mM:80 mM and 8 mM:40 mM were calculated from 

the OEMS data shown in Figure 4b of the main text. The TOF values were determined from the data obtained at 

potentials of −1.1 VFc over the first four minutes of the CA step (Figure S5), where concentration gradients for the 

thin-layer electrode design are negligible, so that kinetic reaction rates can be obtained without interference from of 

mass transport resistance.  

 

Figure S5. OEMS data analysis for CoMbq:pCA. After a two hour OCV step, the potential was stepped to −1.1 VFc for 20 h. Only 
100 s of OCV step and 700 s of CA step are shown in the figure above. CoMbq:pCA = 8 mM:80 mM (green), 8 mM:40 mM (blue) 
and 40 mM pCA only (red). 

The 40 mM pCA data (no catalyst, red trace, Figure S4) does not contribute to H2 evolution during the CA step, 

within the time period examined. The 8 mM CoMbq used in this experiment corresponds to 1.12 µmol. However, with 

a porosity of 81%, the carbon paper can soak up approx. 22 µL of the 140 µL solution present in the OEMS cell; 

hence the maximum amount of accessible CoMbq is 0.18 µmol for the short time analyzed herein. Using this value, 

lower estimates of the TON (Eqn. 4) for CoMbq:pCA : 8 mM:40 mM and 8 mM:80 mM over the initial 4 minutes were 

determined as 0.4 and 2, respectively. TOF (Eqn. 5) values over the initial 4 minutes at −1.1 VFc for 

CoMbq:pCA : 8 mM:40 mM and 8 mM:80 mM were determined to be 6 and 32 h-1, respectively, indicating that the 

TOF increases substantially with acid concentration. These values were determined as follows: 

• For the total electrolyte volume of 140 µL, 8 mM CoMbq corresponds to 1.12 µmol (total). Considering that 

only 22 µl of the solution are utilized during this short time period (i.e., only the amount of electrolyte 

contained within the porous electrode), the amount of catalyst which is electrochemically active equates 

to 0.18 µmol for 8 mM CoMbq. Thus, the turnover number can be determined as 

 [\] 0 ^_`abc&`d&@e`fagc
^_`abc&`d&g^c^hijc (4) 

The lower estimates of the TON for CoMbq:pCA 0 8 mM:80 mM and 8 mM:40 mM are thus 2.1 (from 

0.38 µmolH2 / 0.18 µmolcatalyst) and 0.4 (from 0.07 µmolH2 / 0.18 µmolcatalyst). 

 

• The TOF frequency over the initial 4 minutes at −1.1 VFc can now be calculated from the above determined 

TON values: 

 [\k 0 lmn
co_p (5) 

 

This yields minimum TOF values of 32 h-1 (from 2.1/0.66 h) for CoMbq:pCA 0 8 mM:80 mM and of 6 h-1 

(from 0.4/0.66 h) for CoMbq:pCA 0 8 mM:40 mM. 
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3.2 Elucidation of the Formation of the Precatalytic 

Complex 

3.2.1 Employing bulk electrolysis technique and computational 

methods 

The article “H2 Evolution from Electrocatalysts with Redox-Active Ligands: 

Mechanistic Insights from Theory and Experiment vis-à-vis Co-Mabiq” was 

submitted in April 2021 and published online in July 2021 in the peer-viewed 

version of Inorganic Chemistry. The main findings of the paper were presented by 

Gülen Ceren Tok at the PRiME Meeting of the Electrochemical Society (online) in 

October 2020. A permanent link to this article can be found at: 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.1c01157. To support the main 

article, additional information is provided in the Supporting Information, including 

the pH-dependent potential corrections, the CV results for various acid 

concentration with the catalyst, TD-DFT absorption spectra of intermediates, and 

calculated energy levels of intermediates. 

The study shown in Chapter 3.1 implied that the precatalytic step likely involves the 

activation and deactivation of the CoMbq complex. Based on these findings, a 

mechanism involving two electrons and at least one proton transfer was proposed. 

Thus, this part of the research focuses on the characterization of the intermediates 

formed at the precatalytic step, employing a series of spectroelectrochemical 

experiments and the calculation of the absorption spectra of possible 

intermediates. Firstly, bulk electrolysis with an RRDE cell setup is applied to 

generate the precatalytic intermediate. The generated product is analyzed using 

UV-Vis spectroscopy, and a prominent new band appears that does not resemble 

any previously synthesized Co-Mabiq complexes. Furthermore, the cyclic 

voltammetry recorded upon generation of the intermediates after the bulk 

electrolysis displays the shift of the H2 evolution potential from −1.1 VFc to −1.32 VFc, which is associated with the intermediate that shows the new absorption 

band. These results indicate two intermediate products: 1) a stable intermediate 

with higher overpotentials toward H2 evolution and 2) a more elusive intermediate 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.1c01157
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with lower overpotentials toward H2 generation. To assist the characterization of 

the formed intermediates, varied pKa value acids are employed since the strength 

of the proton source influences the reaction mechanism and the protonation sites. 

The findings reveal that using a weaker proton source results in a further reduction; 

then, the protonation takes place; thus, a different reaction mechanism occurs, 

likely leading to the generation of different intermediates. Experimental results 

provide insightful information regarding the formed intermediates; however, the 

isolation of the intermediates in order to characterize them in more detail could not 

be accomplished. Therefore, thermodynamics calculations are conducted to specify 

the favorable protonation sites. Two electrons and one proton transfer to the CoMbq 

complex forms a protonated diketiminate site as the most stable intermediate and 

a protonated imine site as the thermodynamically least stable intermediate. 

Moreover, absorption spectra are calculated using the DFT/MRCI method to 

identify possible intermediates. Combining the calculated absorption spectra and 

the thermodynamic calculations implies that the intermediate that evolves H2 at −1.32 VFc is likely the diketiminate site protonated CoMbq complex and that the imine 

site protonation leads to lower overpotential towards H2 evolution; however, due 

to its limited stability, the activity at −1.1 VFc disappears in time. The possible 

degradation mechanisms of the latter product are discussed in the publication. 

Possible HER mechanisms are further proposed in this study. The findings of this 

study exhibit how the multiple protonation sites of the non-innocent ligands affect 

the reaction mechanisms and the design of the catalysts, and their solution 

environment plays a significant role in influencing the metal-centered, ligand-

centered, and ligand/metal-assisted pathways. 
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ABSTRACT: Electrocatalytic hydrogen production via transition
metal complexes offers a promising approach for chemical energy
storage. Optimal platforms to effectively control the proton and
electron transfer steps en route to H2 evolution still need to be
established, and redox-active ligands could play an important role in
this context. In this study, we explore the role of the redox-active
Mabiq (Mabiq = 2−4:6−8-bis(3,3,4,4-tetramethlyldihydropyrrolo)-
10−15-(2,2-biquinazolino)-[15]-1,3,5,8,10,14-hexaene1,3,7,9,11,14-
N6) ligand in the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Using
spectro-electrochemical studies in conjunction with quantum
chemical calculations, we identified two precatalytic intermediates
formed upon the addition of two electrons and one proton to
[CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6) (CoMbq). We further examined the acid
strength effect on the generation of the intermediates. The generation of the first intermediate, CoMbq-H

1, involves proton addition
to the bridging imine-nitrogen atom of the ligand and requires strong proton activity. The second intermediate, CoMbq-H

2, acquires a
proton at the diketiminate carbon for which a weaker proton activity is sufficient. We propose two decoupled H2 evolution pathways
based on these two intermediates, which operate at different overpotentials. Our results show how the various protonation sites of
the redox-active Mabiq ligand affect the energies and activities of HER intermediates.

■ INTRODUCTION

As an appealing fuel for electrochemical devices and solar fuel
systems, H2 has sparked widespread efforts to develop effective
molecular catalysts for its productionwith an emphasis on
earth-abundant transition metal complexes.1−4 While proton
reduction is seemingly simple, the design of complexes that can
effectively manage the series of electron transfer (ET) and
proton transfer (PT) events presents significant challenges.
These steps can either occur sequentially or concertedly
(proton coupled electron transfer, PCET), whereby the
concerted pathway can circumvent high energy intermediates
and coincides with diminished overpotentials.5−7 In H2

evolution catalyzed by transition metal complexes, both
reduction and protonation can occur solely at the metal
center, such that the metal hydricity must be tuned for both
favorable hydride formation and release.8,9 However, the use of
ligands that can take part in the chemistry has garnered
significant attention, since alternate pathways promoted by the
coordination environment could result in enhanced activ-
ities.10,11

Ligands can participate in the H2 evolution reaction (HER)
in a number of ways, acting as proton or electron storage sites,
or both.10−17 The hydrogenases18 have inspired the design of

complexes with proton relay sites that can mediate proton
movement between the acid and the second coordination
sphere. For example, the pendant amine groups of the well-
studied Ni-diphosphine complexes facilitate rapid transfer of
the ligand-bound proton to the Ni−H, thereby affecting rapid
electrocatalytic rates.13,19 Hangman porphyrins, containing the
pendant carboxylic acid groups, also utilize this strategybut
these complexes further highlight the entanglement of redox
noninnocent ligands in such processes.20,21 As a consequence
of accumulated electron density on the porphyrin, a ligand-
centered pathway for H2 evolution becomes available.
Synergistic interactions between the metal and ligand offer
various routes for the HER among complexes containing
redox-active ligands. Cu-thiosemicarbazone complexes operate
via metal-assisted ligand-centered pathways (Scheme 1a), in
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which reduction of the copper center is required for the
addition of the second proton, yet both PT and H2 release
occur at the ligand.22 In contrast, Co-dithiolene complexes
exemplify ligand-assisted metal-centered pathways (Scheme
1b): while a conventional metal hydride is generated, both
reduced and protonated dithiolene intermediates are addition-
ally produced during the catalytic cycle.12,14,23,24 In Ni-
thiosemicarbazones16,25,26 as well as Rh-cyclopentadiene
complexes,27,28 M−H and L−H tautomerism underlies H2

production. Finally, several complexes with redox-active
ligands evolve H2 via purely ligand-centered pathways (Scheme
1c).17,29

Adding to the complexity of the HER is that the
intermediates and catalytic pathways can differ substantially
among metal complexes based on the same or similar ligands.
As noted above, thiosemicarbazone complexes operate via all
of the aforementioned metal-assisted ligand-centered (Scheme
1a), ligand-assisted metal-centered (Scheme 1b), and ligand-
centered (Scheme 1c) mechanisms, depending on the nature
of the metal ion.22,25,29 Ligand modifications, and/or the
geometry of a complex, can likewise affect the catalytic
pathways.12,14,30 The mechanisms of many systems also can be
switched by changes to the reaction conditions: changes in the
acid strength affect the degree of ligand participation in the
HER by metal hangman porphyrins, Rh-Cp, Fe-azadithiolate,
and Co-polypyridyl complexes.20,21,27,28,31,32

There have been several excellent reviews that provide a
more detailed overview on the topic of noninnocent ligands in
H2 evolution catalysts,10,11,33 and significant progress has been
made in the effective use of redox active ligands and proton
relay sites for catalysis. However, while it is clear that “there is
more than one way to skin a cat” when it comes to the HER,
less clear are the types of motifs that support the different
pathways or an overarching strategy for promoting the
different pathways. Each of the above-mentioned systems is
unique and affected by different conditions.34,35 Saveant36

highlighted competing factors concerning the use of proton
relays, and the factors that allow such functional groups to
provide a “boosting effect” for catalysis. Redox-active ligands
similarly offer a powerful synergistic tool. However, further
studies are required before one can effectively control PT and
ET steps in such systems and design optimized motifs.
We have been investigating the H2 evolution activity of a

cobalt-Mabiq complex, [CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6) (Mabiq =
2−4:6−8-bis(3,3,4,4-tetramethyldihydropyrrolo)-10−15-(2,2-
biquinazolino)-[15]-1,3,5,8,10,14-hexaene1,3,7,9,11,14-N6).

35

We will subsequently abbreviate the corresponding cationic

complex [CoII(Mabiq)]+ as CoMbq. The redox activity of the
macrocyclic ligand was previously established; both the
diketiminate and bipyrimidine moieties37 of the Mabiq can
store electrons. Our prior studies showed that H2 evolution by
CoMbq is preceded by the formation of an intermediate, which
is likely generated upon protonation of the reduced Mabiq
ligand. These studies also suggested that there is a competing
pathway in operation, which leads to catalyst deactivation. We
hypothesized that the Mabiq ligand could be protonated at
multiple sites and that the various protonated CoMbq species
displayed differing H2 evolution activities. Therefore, under-
standing the reactivity of the CoMbq complex and its pathways
can provide further insight into ET and PT steps at redox-
active ligands.
In the present work, we employ spectro-electrochemical

studies in conjunction with quantum chemical calculations, to
identify the precatalytic intermediate and to gain greater
insight into the requirements for H2 evolution by CoMbq. We
show that CoMbq can generate more than one intermediate
upon cathodic activation depending on the acidic media
employed. The H2 evolution overpotential differs significantly
between the two intermediates, underscoring the role of the
ligand protonation sites on the CoMbq H2 evolution
mechanisms.

■ RESULTS

Two Intermediates in the Precatalytic Step. In our
previous study,35 we demonstrated that H2 evolution by CoMbq

in the presence of para-cyanaonilinium (pCA, pKa = 7, pH =
4.85 in acetonitrile (MeCN), see section pH-Dependent
Potential Correction, Supporting Information) occurs at a
cathodic peak potential (Ep,c) of ca. −1.1 V vs Fc+/0 (VFc). This
potential is 300 mV cathodically shifted vs the
[CoII(Mabiq)]+/[CoII(Mabiq•)]0 couple in the absence of
acid (see Figure 1 inset). In addition, a series of redox events
were observed at Ep,c= −0.58 VFc, which correspond to the
addition of two electrons and at least one proton, according to

Scheme 1. Varying H2 Evolution Pathways by Metal
Complexes Containing Redox-Active Ligands

Figure 1. Spectral evolution of 0.2 mM CoMbq in the presence of 2
mM pCA in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN in time during bulk electrolysis. Red
trace, 0 h-prior to bulk electrolysis; orange trace, 2 h; yellow trace, 4
h; green trace, 6 h; blue trace, 8 h of bulk electrolysis. Inset graph:
Cyclic voltammogram of 0.2 mM CoMbq plus 2 mM pCA in 0.1 M
LiBF4/MeCN, conducted with a glassy carbon electrode in the RDE
setup, at 100 mV/s, under an Ar atmosphere. The vertical dashed
black line indicates the applied potential for bulk electrolysis.
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an electrochemical−chemical−electrochemical (ECE) mecha-
nism (a subsequent protonation, with an electrochemical−
chemical−electrochemical−chemical (ECEC) mechanism
could not be excluded). No change in the absorption spectrum
was observed upon the addition of pCA to a solution of the
divalent CoMbq complex, further indicating that any mod-
ification to CoMbq occurs only after cathodic reduction.35

On the basis of our findings, we proposed a mechanism in
which the reduction and protonation processes involved the
Mabiq ligand (see Scheme 2). In the current study, we set out

to characterize the intermediate through a series of spectro-
electrochemical experiments. The distinctive spectroscopic
features of the electron transfer series of Co-Mabiq
compounds37,38 are advantageous in this regard. The
previously isolated [Co(MabiqH2)],

38 which results from
protonation of the two electron reduced [CoII(Mabiq••)]−, is
inconsistent with the ECE pathway, and was previously ruled
out as an intermediate.35 However, given the electronic
structure of the one electron reduced [CoII(Mabiq•)]0 species,
several protonation sites still could be envisioned (Scheme 2).
Depending on the extent of metal ion involvement, the
resultant protonated precatalytic species could contain either a
CoI, CoII or CoIII center.
To generate the precatalytic intermediate, we now carried

out bulk electrolysis in an RDE setup, using 0.2 mM CoMbq in
the presence of 2 mM pCA (Co/pCA = 1:10; 0.1 M LiBF4/
MeCN), at a potential of −0.84 VFc (see Figure 1, vertical line
in inset graph). An 80% conversion of CoMbq (for details, see
Experimental Section, eq 1) to a precatalytic species referred to
as CoMbq-H

2 was achieved following 8 h of applied potential.
The spectral evolution of the Co/pCA solution over this
period shows a slight alteration in the band shape and position
of the [CoII(Mabiq)]+ transitions in the 500−700 nm region.
Furthermore, a prominent new band, with λmax = 411 nm,
appears after 4 h. The final spectrum of the Co/pCA solution
after 8 h of bulk electrolysis does not resemble any of the
previously synthesized [CoIII(Mabiq)]2+, [CoII(Mabiq•)]0,
[CoII(Mabiq••)]−, or [Co(MabiqH2)] compounds.37,38 Nota-
bly, no new features are observed in the near IR region;
transitions in this region are indicative of the one-electron

reduced Mabiq ligand. However, the sharp, intense transition
at 411 nm in the final product spectrum suggests that the
ligand has been modified. The final species generated at the
end of the bulk electrolysis experiment features the distinctive
411 nm band and corresponds to one precatalytic species, for
now denoted as CoMbq-H

2. Comparison of the absorption
spectrum at the end of bulk electrolysis with quantum chemical
calculations indicate that this species is protonated at the
diketiminate site CoMbq-HDK1; see section Calculated
Absorption Spectra Identify the Intermediates. We note that
comparison of the spectra after 6 and 8 h of bulk electrolysis
shows a slight decrease of the absorbance around 411 nm that
might stem from a decrease in a broader background feature.
This could correspond to the generation of more than one
intermediate in the bulk electrolysis experiment, which is
consistent with the lack of an isosbestic point in the spectral
evolution. The proportion of the two species seems to be time
dependent.
The behavior of the bulk electrolysis product with respect to

H2 evolution was subsequently examined by cyclic voltamme-
try (CV). The CV of CoMbq-H

2 shows several important
differences from the CV of the initial CoMbq/pCA solution. A
redox event at −0.63 VFc (blue trace Figure 2) is still present,

albeit of lower current magnituderoughly 1/5 compared to
the CV prior to bulk electrolysis. Considering the incomplete
conversion of CoMbq to CoMbq-H

2 during bulk electrolysis
(roughly 80%), we assign the redox event in this region after
bulk electrolysis to residual CoMbq. Any current observed
below −0.84 VFc (just after the formation of the precatalytic
species) stems from H2 evolution by the electrochemically
formed intermediates. Hence, a change in the CV in this lower
potential region correlates with a change in the intermediate
formed. Indeed, the CV after bulk electrolysis displays only a
minor reduction feature at −0.98 VFc, which we attribute to the
same catalytic H2 evolution event occurring at −1.1 VFc before
bulk electrolysis, but with a significantly reduced contribution
to the overall H2 evolution pathway. The predominant current

Scheme 2. Proposed ECE pathway for formation of the pre-
catalytic species. Possible protonation sites studied in this
work are color-coded and assigned distinct labels. The
candidate protonation sites were derived from the spin
density of the [CoII(Mabiq•)]0 species, calculated with DFT

Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms (including inset graph) of 0.2 mM
CoMbq plus 2 mM pCA in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN; solid green trace,
prior to bulk electrolysis; solid blue trace, after bulk electrolysis,
conducted with a glassy carbon electrode in the RDE setup, at 100
mV/s, under an Ar atmosphere. The dashed black trace shows the CV
of 2 mM pCA on the glassy carbon disk only.
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increase instead occurs at −1.32 VFc. This event was also
observed in the CV of the initial CoMbq/pCA solution, as a
shoulder to the primary catalytic process. Therefore, CoMbq-
H2, the species characterized by the 411 nm absorption band,
facilitates H2 evolution at −1.32 VFc and is generated on the
time scale of the electrocatalytic CV experiments. Its formation
accounts for the loss of activity that we previously observed in
the OEMS studies when we examined H2 evolution after 8 h of
applied potential at −1.1 VFc.

35 The fact that CoMbq-H
2 does

not evolve H2 at −1.1 VFc again indicates that there is a second
but elusive intermediate, which we refer to as CoMbq-H

1. The
theoretical investigations presented later in this article will
show that this species is most likely protonated at the imine
site CoMbq-HIm.
The combined data thus demonstrate that the initial proton

coupled reduction processes at −0.63 VFc give rise to two
distinct intermediates and that two competing pathways for H2

evolution are available to the complex (Scheme 3). One of

these intermediates CoMbq-H
1, represents the active species

that evolves H2 at −1.1 VFc. The other intermediate, CoMbq-
H2, is not inactive, as we had initially presumed based on
OEMS studies. Rather, as noted above, CoMbq-H

2 requires a
larger overpotential to affect H2 production.
The fact that catalysis is observed at −1.1 VFc in the

beginning of the bulk electrolysis, yet CoMbq-H
2 is the

dominant species present after 8 h of applied potential
resulting in H2 evolution around −1.32 VFc, implies that
CoMbq-H

1 is formed from CoMbq but is not stable over the time
period of the bulk electrolysis.
Generation of Intermediates Depends on Acid

Strength. We subsequently carried out electrochemical
studies in the presence of a weaker acid, para-bromoanilinium
(pBrA, pKa = 9.43, pH = 6.06 in MeCN; see section pH-
dependent potential correction, Supporting Information)39,40

to examine whether the acid strength would affect the
distribution of the two postulated intermediates. As previously
noted, the acid strength can have a significant influence on the
mechanism and led to the formation of varied intermediates in
the HER pathway of other molecular catalysts.31,32,34

The CV of 0.2 mM CoMbq in the presence of 2 mM pBrA
(Co/pBrA = 1:10; 0.1 M LiBF4/ MeCN) displays similar
features to that of the Co/pCA solution: a series of precatalytic
redox events are followed by catalytic H2 evolution at more
negative potentials (Figure 3b). [The precatalytic steps are
anodically shifted as expected for a proton dependent process.
Analysis of the current magnitudes before and after bulk
electrolysis indicated conversion between CoMbq-H

2 and
CoMbq may not be fully reversible. See the SI for further
details of the analysis.] A small wave is still observed at −1.1
VFc, the predominant H2 evolution potential for Co/pCA
(green trace, Figure 3a). After the 8 h of applied potential at

−0.95 VFcthe potential of the precatalytic process in the case
of Co/pBrAthe shoulder at −1.1 VFc completely disappears
(blue trace, Figure 3b). Interestingly, H2 evolution by the Co/
pBrA solution occurs at −1.32 VFc (green trace, Figure 3b),
which coincides with the potential for H2 evolution by the
CoMbq-H

2 intermediate identified in the Co/pCA experiments.
The catalytic process at −1.32 VFc is observable both before
and after bulk electrolysis with the same current magnitude.
Therefore, CoMbq-H

2 is generated in the presence of both pBrA
and pCA. However, the formation of and H2 evolution from
CoMbq-H

2 dominate using pBrA as a proton source. The
formation of CoMbq-H

1 appears to be negligible with the
weaker acid, suggesting that pBrA is not strong enough to
protonate the site that leads to this species, such that no
significant H2 evolution is observed at −1.1 VFc. The combined
Co/pCA and Co/pBrA data further signify that two competing
pathways for H2 evolution are available, which are dependent
on the acid strength. Nevertheless, after 8 h of applied
potential, the more stable CoMbq-H

2 intermediate accumulates
with both pCA and pBrA, and only the pathway for H2

production at higher overpotentials is available.
The nature of the intermediates was further examined by

absorption spectroscopic studies in conjunction with bulk
electrolysis of a Co/pBrA solution carried out for 8 h of
applied potential at −0.95 VFcjust below the activation
region for the weaker acid (vertical line, inset, Figure 4a). In
Co/pBrA, CoMbq-H

2 is unquestionably produced, as evidenced
by the appearance of the distinctive absorbance at 411 nm
(Figure 4). This species emerges earlier (solid blue line, Figure
4a) in comparison to its evolution with Co/pCA. The
characteristic absorbance bands of CoMbq between 500 and
600 nm are unaltered (solid blue line and dashed black line,
Figure 4c), indicative of residual CoMbq in the solution, which
is consistent with the 60% conversion of CoMbq to CoMbq-H

2

after 8 h of applied potential in Co/pBrA (see Experimental
Section, eq 1).

Scheme 3. Formation of the Two Precatalytic Species Based
on Competing ECE Pathways

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of 0.2 mM CoMbq plus 2 mM (a)
pCA or (b) pBrA in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN; green trace, prior to bulk
electrolysis; blue trace, after bulk electrolysis, conducted with a glassy
carbon electrode in the RDE setup, at 100 mV/s, under an Ar
atmosphere. The vertical dashed lines are positioned at −1.32 VFc and
−1.1 VFc, respectively. The arrows represent the applied potentials for
bulk electrolysis experiments. The stars indicate cathodic peak
potentials for the precatalytic step.
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The lower conversion of CoMbq to CoMbq-H
2 in Co/pBrA

compared to Co/pCA partly explains the differences in
absorbance between 500 and 600 nm in the respective spectra,
as well as the higher current observed in the activation region
in the CV after bulk electrolysis. The final products generated
after electrolysis with either acid have virtually the same
absorption intensity at 411 nm. However, the additional
absorbance bands in the pCA experiment, blue-shifted from
the CoMbq-H

2 associated absorbance at 411 nm, can be
correlated to the CoMbq-H

1 intermediate since CoMbq-H
1 is

dominant at the beginning of the bulk electrolysis with pCA
based on the CV but not generated in any appreciable amount
using pBrA. Thus, both the CV and spectroscopic data further
evidence that two intermediates, CoMbq-H

1 and CoMbq-H
2,

arise from protonation of two distinct Mabiq sites, with
differing pKa’s.
Acid Strength Influence on the Mechanism. Electro-

chemical studies in the presence of para-anisidinium (pAn; pKa

= 11.86, pH = 7.28 in MeCN)39,40 were carried out to further
assess the acid strength effect on the HER. Figure 5 compares
the CVs of CoMbq in the absence of acid35 with the CVs
obtained upon the addition of the three different acidspCA,
pBrA, and pAn. The additional oxidation features above 0 VFc

originate from the acid source itself. In the presence of both
pCA (orange trace, Figure 5a) and pBrA (orange trace, Figure

5b), the precatalytic event is anodically shifted compared to
the [CoII(Mabiq)]+/[CoII(Mabiq•)]0 couple. In the presence
of pAn, two one-electron redox events are again observed prior
to H2 evolution. However, the first reduction occurs at a
potential that is identical to that of the [CoII(Mabiq)]+/
[CoII(Mabiq•)]0 couple, while the following reductive event is
160 mV cathodically shifted. To verify the proton dependency
of the processes, CVs were recorded at varied pAn
concentration (Figure S1, Supporting Information). From
the calculated theoretical potential shift based on the Nernst
equation (eq S4, Supporting Information) and the exper-
imentally observed [pAn]-dependent potential shifts, we
confirm that only the second reduction feature at −0.95 VFc

is proton-dependent. The redox events preceding H2 evolution
are therefore consistent with an EEC mechanism, rather than
the ECE process observed for the two stronger acids. The
proton activity of pAn is not high enough to protonate the one
electron reduced form of CoMbq, and protonation only
becomes feasible after the addition of the second electron.
H2 evolution also requires further reduction of the complex

Figure 4. UV−vis absorption spectra of 0.2 mM CoMbq in the
presence of 2 mM pBrA (Co/pBrA) or pCA (Co/pCA) in 0.1 M
LiBF4/MeCN in time during bulk electrolysis at potentials of −0.95
VFc or −0.84 VFc, respectively. (a) 2 h, (b) 4 h, (c) 8 h of potential
hold. Dashed black line, 0.2 mM CoMbq; solid red trace, Co/pCA;
solid blue trace, Co/pBrA.

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms of 0.2 mM CoMbq plus 2 mM (a)
pCA, (b) pBrA, or (c) pAn in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN; blue trace, 0.2
mM CoMbq in the absence of acid source; orange trace, in the
presence of acid source; conducted with a glassy carbon electrode in
the RDE setup, at 100 mV/s, under an Ar atmosphere. For the CV in
the absence of acid, the redox couples of CoMbq are assigned as
follows: [CoII I(Mabiq)]2+/[CoI I(Mabiq)]+ , Ep,c= 0.08 V;
[CoII(Mabiq)]+/[CoII(Mabiq•)]0, −0.76 V; [CoII(Mabiq•)]0/
[CoII(Mabiq••)]−, −1.56 VFc.
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and an even higher overpotential (Ecat = −1.48 VFc). Since the
present study was focused on resolving the ECE mechanism
available to CoMbq, we did not characterize the Co/pAn
intermediates further. Nevertheless, the studies with pAn
clearly demonstrate the effect of acid strength on the Co-
Mabiq catalyzed HERthe proton source affects the
formation of precatalytic intermediates and can alter the
order of PT and ET steps.
On the basis of the experimental results, we conclude that

two intermediates are generated in the electrocatalytic H2

evolution pathway using acids with pKa’s in the range of 7.0 to
9.43, CoMbq-H

1 and CoMbq-H
2 (Scheme 4). However, over

time, any CoMbq-H
1 generated in the reaction with pCA also is

depleted. CoMbq-H
2 features a distinctive 411 nm absorption

band and is associated with a higher overpotential for H2

evolution. Attempts to crystallize or otherwise experimentally
characterize this intermediate were unsuccessful. Conse-
quently, we performed quantum chemical calculations to
examine the relative energies and spectroscopic properties of
possible protonation products and thereby identify CoMbq-H

1

and CoMbq-H
2. The computational studies focused on both the

protonated one- and two-electron reduced species.
Thermodynamics Calculations Specify Favorable

Protonation Sites. We started our theoretical investigation
with protonation of the [CoII(Mabiq•)]0 complex, in accord
with the established mechanism for the precatalytic event,
where the first proton transfer coincides with the first electron
transfer. On the basis of the electronic structure of
[CoII(Mabiq•)]0,37 we identified four molecular sites where
protonation is likely to occur (Figure 6)one on the metal
center and three on the ligand. We subsequently examined the
reduced forms of these species, corresponding to the ECE
mechanism determined from the experimental studies, and the
products of the above-described bulk electrolysis studies. We
denote each of the calculated candidate structures with a
unique name (Figure 6) and assign a structure to the
experimentally determined intermediates CoMbq-H

1 and
CoMbq-H

2 at the end of the theoretical investigation.
We first optimized the structures of the four cations and the

corresponding reduced intermediates, as well as that of pCA in
its protonated (pCA) and deprotonated form (D-pCA) at the
CAM-B3LYP level of theory (see Computational Details) and
calculated the Gibbs free energies of protonation ΔGprot as the
difference between reactant and product free energies G:

G G G

G G

( )

( )

p

p

prot D CA intermediate

CA Co (Mabiq )II 0

Δ = +

− +

‐

[ ]
• (2)

Analogously, the Gibbs free energies of reduction ΔGred were
calculated as the difference between the optimized cationic and
neutral species (Table 1). The neutral diketiminate products
CoMbq-H

DK1 and CoMbq-H
DK2 are significantly more stable

(∼200 kJ/mol) than the other two investigated species. Thus
their formation is thermodynamically favored upon the
addition of two electrons and one proton to CoMbq. However,
considering only the protonation step after the initial one-
electron reduction of CoMbq (i.e direct protonation of
[CoII(Mabiq•)]0), we observe the opposite trend. Here, the
imine site (CoMbq-H

Im) is favored for protonation, followed by
the cobalt center (CoMbq-H

Co). The diketiminate-based
products have extraordinarily high protonation energies. The
reason for this is the strong structural distortion and the
breaking of ligand aromaticity introduced by protonation at
any of the diketiminate sites (Figure S2, Supporting
Information).
The opposite trends for the thermodynamics of protonation

and reduction allow us to draw conclusions about the coupling
of the two steps in the reaction mechanism: If the proton
addition is strongly coupled to the first electron added to
CoMbq, forming [CoII(Mabiq•)]0, the protonation step
becomes a limiting factor, and the most stable cation
(CoMbq-H

Im)+ may be formed as a side product. A strong
acid would be beneficial for this reaction pathway as the one
electron reduced form [CoII(Mabiq•)]0 can be readily
stabilized by proton addition. On the other hand, if the

Scheme 4. CoMbq Mechanisms and Initially Formed
Intermediates in Different Acidic Media

Figure 6. Structures of investigated intermediates after the addition of
one proton to the one-electron reduced [CoII(Mabiq•)]0, referred to
by the “+” superscript. Subsequent reduction of these intermediates
will be referred to without the “+” superscript in the following
sections.

Table 1. Calculated Gibbs Free Reaction Energies for the
Protonation of [CoII(Mabiq•)]0 with pCA (ΔGprot) to Form
Four Different Cationic Species, and for the Subsequent
Reduction of the Cations (ΔGred) to Yield Neutral
Intermediates

cation ΔGprot [kJ/mol] intermediate ΔGred [kJ/mol]

(CoMbq-H
DK1)+ −14.7 CoMbq-H

DK1 −517.5

(CoMbq-H
DK2)+ −26.7 CoMbq-H

DK2 −527.1

(CoMbq-H
Co)+ −42.2 CoMbq-H

Co −360.6

(CoMbq-H
Im)+ −108.9 CoMbq-H

Im −299.1
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proton addition is strongly coupled to the second electron in
the ECE activation process, we expect formation of the most
stable reduced intermediate, i.e., one (or both) of the
diketiminate products. The CV data in Figure 3 show the
apparent dissociation of EC and E mechanisms in the
precatalytic process with the stronger acid, pCA, i.e., the two
electron addition steps are well enough separated in potential
to generate two distinct reduction peaks in the current profile
of the CV. The separation of the ECE mechanism is not
observed with the weaker acid, pBrA, however, leading only to
one broad reduction event in the precatalytic step. The weak
acid is not able to protonate the imine site and can therefore
not stabilize the cation, which leads to direct formation of the
most stable protonated and two electron reduced intermediate:
one of the diketiminate products. Therefore, only one species,
CoMbq-H

2, is formed with the weaker acid pBrA, while the
stronger acid pCA initially leads to CoMbq-H

1, which
disappears over time.
Calculated Absorption Spectra Identify the Inter-

mediates. Excited states of Co-Mabiq complexes are an
especially challenging problem for most computational
methods. Time-dependent density functional theory (TD-
DFT) is widely used to compute excited states of transition
metal complexes41−45 due to its comparably low cost and its
ability to include electron correlation, depending on the
chosen functional. We performed initial test calculations for
the [CoII(Mabiq•)]0 species using the CAM-B3LYP functional
(Figure S3, Supporting Information) and found that reliable
band assignment to the experimental spectra was not possible
with TD-DFT, due to the strong multiconfigurational character
of the open-shell singlet ground state. Therefore, we decided to
use the DFT/MRCI method,46−51 which combines a multi-
reference configuration interaction (MRCI) ansatz with
orbitals derived from a ground state DFT calculation, thereby
ideally recovering both dynamic and static electron correlation
at a feasible cost. DFT/MRCI has proven to produce highly
accurate absorption spectra for molecules and complexes with
either closed-shell or single-open-shell ground states.46 On the
downside, open-shell ground states with more than one
unpaired electron, as is the case for most of the investigated
Co-Mabiq complexes, are known to pose a particular
challenge.46

Using a large basis set with diffuse functions in the DFT part
of the calculation helped to overcome some of the issues and
made it possible to compute an absorption spectrum for
[CoII(Mabiq•)]0, where the relevant experimental bands are
unambiguously reproduced (Figure 7). All bands have strong
metal contributions originating from the dxz, dyz, and dz2
orbitals. Below 450 nm, doubly excited states start to
dominate. The calculated absorption lines between 500 and
600 nm are red-shifted compared to the measurement, but the
double-peak absorption is clearly visible. Both peaks
correspond to d−π transitions from the dxz and dyz orbitals
of the metal to the ligand. Though the oscillator strength of the
band at 411 nm is quantitatively too small, we argue that the
basic band structure is reproduced well enough to use this
method for predicting which intermediates are formed in the
experiments.
We therefore calculated DFT/MRCI absorption spectra for

the four possible species after the addition of two electrons and
one proton to [CoII(Mabiq)]+ (Figure 8). Protonation at the
cobalt center (CoMbq-H

Co) produces a strong and broad
absorption band around 411 nm but also leads to absorption in

the red and NIR spectral region beyond 700 nm. As this is not
observed experimentally (Figure 1), we conclude that the
metal is not protonated at this stage of the reaction, in
agreement with conclusions from the previous study.35 Out of
the four computed spectra, the one for CoMbq-H

DK1 agrees best
with the experimental spectrum. It explains the rising
absorption band at 411 nm, which is blue-shifted by ∼30
nm in the calculations, as well as the shoulder at 340 nm and
parts of the absorption after 600 nm. The other diketiminate
product CoMbq-H

DK2 also shows an absorption line at 411 nm,
but the oscillator strength is much lower than for CoMbq-H

DK1.
Since the rest of the spectral profile agrees well with the
experimental spectrum, and CoMbq-H

DK2 is also the thermo-
dynamically most stable product, closely followed by CoMbq-
HDK1, we do not rule out the formation of both diketiminate
products at this point. That said, our calculated absorption
spectra indicate CoMbq-H

DK1 as the main product CoMbq-H
2

after bulk electrolysis.
For the spectrum of CoMbq-H

Im, the maximum number of 50
electronic states that could be calculated with the DFT/MRCI
program prevented going below 504 nm. The corresponding
cation spectrum (Figure S4, Supporting Information) shows
no significant absorption at 411 nm, indicating that CoMbq-H

Im

is not the final product after two-electron−one-proton addition
to [CoII(Mabiq)]+. However, both the cation (CoMbq-H

Im)+

and the reduced species CoMbq-H
Im exhibit broad absorption

bands in the 500−600 nm region. Experimentally, absorption
in this spectral range does not change during bulk electrolysis
in the presence of pBrA, but it decreases over time in the
presence of pCA. The spectral profile of the measured
absorption bands fits that of the isolated CoMbq complex,
indicating that residues of the reactant are present in the final
reaction mixture. However, this does not explain why the band
decreases only with pCA. Since the CV results indicate the
presence of another intermediate, CoMbq-H

1, which evolves H2

at −1.1 V and only forms in the presence of pCA, we attribute
part of the absorbance between 500 and 600 nm in the
presence of pCA to the imine-protonated species. Therefore,
the CoMbq-H

1 species corresponds to the product arising from
protonation of the imine group, CoMbq-H

Im.
According to our DFT calculations (Table 1), protonation at

the imine site yields the thermodynamically most stable cation
but the least stable reduced product. Therefore, we
investigated a side reaction with pCA, where the cation
(CoMbq-H

Im)+ forms initially and then slowly transforms to the
more stable CoMbq-H

DK1 product upon reduction, decreasing

Figure 7. DFT/MRCI spectrum of [CoII(Mabiq•)]0 in comparison to
the synthesized [CoII(Mabiq•)]0 absorption spectrum.37 The line
spectrum was convoluted with Gaussians with fwhm = 0.24 eV. The
convoluted spectrum was normalized such that the highest absorption
is one.
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the absorbance around 500−600 nm over time. However, the
calculated free energy activation barrier of 162 kJ/mol seems
too high for this process to occur under experimental
conditions. From this, we conclude that two decoupled
reaction pathways are possible in the presence of pCA, one
leading to the species protonated at the diketiminate site, the
other one leading to the imine-protonated intermediate.
To test how well the two intermediates can explain the

experimental absorption spectrum, we fitted a linear combina-
tion of the calculated spectra for CoMbq-H

DK1 and CoMbq-H
Im

to the experimental spectrum after bulk electrolysis with pCA
(Figure 9). The majority of the experimental spectrum is

explained by CoMbq-H
DK1, underscoring that CoMbq-H

DK1 is an
important intermediate in the reaction mechanism. As
expected, the absorption beyond 500 nm can be partly
attributed to the CoMbq-H

Im species. As the rest of the 500−
600 nm bands fit the measured spectrum of CoMbq, the relative
contribution of CoMbq-H

Im to the fit given in Figure 9 is an
upper bound to the real share of CoMbq-H

Im in the spectrum.

■ DISCUSSION

Precatalytic Species. The combined experimental and
computational studies point to the formation of two
intermediates in the precatalytic ECE processes, CoMbq-H

DK1

and CoMbq-H
Im. The persistent precatalytic complex after 8 h

of applied potential, using either pCA or pBrA, is CoMbq-H
DK1.

This compound acquires a proton at the diketiminate carbon
and effectively describes a ligand-based hydride. In contrast,
the formation of CoMbq-H

Im involves the reduction of both the
ligand and the metal center, such that this species is best
described as [CoI(MabiqH•)]0. The proton is added to the
bridging imine-nitrogen atom of the Mabiq ligand. The
generation of significant amounts of CoMbq-H

Im requires a
stronger acid, and this species is nevertheless depleted over
time.
The reason for the loss of CoMbq-H

Im is not clear. However,
three mechanisms could account for the loss of CoMbq-H

Im

(Scheme 5): (i) There may be an indirect conversion to
CoMbq-H

DK1 via the original CoMbq complex. A homolytic
pathway of H2 evolution via the reaction of two CoMbq-H

Im

molecules to form the one-electron reduced [CoII(Mabiq•)]0

complex is unlikely, since no H2 evolution above the pCA
background was observed at −0.8 VFc in our earlier study.35

(ii) The chemical instability of the CoMbq-H
Im intermediate

could result in a completely deactivated form of the catalyst.
The ratio of catalytic currents at −1.1 VFc and −1.32 VFc in the
CV prior to bulk electrolysis cannot be used to determine the
CoMbq-H

Im/CoMbq-H
DK1 ratio, as the turnover numbers for the

two intermediates are unknown. It could be that only a minor
portion of CoMbq is converted to CoMbq-H

Im, despite
significant H2 evolution at −1.1 VFc. Therefore, the
degradation of CoMbq-H

Im might not be observable in the
absorption spectrum. Finally, (iii) one can envision a
mechanism for interchange of the two intermediatese.g.,
an equilibrium or comproportionation processthat allows for
the accumulation of CoMbq-H

DK1 over time in the presence of
pCA with applied potential. The bridging imine groups of the
Mabiq ligand correspond to the most favorable protonation
sites in the one electron reduced Co-Mabiq complex, (CoMbq-

Figure 8. DFT/MRCI spectra obtained for the four investigated species after the addition of two electrons and one proton to [CoII(Mabiq)]+ in
comparison to the experimentally obtained spectrum after 8 h of bulk electrolysis in the presence of 10 equiv of pCA. The highest excited state for
CoMbq-H

Im that could be calculated with the DFT/MRCI method is located at 504 nm. Line spectra were convoluted with Gaussians with fwhm =
0.24 eV. Convoluted spectra were normalized such that the highest absorption is one, except for CoMbq-H

Im which was normalized to 0.1 to reflect
the low oscillator strength in that spectral region.

Figure 9. Fitted absorption spectrum composed of a linear
combination of DFT/MRCI spectra of the diketiminate product
CoMbq-H

DK1 and the imine product CoMbq-H
Im in comparison to the

experimentally obtained spectrum after 8 h of bulk electrolysis in the
presence of 10 equiv of pCA. The fit was conducted in the range 320−
700 nm.
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HIm)+. Among the protonated two-electron reduced forms we
investigated, CoMbq-H

Im was associated with the highest
energy. Indeed, intramolecular PT has been established for
the HER mechanism of the Cu-thiosemicarbazone com-
plexes.22 However, as noted above, the computational results
indicate that the barrier for conversion between CoMbq-H

Im

and CoMbq-H
DK1 is too large. This calculation, however, only

signifies that the direct conversion of both intermediates after
two-electron−one-proton addition is unlikely. An interchange
between the cationic species or from one cationic species to a

fully activated form (i.e., (CoMbq-H
Im)+ to CoMbq-H

DK1) might
still be feasible. Our evidence currently supports formation of
the two intermediates via two decoupled pathways, though the
experimentally observed disappearance of CoMbq-H

Im over
time is not understood yet from a mechanistic point of view.

HER by CoMbq. H2 evolution by the modified cobalt
complexes produced in the precatalytic processes clearly still
requires further reduction and protonation of CoMbq-H

Im or
CoMbq-H

DK1, and we therefore also considered the subsequent
HER mechanisms (Scheme 6).

Scheme 5. Possible Loss Channels of the CoMbq-H
Im Intermediatea

aIndirect conversion to CoMbq-H
DK1 via pathway i would involve H2 evolution at −0.8 VFc, which is not observed experimentally. Chemical

degradation via ii or direct conversion via pathway iii could be alternative options, though the latter is unlikely due to the high kinetic barrier.

Scheme 6. Possible HER Pathways Involving the CoMbq-H
DK1 (Top Pathway) and CoMbq-H

Im (Bottom Pathway)
Intermediatesa

aThe positions of the unpaired electron are based on DFT-derived spin densities (see Scheme 2 and Figure 10) and only show one of many
possible resonance forms. Newly added electrons are highlighted in red in each reduction step.
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The electronic structures of the two precatalytic complexes
are highly distinctive. As noted, CoMbq-H

Im is a low-valent
Co(I) complex, whereas CoMbq-H

DK1 consists of a cobaltous
ion coordinated to Mabiq-H. The differing oxidation states of
the metal center will impact the ensuing ET and PT steps and
further ligand participation in these processes. Although we
have not established the order of these events, the electronic
structures of the anionic species (CoMbq-H

DK1) ̅ or (CoMbq-
HIm) ̅, generated upon the addition of another electron to the
two intermediates (Figure 10), are informative in considering
possible HER pathways. According to the DFT derived Merz−
Singh−Kollman (MK) charges (Table S2, Supporting
Information), (CoMbq-H

Im) ̅ contains a low-valent, almost

neutral Co atom coordinated to a ligand anion. In the
unrestricted formalism, the spins on the ligand are paired,
while the broken-symmetry DFT solution, which is about 29
kJ/mol more stable, predicts a ligand biradical. By design, the
broken-symmetry DFT approach overly delocalizes spin
densities to arrive at the most stable wave function.52 The
true spin situation of the ligand can thus be debated, but in
light of the unfavorable charge distribution, we deem
formation of this intermediate unlikely in the absence of a
proton. On the other hand, direct protonation of CoMbq-H

Im

would lead to formation of a metal-hydride, the cationic
(CoMbq-H2

Im,Co)+. We have not seen any evidence for a metal
hydride species after bulk electrolysis at −0.84 VFc. Thus, we

Figure 10. Broken-symmetry DFT derived spin density plots for the intermediates generated in an (EC)EE mechanism from CoMbq,
[CoII(Mabiq)]+.

Scheme 7. Proposed Pathways for H2 Evolution from CoMbq-H
DK1a

aThe positions of the unpaired electron are based on DFT-derived spin densities (see Figure 10) and only show one of many possible resonance
forms. Newly added electrons are highlighted in red in each reduction step.
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propose that the first step in the HER from CoMbq-H
Im instead

involves a PCET process; metal-hydride formation coincides
with electron addition to generate the neutral CoMbq-H2

Im,Co

(bottom pathway Figure 10). Once again, the broken-
symmetry solution predicts biradical character for the ligand
in CoMbq-H2

Im,Co, while the unrestricted calculation yields a
closed-shell ligand. The metal center is oxidized (MK charge
1.21), while the corresponding negative charge is spread across
the Mabiq-ligand (sum of MK charges −1.04) and the Co-
bound hydride ion (MK charge −0.17). This species may be
further protonated to release H2 (Scheme 6, bottom path).
The reduction in the calculated (CoMbq-H

DK1) ̅ species again
occurs at the ligand. In this case, prediction of a H2 evolution
mechanism is more complex. This species has high negative
charge density at the bridging imine group, making this a likely
protonation site, though a route involving protonation of the
second diketiminate again offers a possibility. We speculate
that H2 evolution necessitates formation of the low-valent
Co(I) species and subsequent metal protonation. However,
even here a number of scenarios can be envisioned. For
example, assuming involvement of a protonated imine-N, both
direct protonation of a resultant metal-hydride (Scheme 7,
pathway B, bottom) and a ligand-assisted pathway as
established for Ni-thiosemicarbazone complexes (Scheme 7,
pathway A, top),16,25 can be envisioned.
Further studies are warranted to verify our proposed

mechanisms. However, the suggested HER pathways already
provide an explanation for the differing overpotentials for H2

evolution from CoMbq-H
Im and CoMbq-H

DK1. The former
complex already contains a reduced Co(I) centerthe
protonated imine appears to enable reduction of the cobalt
ion at lower overpotentials. The formation of a low-valent
cobalt species would thus readily support a metal-hydride
pathway. However, at least three electrons are accumulated on
the ligand in the pathways involving CoMbq-H

DK1 before
reduction of the metal center becomes favorable. Conse-
quently, the redox-active ligand can also accumulate multiple
protons. The higher overpotential for H2 from CoMbq-H

DK1

suggests that Mabiq acts as a hydride “sink,” and access to an
effective metal-centered HER pathway from this species
requires additional electron transfer steps and thus also a
higher energy input.
In our system, the formation of CoMbq-H

Im and the HER at
lower overpotential is promoted by stronger acids. The effect
of acid strength was also investigated for H2 evolution by the
hangman porphyrins.20,21 In this system, stronger acids also
allowed for H2 evolution from a metal-hydride intermediate,
whereas using the weaker acids, the HER occurred via a ligand-
centered pathway that also required additional electron and
transfer steps. Therefore, our suggested pathways are
consistent with the acid strength effects observed in other
systems.

■ CONCLUSION

The Co-Mabiq complex is one of several compounds in which
the redox-active ligand engages in the PT and ET steps
associate with H2 evolution. However, a number of features are
noteworthy and distinctive in the Mabiq system and provide
general insight into the contribution of such ligands to the
HER. In this regard, our studies also highlight how modern
theoretical methods that can treat chemically relevant systems
can greatly contribute to the understanding of experimental
results. In particular, we point out the vital role of the

computationally affordable DFT/MRCI method in bridging
the gap between multireference quantum chemistry and
experiments. The computational studies contribute to our
understanding of the nature of proton and electron storage
sites, and the degree of PCET affects the energy and activity of
intermediates.
The energetically low-lying π* orbitals of the extended

Mabiq π-bonded framework can readily accept electrons. The
one-electron reduction potential for CoMbq in the absence of
acid (Ep,c = −0.8 VFc) is thus fairly high in comparison to the
formal CoII/I couples of Co-porphyrin (−1.08 VFc),

53

diothiolene (−1.49 V vs SCE),12 and many cobaloxime54

catalysts. In accord with previous findings,55 coupling of a
proton to the reduction process shifts the potential to more
positive values. In fact, the addition of the second electron to
the protonated Co-Mabiq compound also becomes highly
favorable, with <150 mV separation between the proton-
coupled precatalytic one- and two-electron reductions,
regardless of the acid. Therefore, proton and electron storage
by Mabiqand by redox-active ligands in generalclearly can
be an advantage for accessing reduced forms. However, the
hydride equivalent that is added to CoMbq in the precatalytic
steps is not readily released at this stage. Nevertheless, the
potentials for catalytic H2 evolution by CoMbq are also
comparable to many redox-active ligand systems.21,25

The Co-Mabiq complex offers a metal- and multiple ligand-
protonation sites. Consequently, the studies with CoMbq

uniquely demonstrate how various features of noninnocent
ligands can influence catalysis. The formation of the two
distinct precatalytic intermediates, CoMbq-H

Im and CoMbq-
HDK1, is dependent on the acid strength. The two species can
both evolve H2 but have dissimilar electronic structures and
operate at different potentials. CoMbq-H

DK1 represents a ligand
hydridefurther reduction of this species remains ligand
centered, and H2 evolution requires a higher overpotential. In
contrast, metal-centered reduction is favored for (CoMbq-
HIm)+the ensuing H2 evolution from CoMbq-H

Im involves
metal protonation and occurs at lower energy. The implication
is that pathways involving reduced metal centers, and thus
metal-hydride species, may offer a more effective strategy for
H2 evolution. In this regard, the protonated imine of CoMbq-
HIm may further aid catalysis by serving as a proton relay site,
whereas a similar role for the carbon bound hydrogen of
CoMbq-H

DK1 is unlikely.
Catalyst design clearly plays a significant role in effecting the

metal, ligand-based, and ligand/metal-assisted HER pathways.
In our system, modifying the Mabiq ligand on the diketiminate
unit may suppress the formation of CoMbq-H

DK1 and promote
H2 evolution via CoMbq-H

Im. Select metals coordinated to the
outer bipyrimidine also could alter the electronic structure in
favor of metal-centered pathways. Overall, there is still a way to
go in optimizing the metal−ligand synergies for efficient H2

evolution. However, the mechanistic insights provided in this
work shed further light on some of the competing factors to
consider in the use of redox-active ligands for these processes
and provide starting points for targeted ligand optimizations in
future studies.

■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise
noted. Acetonitrile (MeCN) was dried by passage over activated
alumina columns and stored over activated 3 Å molecular sieves. The
water content in MeCN was determined to be below 1 ppm by Karl
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Fischer titration. As a supporting electrolyte salt, lithium tetrafluor-
oborate (LiBF4; BASF, Germany) was used in all cyclic voltammetry
and bulk electrolysis experiments. [CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6)

38 and
the selected proton sources p-cyanoanilinium, p-bromoanilinium, and
p-anisidinium were synthesized according to the literature proce-
dure.40,56

Bulk Electrolysis and Cyclic Voltammetry (CV). Bulk
electrolysis and CV measurements were conducted in a four-neck
jacketed cell that was previously employed by our group,35,57 and the
cell was assembled in the glovebox (Ar, MBraun, Germany, < 0.1 ppm
of H2O and O2.) The PEEK shroud working electrode includes a
glassy carbon disk with a 5.0 mm diameter, surrounded by a glassy
carbon ring with a 6.5 mm internal diameter and 7.5 mm external
diameter (Pine Research Instrumentation, Durham, NC). For both
bulk electrolysis and the CV measurements, a potential was applied
only to the glassy carbon disk working electrode. Prior to usage, the
working electrode was polished with 1.0 and 0.05 μm alumina
suspensions (Buehler, Düsseldorf, Germany) and cleaned by
sonication in ultrapure water. The electrode was subsequently dried
for 12 h in an oven at 70 °C. A LiFePO4 (BASF, Germany) electrode
was employed as a counter electrode, which was separated from the
working electrode part via a glass fitting. Li metal (Rockwood, USA)
in 1 M LiPF6 in EC/EMC 3:7, LP57 (BASF, Germany), was used as
the reference electrode, separated via a Vycor 3535 frit (Advanced
Glass & Ceramics, Holden, MA).
During the cell assembly, the working electrode rod was connected

to the rotator, which was beneficial for the bulk electrolysis
experiments. All measurements were recorded with an SP300
potentiostat (BioLogic, Grenoble, France). All potentials were
recorded vs the Li+/0 scale, and the potential scale conversion from
Li+/0 to Fc+/0 was carried out experimentally by recording the Fc+/0

redox couple in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN with a Li reference electrode.
The CV and bulk electrolysis experiments were recorded at 0 and 800
rpm, respectively.
At the end of the bulk electrolysis experiments, the conversion of

CoMbq in the presence of the acid source (n, mole of the complex) was
calculated according to eq 1, based on the number of electrons
transferred (z), Faraday constant (F), and charge (Q).

Q zFn= (1)

Q is the integrated area on current vs the time graph of Co/pCA or
Co/pBrA; z represents two electrons (based on the ECE mechanism
of precatalytic step); F is the Faraday constant, 96485.33 C mol−1.
UV−Vis Absorption Spectroscopy. During the bulk electrolysis

experiment, every 2 h, 100 μL aliquots were removed from the bulk
solution and diluted with 2.7 mL of acetonitrile in the spectropho-
tometer cuvettes. Due to the possible air sensitivity of the samples,
airtight far-UV quartz cuvettes (Starna GmbH, Germany) were used.
Prior to usage, the cuvettes were cleaned and dried overnight in an
oven at 70 °C and subsequently transferred into the glovebox. After
the sample preparation in the glovebox, UV−vis spectra of samples at
varied time intervals were recorded using a Cary 60 UV−vis
spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, USA) for regions up to
900 nm wavelength, and the near IR region between 900 and 1300
nm was recorded with a UV-3600 Plus spectrophotometer
(Schimadzu, Japan).
Computational Details. Geometry optimizations and thermody-

namic analyses were carried out with Gaussian 16,58 using the range-
separated CAM-B3LYP59 density functional. The optimized struc-
tures were identified as energy minima by the absence of imaginary
vibrational frequencies. The transition state between CoMbq-H

Im and
CoMbq-H

DK1 was verified by its single imaginary vibrational frequency
and by computing the reaction path toward the reactant and product.
In all geometry optimizations, the broken symmetry DFT ansatz was
used after testing the starting wave function for internal instabilities
(keyword stable = opt), though the calculation converged to the
closed-shell solution for (CoMbq-H

Co)+. The 6-31+G(d) basis set60−63

was employed for all elements except cobalt. Here, the LANL263

pseudopotential replaced the inner core electrons [1s22s22p6], leaving
the outer core and valence shells to be described with the

corresponding double-ζ basis LANL2-DZ.63 Implicit solvent effects
were described by the polarizable continuum model (PCM) with
standard parameters for acetonitrile.64 Thermodynamic corrections to
the electronic energies were computed in the harmonic approximation
for a temperature of 298.15 K and a pressure of 1.0 atm.

TD-DFT absorption spectra were computed at the same level of
theory as the geometry optimizations to assess the suitability of the
method. However, due to the multiconfigurational nature of the
complex, we eventually switched to the DFT/MRCI method46−49,51

using the R2018 Hamiltonian.51 Other common multiconfigurational
methods, such as CASSCF or CASPT2, are computationally
expensive, especially considering the extensive system of π electrons,
and require careful selection of the active space. Multireference
configuration interaction (MRCI) methods based on Hartree−Fock
orbitals typically suffer from a lack of dynamical correlation and often
require long expansions of high excitations.46 DFT/MRCI is
supposed to combine the best of both worldsthe description of
dynamical correlation by DFT and the recovery of static correlation
typical for multireference methodsall while keeping the computa-
tional effort at a feasible level. In contrast to CASSCF, there is no
active space of carefully selected orbitals. Instead, a reference space of
excited configurations is iteratively optimized, thereby removing any
bias associated with manual orbital selection.

In preliminary test calculations for [CoII(Mabiq•)]0, a large and
flexible basis set with diffuse functions emerged to be essential for a
large enough configuration space to approximate the experimental
spectrum. However, the size of the basis set is limited by technical
constraints. To reconcile these conditions, we reduced the number of
basis functions by replacing the methyl groups of the Mabiq ligand,
which are unlikely to participate in any of the excitations we were
interested in, with hydrogen atoms. The unrestricted DFT reference
was calculated with Orca 4.2.1,65,66 using the BHLYP67,68 functional
with the def2-TZVPD69,70 all-electron basis set on the cobalt center
and def2-SVPD69,70 on all other atoms. The def2-TZVPD/C71 and
def2/JK72 auxiliary basis sets were used within the resolution-of-the-
identity formalism for coulomb and exchange integrals73 (RI-JK) on
all atoms. The only exception was CoMbq-H

Im, where def2-SVP/C was
the largest feasible basis set for the subsequent MRCI step. Symmetry
was turned off, and a final SCF convergence threshold of 10−7 Eh

(keyword SCFCONV7) was used throughout with a 590-point
Lebedev integration grid (keyword Grid6). Solvation effects were
taken into account by means of the C-PCM model74,75 with default
parameters for acetonitrile. The resulting unrestricted molecular
orbitals were transformed to a set of quasi-restricted orbitals76 and
used as input to the DFT/MRCI program. The reference space was
iteratively optimized, increasing the number of excited states in each
iteration until either the technical limit of 50 excited states or an
excited state energy of 300 nm was reached. In any case, one final
iteration was performed to ensure that the leading configurations of all
excited states were contained in the reference space. The obtained line
spectra were convoluted with Gaussians (fwhm = 0.24 eV).
Convoluted spectra depicted in this work were normalized such
that the highest absorption is one.

Visualizations of molecular structures and spin densities were
created with VMD 1.9.3.77
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pH-dependent potential correction 

The CV data of 0.2 mM CoMbq in the presence of 2 mM para-cyanoanilinium (pCA, pKa:7.0 in 

acetonitrile) and para-Br-anilinium (pBrA, pKa: 9.43 in acetonitrile) exhibit a 150 mV potential 

difference with respect to the onset of the pre-catalytic step. To determine the agreement between 

theoretical and experimental values, the pKa values of pCA and pBrA were converted to pH 

(Table S1) and the potential shift determined according to Eq S1, Eq S2 and Eq 3. 

! " !! # $%&'(
)* +,- ./01

.2341 5555555555!6578 

 

According to the Nernst equation given above, where: 

R = gas constant, 8.314 J K-1 mol-1 

T = temperature in Kelvin, 298.15 K  

Z = number of electrons transferred, 1 electron (assumed) 

F = Faraday constant, 96485.33 C mol-1 

In the presence of pCA and pBrA: 
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In the presence of pAn: 
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The concentration of [CoII(Mabiq)]+ (CoMbq) is known, however, the protonation of the various 

sites is affected by the acid strength; i.e., the concentrations of the intermediates [CoII(Mabiq)-H]+, 

[CoII(Mabiq•)]0 and [Co(Mabiq•)-H]0 are not the same in each acidic media, and the equilibrium 

constant in each acidic media is not known. The extended Nernst equation shown as !6578%81 can 

therefore not be solved. 

If we assume the potential shift follows the Nernst law simply on the basis of a change in acid 

strength, then based on the Nernst Equation (Eq S1), the formal potential varies 59 mV with each 

pH unit at 25°C (Eq S2): 
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The pH difference corresponds to 1.21 pH units between pCA and pBrA, and between pBrA and 

pAn, leading to a ~70 mV theoretical potential shift between each pair of acidic media for the pre-

catalytic step, if we assume the theoretical potential shift to be independent of the equilibrium 

constant, kinetic and solvent effect. This is seen to be a lower limit of the expected thermodynamic 

potential shift. When comparing the CV data of the CoMbq complex in the presence of pCA vs. 

pBrA, the equilibrium constant K&' will be lower in the case of pBrA, which can be concluded 

from the formation enthalpies of the cationic (CoMbq-HDK1)+ and (CoMbq-HIm)+ intermediates shown 

in Table 1 of the main paper. However, we note that the equilibrium constant of the protonation 

reaction plays a significant role in the calculated theoretical potential difference.1 Ligand 

protonation can occur at different ligand sites, and is dependent on the acid strength and basicity 

of the various ligand functionalities. Therefore, the equilibrium constant can change significantly 

for different acids, meaning that the exact theoretical potential shift cannot be calculated in our 

system. Potential-pKa diagrams for non-aqueous systems2 also offer an option to determine 

theoretical potentials. Since we do not know the pKa values of the multiple intermediates, which 

are essential to this method, we instead used the approach described above.  

Table S1. Calculated Ka, concentration ([H+]) and pH values of pCA, pBrA and pAn  

 pCA pBrA pAn 

Ka 808T$* &%V$08T$+! 8%&W08T$+, 

[H+] 8%X08T$- W%Y$08T$* P%$P08T$. 

pH X%WP5 Y%TY5 V%$W5
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Current response of the pre-catalytic step after the bulk electrolysis 

The current magnitude of the pre-catalytic processes following bulk electrolysis differs for pCA 

and pBrA. The pre-catalytic steps in pCA and pBrA show the same initial current (25 µA), 

however, the remnant pre-catalytic current after bulk electrolysis is two times greater for the 

Co/pBrA solution (15 µA) than observed for the Co/pCA solution (8 µA). The remnant amount of 

CoMbq present after bulk electrolysis of the pCA or pBrA solutions (based on percent conversion), 

appears to correlate with the remaining pre-catalytic current, such that the pre-catalytic reactions 

appear to be predominantly available from CoMbq; i.e. the conversion between CoMbq-H2 and CoMbq 

may not be fully reversible on the time scale of a CV. 

CVs of CoMbq with varied p-anisidinium concentrations  

The CV data for 0.2 mM CoMbq with 2 mM p-anisidinium (pAn, pKa:11.86 in acetonitrile) 

suggests a different mechanism (EEC) for the pre-catalytic step. In order to determine which 

reduction step is proton dependent, varied equivalents of pAn were added. The recorded CV data 

show that the reduction potential matching the [CoII(Mabiq)]+/[CoII(Mabiq•)]0 couple does not shift 

with increasing acid concentration, hence, this reduction event is not proton dependent. For the 

following reduction step, the potentials shift from −0.969 VFc to −0.91 VFc with increasing acid 

concentration from 2 mM to 16 mM pAn (Figure S1). The theoretical potential shifts were further 

calculated based on the Nernst equation (Eq S4) to confirm the agreement between calculated and 

experimental results.   
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Figure S1: CVs of 0.2 mM CoMbq in the absence of acid (dashed black line) and with 2 mM (solid 

blue trace), 4 mM (solid yellow trace), 8 mM (solid green trace), and 16 mM (solid pink trace) 

pAn in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN; glassy carbon electrode; 100 mV/s scan rate, in a RDE set-up. 
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According to the Nernst equation given above, where: 

R = gas constant, 8.314 J K-1 mol-1 

T = temperature in Kelvin, 298.15 K 

Z = number of electrons transferred, 1 electron (assumed) 

F = Faraday constant, 96485.33 C mol-1 

The potential difference for a proton dependent process is given by: 
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The concentration of pAn is known and we assume that the concentration of [CoII(Mabiq•)]0 and 

the reduced species also is the same at each acid concentration. Hence, the following equation 

applies: 

[![)$(0121310145$]$[)$(0121310145%]
" F'(

)* +Z \./0+1./0,1] 

If all assumptions are correct, the potential shifts calculated between 2 mM and 4 mM p-

anisidinium, 2 mM and 8 mM p-anisidinium, 2 mM and 16 mM p-anisidinium are ~18, 36 and 

54 mV respectively.  

In Figure S1, the reduction peak potential (Ep,c) in the presence of 2 mM p-anisidinium (vertical 

dashed blue line) represents the reference potential. The vertical dashed yellow, green and pink 

lines indicate the calculated potential differences between 2 mM and 4 mM pAn, 2 mM and 8 mM 

pAn, 2 mM and 16 mM pAn. The theoretical and experimental potential differences are in 

agreement, indicating that the second reduction is proton dependent. To summarize, the first 

reduction is only an electrochemical reaction (E) and the second reduction involves an 

electrochemical reduction followed by a chemical reaction (EC), thus the reaction mechanism prior 

to the HER is different than in the Co/pCA case. 
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Structural distortions upon protonation of [CoII(Mabiq•)]0  

 

Figure S2: Optimized structures of possible intermediates after the protonation step, depicted in 

top and side views of the molecule. Cobalt is depicted in ocher, carbon in grey, nitrogen in blue, 

hydrogen in white. The added proton is marked in red. Protonation at both diketiminate sites leads 

to strong distortion from the planar geometry and breaking of ligand aromaticity. Protonation at 

the cobalt center only causes slight pyramidalization and the imine product remains planar. 
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TD-DFT absorption spectrum of [CoII(Mabiq•)]0 

In our early tests, we calculated a TD-DFT absorption spectrum for the [CoII(Mabiq•)] complex 

using the same level of theory that was used for optimization (see Computational Details in the 

main article). The only difference at this early stage was that both the geometry optimization and 

the TD-DFT calculation was conducted in the gas phase without solvation effects. 

 

Figure S3: TD-DFT absorption spectrum of [CoII(Mabiq•)] in comparison to the experimental 

spectrum. The line spectrum was convoluted with an FWHM of 0.24 eV and the convoluted 

spectrum was scaled such that the highest absorption is 1. Note that the experimental band at 

411 nm cannot be assigned unambiguously in the TD-DFT spectrum. The double peak structure 

of the band around 520 nm is also not reproduced in the calculation. 
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DFT/MRCI spectrum of (CoMbq-HIm)+ 

Figure S4: DFT/MRCI absorption spectrum for the cation (CoMbq-HIm)+, where the proton attaches 

to one of the imine sites of the ligand. 
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Spin densities of cationic and reduced intermediate species 

Figure S5: Broken-symmetry DFT spin densities, i.e. difference between alpha- and beta-electron 

densities, of the optimized cationic (1-electron-1-proton) and reduced (2-electron-1-proton) 

intermediates (Isovalue=0.002). Reduction happens where the unpaired spin-density changes from 

the cation to the neutral species. Thus, the second electron is added to the ligand, if the proton 

attaches to either of the diketiminate sites or the cobalt center, whereas reduction occurs on the 

metal if the proton attaches to the imine site. 
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Calculated energy levels of intermediates 

Figure S6: Calculated Gibbs free energy levels of DFT optimized intermediates, relative to 

[CoII(Mabiq•)]0. Energies of protonation steps include the acid contributions (cf. Eq 2 in the main 

article). Reduction energies are given for the respective half-reaction. For brevity, the notations H-

DK1 and H-Im are used to denote CoMbq-HDK1 and CoMbq-HIm. TS is the transition state for 

interconversion between the two species. 
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Electrostatic potentials and selected atomic charges of (CoMbq-H2
Im,Co)+ and CoMbq-H2

Im,Co 

The charge distribution of the doubly protonated complexes can provide insights into the reactivity 

towards hydrogen evolution. There are different ways to obtain atomic charges from quantum 

chemical calculations. In this work, we chose to inspect the electrostatic potential (ESP) rather 

than common population analyses as it reflects the actual charge distribution in the complex 

without resorting to arbitrary electron localization schemes. Merz-Singh-Kollman charges3 (Table 

S2) are derived from the ESP by fitting the potential at various points in space. 

 

 

Figure S7: Broken-symmetry DFT derived Electrostatic potential (ESP) of (CoMbq-H2
Im,Co)+ and its 

reduced form CoMbq-H2
Im,Co, mapped onto a surface plot of the electron density (Isovalue: 0.02). 

The Co-bound proton carries a visibly smaller positive charge than the other protons in the 

complex. 
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Table S2: Selected Merz-Singh-Kollman charges, derived from broken-symmetry DFT, for the 

intermediate species along the two possible pathways starting from (CoMbq-HIm)+ and 

(CoMbq-HDK1)+. 

 Co Co-bound H 

(CoMbq-HIm)+ 1.16 / 

CoMbq-HIm 0.18 / 

(CoMbq-HIm)– 0.01 / 

(CoMbq-H2
Im,Co)+ 1.20 -0.14 

CoMbq-H2
Im,Co 1.21 -0.17 

(CoMbq-HDK1)+ 1.18 / 

CoMbq-HDK1 1.15 / 

(CoMbq-HDK1)– 0.52 / 

CoMbq-H2
DK1,Im 0.53 / 
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Cartesian coordinates and energies of optimized geometries 

Table S3 lists the SCF energies ESCF, enthalpies H (Gaussian Output: Sum of electronic and thermal 

Enthalpies) and Gibbs free energies G (Gaussian Output: Sum of electronic and thermal Free 

Energies) of the DFT optimized geometries. The Cartesian coordinates are compiled on the 

following pages. 

 

Table S3: Charge, spin multiplicity, SCF energies ESCF, enthalpies H and Gibbs free energies G of 

optimized geometries.  

Species Charge Multiplicity ESCF (Eh) H (Eh) G (Eh) 

pCA 1 1 -380.091264 -379.949961 -379.990478 

D-pCA 0 1 -379.671408 -379.545770 -379.586008 

[CoII(Mabiq•)]0 0 1 -1859.692794 -1859.038305 -1859.136648 

(CoMbq-HDK1)+ 1 1 -1860.114199 -1859.448828 -1859.546706 

(CoMbq-HDK2)+ 
1 1 -1860.119786 -1859.453626 -1859.551293 

(CoMbq-HCo)+ 1 1 -1860.123039 -1859.458900 -1859.557196 

(CoMbq-HIm)+ 1 1 -1860.150164 -1859.483461 -1859.582583 

CoMbq-HDK1 0 2 -1860.311779 -1859.645479 -1859.743799 

CoMbq-HDK2 0 2 -1860.319865 -1859.653614 -1859.752064 

CoMbq-HCo 0 2 -1860.255891 -1859.594802 -1859.694555 

CoMbq-HIm 0 2 -1860.262527 -1859.597357 -1859.696523 

(CoMbq-HDK1)– -1 1 -1860.354755 -1859.690039 -1859.787915 

(CoMbq-HIm)–  -1 1 -1860.353736 -1859.688750 -1859.788357 

(CoMbq-H2
Im,Co)+ 1 2 -1860.698986 -1860.023402 -1860.122443 

CoMbq-H2
Im,Co 0 1 -1860.815777 -1860.143616 -1860.243379 

CoMbq-H2
DK1,Im 0 1 -1860.886272 -1860.208529 -1860.306596 

Transition state  

CoMbq-HIm → CoMbq-HDK1 
0 2 -1860.196014 -1859.536157 -1859.634925 
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D-pCA  

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
C  -1.711629  0.000016  -0.005293 

C  -0.994899  -1.210620  -0.004719 

C  0.386908  -1.210177  -0.002258 

C  1.095969  0.000027  -0.000981 

C  0.386928  1.210201  -0.002310 

C  -0.994911  1.210641  -0.004698 

H  -1.534467  -2.152957  -0.007751 

H  0.925725  -2.152069  0.000320 

H  0.925700  2.152119  0.000331 

H  -1.534442  2.152996  -0.007763 

C  2.524854  -0.000013  0.003913 

N  3.684854  -0.000031  0.008117 

H  -3.565502  -0.846059  0.222489 

H  -3.565544  0.845882  0.222804 

N  -3.086396  -0.000020  -0.055596 

pCA  

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
C  1.603252  0.000229  -0.000073 

C  0.939387  -1.214739  -0.000107 

C  -0.449439  -1.214858  -0.000070 

C  -1.138776  -0.000250  -0.000054 

C  -0.447724  1.215923  -0.000094 

C  0.939353  1.217923  -0.000097 

H  1.483668  -2.153041  -0.000176 

H  -0.991418  -2.153265  -0.000052 

H  -0.991217  2.153495  -0.000099 

H  1.484554  2.155815  -0.000075 

C  -2.576320  -0.000199  0.000041 

N  -3.733090  -0.000794  0.000162 

H  3.453572  -0.955464  -0.000146 

H  3.465153  0.470747  -0.826142 

H  3.464817  0.470053  0.827050 

N  3.077728  -0.000993  0.000175 
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[CoII(Mabiq•)]0  

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  0.000008  -0.105696  0.021013 

N  -1.285423  1.309363  0.043200 

N  1.285282  1.309531  0.043228 

N  1.368126  -1.411774  -0.021733 

N  -1.367933  -1.411937  -0.022404 

N  -1.385538  3.695020  -0.070225 

N  1.385120  3.695111  -0.071946 

N  3.279561  0.028200  0.165989 

N  -3.279595  0.027753  0.165216 

C  -0.743114  2.571036  -0.018866 

C  0.742823  2.571103  -0.019339 

C  2.752783  3.637608  -0.063157 

C  3.493959  4.837308  -0.126881 

C  4.868834  4.793728  -0.115795 

C  5.544345  3.556318  -0.039493 

C  4.836234  2.377656  0.023772 

C  3.425262  2.401894  0.011505 

C  2.618921  1.209046  0.069153 

C  2.700380  -1.132512  0.132394 

C  3.512001  -2.399531  0.341080 

C  2.560481  -3.460692  -0.294965 

C  1.225006  -2.748006  -0.157641 

C  0.000282  -3.389917  -0.236193 

C  -1.224556  -2.748114  -0.158699 

C  -2.559850  -3.460839  -0.297527 

C  -3.511994  -2.400108  0.338282 

C  -2.700300  -1.132890  0.131014 

C  -2.619043  1.208729  0.069380 

C  -3.425525  2.401554  0.012981 

C  -4.836486  2.377173  0.025730 

C  -5.544731  3.555831  -0.036191 

C  -4.869367  4.793371  -0.111595 

C  -3.494498  4.837088  -0.123148 

C  -2.753194  3.637398  -0.060822 

C  3.642664  -2.582410  1.868668 

C  4.913290  -2.331269  -0.262436 

C  2.607048  -4.839656  0.366851 

C  2.824608  -3.635244  -1.806662 

C  -2.606908  -4.840176  0.363469 

C  -2.822647  -3.634575  -1.809561 

C  -3.643953  -2.583885  1.865649 

C  -4.912765  -2.331587  -0.266398 

H  2.953742  5.776683  -0.183812 

H  5.440997  5.715043  -0.165032 

H  6.629579  3.537266  -0.030359 

H  5.341510  1.421517  0.083267 

H  0.000383  -4.465291  -0.362599 

H  -5.341656  1.420936  0.084538 
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H  -6.629959  3.536668  -0.026687 

H  -5.441631  5.714679  -0.159791 

H  -2.954386  5.776562  -0.179442 

H  2.668413  -2.665282  2.360372 

H  4.222000  -3.481016  2.099694 

H  4.166254  -1.721664  2.294578 

H  4.901844  -2.051334  -1.318174 

H  5.411320  -3.302382  -0.168155 

H  5.513486  -1.590348  0.271212 

H  3.631808  -5.225828  0.353211 

H  1.986119  -5.554499  -0.181176 

H  2.262491  -4.820837  1.403276 

H  3.785528  -4.130619  -1.974207 

H  2.042104  -4.257312  -2.251234 

H  2.834042  -2.677224  -2.335537 

H  -1.985425  -5.554660  -0.184395 

H  -2.263311  -4.821925  1.400224 

H  -3.631627  -5.226414  0.348664 

H  -2.831772  -2.676255  -2.337899 

H  -3.783345  -4.130003  -1.978212 

H  -2.039661  -4.256269  -2.253807 

H  -2.670113  -2.666945  2.358138 

H  -4.223397  -3.482680  2.095665 

H  -4.167985  -1.723433  2.291607 

H  -5.513433  -1.590941  0.267103 

H  -4.900432  -2.051131  -1.321989 

H  -5.410851  -3.302760  -0.173031 
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(CoMbq-HDK1)+ 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.019621  -0.124154  -0.114490 

N  1.307317  1.307938  -0.136879 

N  1.440578  3.663421  0.157548 

N  3.300001  0.044627  -0.341735 

N  1.319124  -1.470893  -0.223970 

C  0.775255  2.536782  -0.001559 

C  2.789205  3.601618  0.205425 

C  3.525131  4.797722  0.398892 

H  2.977581  5.727812  0.504010 

C  4.894448  4.748505  0.449356 

H  5.466629  5.658178  0.598604 

C  5.573874  3.514889  0.306262 

H  6.657901  3.496732  0.348029 

C  4.878699  2.340531  0.113930 

H  5.395083  1.395172  0.002812 

C  3.475317  2.365405  0.063645 

C  2.668464  1.180196  -0.137388 

C  2.699836  -1.201754  -0.647766 

H  2.722233  -1.232549  -1.752535 

C  3.521445  -2.404069  -0.108157 

C  2.459407  -3.541585  -0.255535 

C  1.171789  -2.755483  -0.041032 

C  -0.065983  -3.389283  0.257045 

H  -0.051304  -4.454963  0.443575 

C  3.878458  -2.150201  1.364355 

H  4.443747  -2.990969  1.774754 

H  2.992800  -2.000171  1.990002 

H  4.504092  -1.256911  1.444002 

C  4.807329  -2.617345  -0.902138 

H  5.488454  -1.776345  -0.741131 

H  4.629132  -2.702075  -1.977435 

H  5.318667  -3.527019  -0.569376 

C  2.639158  -4.698147  0.733193 

H  3.651828  -5.104934  0.645890 

H  1.944367  -5.513018  0.510750 

H  2.482565  -4.393959  1.770643 

C  2.405888  -4.126117  -1.683525 

H  3.307790  -4.710221  -1.887223 

H  2.316688  -3.355424  -2.455059 

H  1.544991  -4.793947  -1.780940 

N  -1.286794  1.328783  -0.071109 

N  -1.325803  3.710141  -0.038548 

N  -3.301468  0.070991  -0.133872 

N  -1.417740  -1.397422  0.051256 

C  -0.710958  2.573344  -0.036695 

C  -2.695630  3.676975  -0.091279 

C  -3.408931  4.892933  -0.108608 

H  -2.849869  5.822044  -0.076985 
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C  -4.783855  4.877061  -0.166531 

H  -5.335245  5.811921  -0.181381 

C  -5.485869  3.654094  -0.207720 

H  -6.570010  3.659102  -0.254197 

C  -4.804533  2.457740  -0.189519 

H  -5.329105  1.510876  -0.220485 

C  -3.396406  2.453671  -0.131709 

C  -2.622898  1.235778  -0.111717 

C  -2.733092  -1.103080  -0.037700 

C  -3.575794  -2.365690  -0.081710 

C  -2.602423  -3.390031  0.587641 

C  -1.263184  -2.746460  0.272360 

C  -3.801943  -2.677551  -1.577067 

H  -4.417045  -3.574711  -1.689438 

H  -2.861451  -2.836102  -2.113971 

H  -4.328390  -1.843567  -2.049762 

C  -4.933609  -2.212153  0.599435 

H  -5.556172  -1.513234  0.035824 

H  -4.850265  -1.834448  1.620845 

H  -5.449468  -3.177735  0.628950 

C  -2.740104  -4.826427  0.082362 

H  -3.768545  -5.174596  0.223527 

H  -2.090660  -5.499670  0.649648 

H  -2.486265  -4.925496  -0.975339 

C  -2.749548  -3.391275  2.125101 

H  -3.709975  -3.825485  2.416551 

H  -2.686122  -2.383480  2.546951 

H  -1.955067  -3.995310  2.572415 
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CoMbq-HDK1 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.001966  -0.106515  -0.069857 

N  1.285008  1.344210  -0.155109 

N  1.332753  3.714041  0.158596 

N  3.318166  0.115984  -0.245013 

N  1.363561  -1.429604  -0.197633 

C  0.731617  2.579632  -0.036044 

C  2.706746  3.657908  0.306343 

C  3.409430  4.851210  0.560367 

H  2.846117  5.777298  0.622728 

C  4.780594  4.832297  0.729236 

H  5.314823  5.757095  0.926827 

C  5.484625  3.620387  0.646796 

H  6.562076  3.607410  0.780268 

C  4.802965  2.443321  0.391762 

H  5.329227  1.498602  0.316832 

C  3.411808  2.447038  0.219676 

C  2.661163  1.210737  -0.076331 

C  2.721228  -1.096783  -0.697274 

H  2.631274  -1.035372  -1.795186 

C  3.566247  -2.348116  -0.336106 

C  2.496948  -3.478913  -0.477610 

C  1.236044  -2.717678  -0.087428 

C  0.021938  -3.384229  0.274099 

H  0.068254  -4.452005  0.445419 

C  4.062932  -2.238890  1.112419 

H  4.659683  -3.114515  1.384453 

H  3.239444  -2.153969  1.829444 

H  4.688483  -1.350253  1.217976 

C  4.774801  -2.496556  -1.258270 

H  5.474953  -1.673449  -1.084480 

H  4.498762  -2.480386  -2.316540 

H  5.307086  -3.434003  -1.060403 

C  2.761443  -4.718789  0.382535 

H  3.760831  -5.112625  0.168914 

H  2.046112  -5.514427  0.152723 

H  2.701546  -4.509783  1.453312 

C  2.307094  -3.941065  -1.939190 

H  3.182914  -4.504085  -2.275572 

H  2.153353  -3.105861  -2.628698 

H  1.436698  -4.600408  -2.013680 

N  -1.309658  1.312634  -0.081727 

N  -1.415203  3.686023  -0.218831 

N  -3.293400  -0.000454  -0.052275 

N  -1.375185  -1.418565  0.140084 

C  -0.761570  2.572337  -0.123898 

C  -2.782796  3.609045  -0.281995 

C  -3.530911  4.799675  -0.399345 

H  -2.997204  5.743514  -0.439334 
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C  -4.904742  4.743815  -0.459323 

H  -5.479978  5.660149  -0.549714 

C  -5.574605  3.503418  -0.403514 

H  -6.658488  3.474971  -0.451502 

C  -4.859472  2.332453  -0.288987 

H  -5.357377  1.371681  -0.245339 

C  -3.451317  2.370368  -0.228322 

C  -2.643038  1.178542  -0.116833 

C  -2.692736  -1.158458  0.085701 

C  -3.514567  -2.437856  0.121304 

C  -2.489695  -3.427379  0.765468 

C  -1.180713  -2.766869  0.366233 

C  -3.816135  -2.796469  -1.349187 

H  -4.419547  -3.707084  -1.404871 

H  -2.902707  -2.953614  -1.931591 

H  -4.382002  -1.984735  -1.815093 

C  -4.836961  -2.287926  0.870439 

H  -5.501548  -1.615382  0.322741 

H  -4.705999  -1.880202  1.875374 

H  -5.333392  -3.260693  0.955006 

C  -2.626837  -4.878912  0.305766 

H  -3.638469  -5.243772  0.512766 

H  -1.932529  -5.523974  0.852668 

H  -2.429609  -5.001677  -0.761567 

C  -2.559983  -3.392698  2.307688 

H  -3.497250  -3.832912  2.660185 

H  -2.490375  -2.373684  2.700716 

H  -1.733623  -3.973415  2.727651 
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(CoMbq-HDK1)– 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.011469  -0.112095  -0.077268 

N  1.287599  1.332334  -0.159123 

N  1.338281  3.705285  0.159720 

N  3.320282  0.109899  -0.247385 

N  1.335076  -1.413773  -0.230086 

C  0.740174  2.566431  -0.042474 

C  2.708567  3.646766  0.310162 

C  3.416267  4.836296  0.567305 

H  2.852199  5.761251  0.633022 

C  4.786248  4.815484  0.732619 

H  5.321696  5.739099  0.931814 

C  5.488674  3.604878  0.643196 

H  6.566522  3.590712  0.771554 

C  4.804345  2.431430  0.387047 

H  5.325609  1.485082  0.303135 

C  3.413910  2.436573  0.220665 

C  2.661854  1.201533  -0.076389 

C  2.707190  -1.098128  -0.693331 

H  2.664108  -1.053056  -1.796554 

C  3.544387  -2.343837  -0.298282 

C  2.494103  -3.476306  -0.498444 

C  1.213546  -2.733211  -0.129216 

C  0.029419  -3.395328  0.204753 

H  0.060339  -4.469429  0.335791 

C  3.961629  -2.236835  1.174311 

H  4.568383  -3.096587  1.473600 

H  3.095682  -2.184014  1.842130 

H  4.551499  -1.330256  1.320572 

C  4.800721  -2.470217  -1.156098 

H  5.469527  -1.628259  -0.953834 

H  4.575648  -2.465052  -2.226359 

H  5.345631  -3.393560  -0.928887 

C  2.745815  -4.730772  0.343281 

H  3.749778  -5.122352  0.146297 

H  2.035126  -5.522128  0.085778 

H  2.659861  -4.539027  1.415082 

C  2.369945  -3.914405  -1.973181 

H  3.262570  -4.460617  -2.293907 

H  2.228263  -3.067647  -2.651018 

H  1.508942  -4.579755  -2.088807 

N  -1.286519  1.291730  -0.082255 

N  -1.387132  3.677358  -0.238645 

N  -3.300792  0.016457  0.010788 

N  -1.371649  -1.429264  0.133679 

C  -0.752118  2.553903  -0.136145 

C  -2.768583  3.617395  -0.295534 

C  -3.496929  4.808851  -0.425100 

H  -2.944921  5.741483  -0.483337 
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C  -4.878948  4.784306  -0.473728 

H  -5.436417  5.710418  -0.573895 

C  -5.558473  3.560759  -0.391651 

H  -6.643444  3.541040  -0.428759 

C  -4.853764  2.378675  -0.263858 

H  -5.366738  1.426700  -0.200729 

C  -3.448896  2.386382  -0.215760 

C  -2.658589  1.178712  -0.090070 

C  -2.712974  -1.150600  0.132354 

C  -3.528537  -2.436042  0.144063 

C  -2.486738  -3.434178  0.738240 

C  -1.185881  -2.755843  0.326440 

C  -3.861976  -2.765564  -1.324716 

H  -4.452439  -3.683713  -1.404170 

H  -2.956248  -2.888355  -1.927585 

H  -4.446293  -1.946921  -1.754597 

C  -4.835884  -2.321270  0.924663 

H  -5.505958  -1.617226  0.425081 

H  -4.681784  -1.962401  1.944798 

H  -5.342407  -3.291770  0.974114 

C  -2.629019  -4.875059  0.247697 

H  -3.633074  -5.253655  0.467722 

H  -1.917572  -5.529937  0.760028 

H  -2.456059  -4.969737  -0.826680 

C  -2.518292  -3.438538  2.280388 

H  -3.439013  -3.896551  2.654364 

H  -2.449861  -2.425187  2.688206 

H  -1.672665  -4.015653  2.666174 
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(CoMbq-HDK2)+  

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  0.013952  -0.103081  -0.137365 

N  -1.363375  3.719910  -0.026479 

N  -1.287063  1.344713  -0.053814 

N  -3.289778  0.056041  -0.071574 

N  -1.396039  -1.425171  -0.075060 

N  1.395003  -1.402060  -0.258388 

N  3.296869  0.024267  -0.016390 

N  1.307507  1.319636  -0.045172 

N  1.406715  3.699768  0.076433 

C  -0.720884  2.594253  -0.030635 

C  -2.726059  3.670683  -0.041503 

C  -3.460459  4.876581  -0.042471 

H  -2.916182  5.814657  -0.033841 

C  -4.833682  4.835169  -0.053646 

H  -5.401885  5.759929  -0.054650 

C  -5.520345  3.598770  -0.063340 

H  -6.605254  3.589955  -0.071758 

C  -4.825118  2.414046  -0.062700 

H  -5.337201  1.460168  -0.070733 

C  -3.412039  2.434250  -0.052912 

C  -2.613504  1.248233  -0.059518 

C  -2.750781  -1.109546  -0.065096 

C  2.684683  -1.148438  -0.153200 

C  2.649603  1.186590  0.007329 

C  3.448964  2.394905  0.097309 

C  4.854784  2.363640  0.155984 

H  5.355773  1.403581  0.136489 

C  5.567572  3.540997  0.236104 

H  6.651632  3.516324  0.281234 

C  4.895147  4.778832  0.259897 

H  5.466722  5.699614  0.323137 

C  3.519466  4.827165  0.204771 

H  2.981763  5.769366  0.223561 

C  2.778540  3.631437  0.123094 

C  0.765995  2.580595  0.000553 

C  3.543395  -2.404452  -0.259087 

C  2.492820  -3.512324  0.071610 

C  1.219735  -2.831026  -0.508742 

C  -0.065758  -3.421206  -0.096605 

H  -0.092731  -4.504334  -0.040351 

C  -1.270839  -2.753585  0.065991 

C  -2.583512  -3.427072  0.422656 

C  -3.592431  -2.368563  -0.128341 

C  4.751988  -2.371654  0.678019 

H  5.264986  -3.339426  0.662468 

H  4.476402  -2.144838  1.710309 

H  5.459119  -1.607525  0.347366 

C  4.058581  -2.479701  -1.711014 
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H  3.252633  -2.542112  -2.448953 

H  4.707629  -3.350430  -1.841839 

H  4.644954  -1.583729  -1.932808 

C  2.773174  -4.868286  -0.573668 

H  2.014994  -5.602798  -0.282058 

H  3.740630  -5.256391  -0.238033 

H  2.788002  -4.819763  -1.665584 

C  2.332416  -3.701115  1.588556 

H  1.508498  -4.388647  1.804755 

H  2.127768  -2.758236  2.105158 

H  3.237409  -4.134704  2.021757 

C  -2.630218  -3.516691  1.964579 

H  -3.563632  -3.986578  2.285568 

H  -2.557470  -2.533021  2.438173 

H  -1.801482  -4.129811  2.330362 

C  -2.747034  -4.832124  -0.158520 

H  -3.769889  -5.182974  0.009278 

H  -2.080583  -5.540314  0.342404 

H  -2.543602  -4.873265  -1.230950 

C  -3.908538  -2.598365  -1.623612 

H  -4.520644  -3.495551  -1.746660 

H  -3.004631  -2.712476  -2.229826 

H  -4.472533  -1.745282  -2.010251 

C  -4.905069  -2.249517  0.642126 

H  -5.551565  -1.511181  0.162249 

H  -4.755516  -1.939413  1.678476 

H  -5.428867  -3.210720  0.639412 

H  1.235617  -2.991486  -1.605709 
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CoMbq-HDK2  

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  0.000469  -0.099939  -0.104553 

N  -1.528306  3.658840  -0.080800 

N  -1.353546  1.282106  -0.057354 

N  -3.298155  -0.082725  -0.106108 

N  -1.342647  -1.460936  -0.021734 

N  1.439476  -1.349235  -0.262030 

N  3.278208  0.164067  -0.011305 

N  1.237978  1.378287  -0.013214 

N  1.231354  3.755155  0.171185 

C  -0.849825  2.556797  -0.035795 

C  -2.895047  3.544106  -0.163539 

C  -3.675504  4.716941  -0.228260 

H  -3.168547  5.676240  -0.210771 

C  -5.047417  4.627368  -0.312082 

H  -5.646701  5.531353  -0.362540 

C  -5.680648  3.368553  -0.332218 

H  -6.762511  3.310528  -0.397974 

C  -4.930773  2.213756  -0.267776 

H  -5.400265  1.237670  -0.280245 

C  -3.527087  2.286785  -0.184406 

C  -2.688956  1.103559  -0.117430 

C  -2.646131  -1.239558  -0.018565 

C  2.710098  -1.036470  -0.200167 

C  2.585321  1.293659  0.056837 

C  3.329258  2.534808  0.208315 

C  4.732951  2.563565  0.301879 

H  5.274666  1.626474  0.259624 

C  5.393712  3.765774  0.443427 

H  6.476570  3.785151  0.515938 

C  4.667053  4.971365  0.493687 

H  5.194890  5.913687  0.605070 

C  3.292222  4.960992  0.402131 

H  2.713772  5.878508  0.438844 

C  2.603880  3.738939  0.257982 

C  0.640577  2.609804  0.047347 

C  3.626620  -2.232711  -0.439492 

C  2.648146  -3.414058  -0.140962 

C  1.309687  -2.778602  -0.606567 

C  0.069072  -3.437288  -0.089987 

H  0.122158  -4.513953  0.038776 

C  -1.100828  -2.844824  0.144069 

C  -2.379579  -3.508105  0.636421 

C  -3.444428  -2.536814  0.029558 

C  4.884927  -2.200773  0.429778 

H  5.439117  -3.140276  0.323893 

H  4.659958  -2.053334  1.488654 

H  5.538487  -1.384380  0.113061 

C  4.064712  -2.175766  -1.917664 
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H  3.222186  -2.234914  -2.613342 

H  4.752065  -2.996201  -2.145972 

H  4.588568  -1.233737  -2.104761 

C  2.965621  -4.703973  -0.897417 

H  2.259035  -5.494993  -0.623242 

H  3.969318  -5.065010  -0.646117 

H  2.914254  -4.575216  -1.982136 

C  2.602421  -3.722146  1.363709 

H  1.833943  -4.469248  1.580491 

H  2.378881  -2.832970  1.961842 

H  3.558826  -4.128271  1.705139 

C  -2.380570  -3.450104  2.177939 

H  -3.298335  -3.882982  2.587673 

H  -2.291451  -2.424755  2.551109 

H  -1.533264  -4.023732  2.565519 

C  -2.535590  -4.966187  0.207715 

H  -3.528922  -5.338457  0.481750 

H  -1.801868  -5.597940  0.718615 

H  -2.402579  -5.102445  -0.868105 

C  -3.785804  -2.893110  -1.431479 

H  -4.384196  -3.808204  -1.474875 

H  -2.886603  -3.042053  -2.037913 

H  -4.370493  -2.084567  -1.880319 

C  -4.744200  -2.420913  0.823293 

H  -5.448276  -1.770604  0.298302 

H  -4.589901  -2.005033  1.821751 

H  -5.209075  -3.407400  0.929795 

H  1.279766  -2.841730  -1.706761 
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(CoMbq-HCo)+  

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.000000  -0.102511  0.046801 

N  -1.289347  1.318743  0.046513 

N  1.289348  1.318741  0.046511 

N  1.370485  -1.405465  -0.044500 

N  -1.370487  -1.405463  -0.044496 

N  -1.389302  3.691847  -0.115050 

N  1.389306  3.691846  -0.115040 

N  3.274954  0.025883  0.227079 

N  -3.274954  0.025888  0.227085 

C  -0.741173  2.575425  -0.044025 

C  0.741176  2.575424  -0.044023 

C  2.755041  3.630222  -0.089720 

C  3.500376  4.824578  -0.173964 

C  4.874275  4.772224  -0.140806 

C  5.545866  3.535632  -0.019983 

C  4.835453  2.361053  0.064418 

C  3.425016  2.393863  0.027527 

C  2.618705  1.208125  0.098950 

C  2.701889  -1.129467  0.159605 

C  3.493940  -2.404518  0.359851 

C  2.556817  -3.441920  -0.336112 

C  1.220521  -2.736207  -0.211625 

C  -0.000003  -3.378502  -0.313341 

C  -1.220525  -2.736205  -0.211620 

C  -2.556823  -3.441918  -0.336099 

C  -3.493941  -2.404513  0.359867 

C  -2.701890  -1.129464  0.159613 

C  -2.618704  1.208128  0.098950 

C  -3.425013  2.393866  0.027520 

C  -4.835451  2.361057  0.064408 

C  -5.545862  3.535637  -0.020001 

C  -4.874270  4.772227  -0.140829 

C  -3.500371  4.824581  -0.173985 

C  -2.755037  3.630224  -0.089732 

C  3.566472  -2.627238  1.887299 

C  4.914010  -2.326715  -0.195069 

C  2.583559  -4.842709  0.278162 

C  2.851469  -3.558403  -1.849364 

C  -2.583563  -4.842705  0.278177 

C  -2.851482  -3.558403  -1.849350 

C  -3.566465  -2.627230  1.887315 

C  -4.914014  -2.326710  -0.195047 

H  2.966155  5.764307  -0.263562 

H  5.451519  5.689068  -0.206133 

H  6.630375  3.515599  0.006685 

H  5.336048  1.405484  0.157996 

H  -0.000004  -4.450344  -0.457778 

H  -5.336046  1.405490  0.157991 
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H  -6.630371  3.515605  0.006665 

H  -5.451513  5.689072  -0.206163 

H  -2.966149  5.764308  -0.263587 

H  2.576045  -2.719360  2.343272 

H  4.133230  -3.535297  2.109203 

H  4.079900  -1.782533  2.354596 

H  4.938726  -2.018104  -1.242240 

H  5.402188  -3.302858  -0.109565 

H  5.498771  -1.604774  0.379572 

H  3.609907  -5.223021  0.281121 

H  1.984060  -5.539077  -0.314667 

H  2.208659  -4.860799  1.303660 

H  3.814481  -4.051522  -2.006072 

H  2.079990  -4.162114  -2.335313 

H  2.878717  -2.582279  -2.342597 

H  -1.984068  -5.539075  -0.314653 

H  -2.208658  -4.860794  1.303674 

H  -3.609912  -5.223016  0.281143 

H  -2.878732  -2.582280  -2.342585 

H  -3.814496  -4.051521  -2.006052 

H  -2.080006  -4.162116  -2.335302 

H  -2.576036  -2.719352  2.343284 

H  -4.133223  -3.535288  2.109224 

H  -4.079890  -1.782524  2.354613 

H  -5.498771  -1.604768  0.379597 

H  -4.938736  -2.018102  -1.242217 

H  -5.402192  -3.302852  -0.109537 

H  0.000001  -0.138125  1.463580 
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CoMbq-HCo 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  0.000086  -0.113027  0.037777 

N  -1.289983  1.312149  -0.001886 

N  1.292471  1.310091  -0.003371 

N  1.391735  -1.417102  -0.026875 

N  -1.394196  -1.414867  -0.018680 

N  -1.377900  3.690637  -0.157799 

N  1.383518  3.689865  -0.136181 

N  3.286530  0.040724  0.194887 

N  -3.285685  0.046838  0.204550 

C  -0.741913  2.565146  -0.092654 

C  0.746185  2.564353  -0.086986 

C  2.755429  3.635029  -0.083734 

C  3.491476  4.835573  -0.141729 

C  4.867593  4.802166  -0.078876 

C  5.545964  3.573702  0.044936 

C  4.838057  2.391769  0.102396 

C  3.431968  2.408117  0.037023 

C  2.637238  1.194520  0.080132 

C  2.688409  -1.141005  0.137029 

C  3.510502  -2.406942  0.326654 

C  2.573247  -3.465527  -0.336554 

C  1.227023  -2.789800  -0.151571 

C  -0.003463  -3.412011  -0.208293 

C  -1.232588  -2.788167  -0.139626 

C  -2.581370  -3.463043  -0.308987 

C  -3.511321  -2.399743  0.357039 

C  -2.689370  -1.136027  0.152937 

C  -2.635047  1.198832  0.079226 

C  -3.428292  2.412760  0.021759 

C  -4.834576  2.398563  0.083471 

C  -5.541114  3.580430  0.010211 

C  -4.861151  4.806648  -0.126491 

C  -3.484826  4.837987  -0.185754 

C  -2.750109  3.637541  -0.111158 

C  3.627324  -2.613055  1.851766 

C  4.915670  -2.319848  -0.264656 

C  2.662173  -4.864292  0.276206 

C  2.834360  -3.581658  -1.854529 

C  -2.666325  -4.858363  0.312210 

C  -2.856575  -3.586983  -1.823815 

C  -3.614241  -2.597352  1.884318 

C  -4.921784  -2.314283  -0.221661 

H  2.949092  5.770871  -0.234568 

H  5.434194  5.727223  -0.123933 

H  6.630154  3.559469  0.094237 

H  5.344143  1.438544  0.195399 

H  -0.004731  -4.490213  -0.328599 

H  -5.341910  1.447002  0.186260 
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H  -6.625439  3.567869  0.056919 

H  -5.426679  5.731669  -0.184026 

H  -2.941265  5.771642  -0.287759 

H  2.647246  -2.724425  2.326567 

H  4.220434  -3.504782  2.076028 

H  4.128582  -1.750550  2.301047 

H  4.910514  -2.014712  -1.313641 

H  5.415933  -3.291855  -0.191274 

H  5.511365  -1.590631  0.289985 

H  3.691070  -5.236945  0.222715 

H  2.035127  -5.568939  -0.279084 

H  2.343751  -4.884872  1.321103 

H  3.808505  -4.039600  -2.053147 

H  2.065510  -4.211638  -2.312241 

H  2.807909  -2.605401  -2.349393 

H  -2.044812  -5.566696  -0.244615 

H  -2.338735  -4.873515  1.354362 

H  -3.696012  -5.230273  0.269825 

H  -2.833396  -2.613419  -2.324128 

H  -3.833108  -4.044658  -2.010998 

H  -2.092847  -4.220457  -2.285252 

H  -2.629955  -2.707356  2.350637 

H  -4.206336  -3.487081  2.118956 

H  -4.110308  -1.731811  2.333565 

H  -5.511442  -1.581193  0.334327 

H  -4.926044  -2.015051  -1.272340 

H  -5.422472  -3.285246  -0.138085 

H  0.002896  -0.129805  1.457251 
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(CoMbq-HIm)+ 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.012676  -0.120482  -0.001438 

N  1.326360  1.314551  0.011446 

N  1.434712  3.689134  0.000777 

N  3.232975  -0.013026  0.051730 

N  1.365789  -1.479326  -0.027994 

C  0.778993  2.575590  0.007607 

C  2.800562  3.623478  -0.017229 

C  3.535350  4.826776  -0.037861 

H  2.987233  5.762531  -0.034181 

C  4.909118  4.792048  -0.064767 

H  5.475542  5.717391  -0.081875 

C  5.591762  3.558304  -0.074225 

H  6.675840  3.541816  -0.101269 

C  4.893309  2.373746  -0.051954 

H  5.456194  1.447029  -0.068460 

C  3.481455  2.386600  -0.018990 

C  2.649837  1.215904  0.012075 

C  2.654446  -1.248140  0.049877 

C  3.487867  -2.494925  0.257517 

C  2.485243  -3.560636  -0.305545 

C  1.163753  -2.849026  -0.074117 

C  -0.088254  -3.439640  0.006936 

H  -0.114567  -4.523661  0.019654 

C  3.683434  -2.638610  1.783999 

H  4.267776  -3.535796  2.004735 

H  2.727591  -2.710131  2.311000 

H  4.228755  -1.778409  2.183637 

C  4.858154  -2.466669  -0.422195 

H  5.539743  -1.776277  0.087577 

H  4.805331  -2.183168  -1.475607 

H  5.320577  -3.456141  -0.358371 

C  2.587296  -4.932616  0.360890 

H  3.602213  -5.330840  0.258280 

H  1.912901  -5.642384  -0.127294 

H  2.333280  -4.904942  1.422783 

C  2.651709  -3.739525  -1.830901 

H  3.601904  -4.227743  -2.067316 

H  2.614102  -2.783983  -2.363881 

H  1.844370  -4.370003  -2.214028 

N  -1.277463  1.341037  -0.009680 

N  -1.324018  3.725518  0.037408 

N  -3.300437  0.098633  -0.089236 

N  -1.434107  -1.403493  0.019434 

C  -0.708316  2.588971  0.015083 

C  -2.696662  3.692534  0.038322 

C  -3.410126  4.907423  0.071795 

H  -2.850087  5.836339  0.097762 

C  -4.787408  4.893324  0.070872 
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H  -5.338138  5.828487  0.096855 

C  -5.489181  3.671622  0.035721 

H  -6.574459  3.674503  0.035060 

C  -4.804247  2.476117  0.001612 

H  -5.328626  1.528877  -0.026111 

C  -3.396120  2.471899  0.003102 

C  -2.623271  1.246544  -0.029959 

C  -2.731330  -1.093400  -0.074354 

C  -3.592662  -2.334342  -0.255311 

C  -2.644223  -3.438146  0.311905 

C  -1.295061  -2.784255  0.080269 

C  -3.807432  -2.483172  -1.776520 

H  -4.434125  -3.353620  -1.991510 

H  -2.861885  -2.599045  -2.315882 

H  -4.315228  -1.595324  -2.164154 

C  -4.956285  -2.231961  0.424794 

H  -5.561296  -1.465218  -0.064995 

H  -4.878756  -1.968851  1.482187 

H  -5.488531  -3.186078  0.345229 

C  -2.799091  -4.810720  -0.344589 

H  -3.832478  -5.160287  -0.247431 

H  -2.161828  -5.549564  0.151191 

H  -2.538837  -4.800704  -1.405549 

C  -2.817921  -3.605215  1.837937 

H  -3.789829  -4.049373  2.073323 

H  -2.740831  -2.649816  2.366651 

H  -2.039870  -4.269221  2.226184 

H  4.243407  -0.023869  0.076668 
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CoMbq-HIm 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.003315  -0.121371  -0.007143 

N  1.326337  1.302681  -0.003836 

N  1.454282  3.683214  -0.033425 

N  3.228156  -0.027991  0.051362 

N  1.345773  -1.483182  -0.009045 

C  0.794613  2.567559  -0.011995 

C  2.821064  3.610571  -0.056860 

C  3.563597  4.809601  -0.093620 

H  3.019668  5.748256  -0.100306 

C  4.938004  4.771147  -0.121565 

H  5.508067  5.694214  -0.150556 

C  5.612989  3.534029  -0.115739 

H  6.697270  3.509819  -0.142830 

C  4.905636  2.353519  -0.078643 

H  5.462853  1.422741  -0.083426 

C  3.494017  2.370801  -0.045087 

C  2.652706  1.203277  -0.001124 

C  2.644349  -1.264225  0.061120 

C  3.474301  -2.509052  0.295201 

C  2.465070  -3.579875  -0.245113 

C  1.146515  -2.849141  -0.039338 

C  -0.108444  -3.437966  0.013701 

H  -0.139452  -4.522498  0.027736 

C  3.683841  -2.632617  1.820833 

H  4.264978  -3.528608  2.057601 

H  2.731272  -2.686870  2.356060 

H  4.236093  -1.766945  2.199920 

C  4.842256  -2.503161  -0.391604 

H  5.527539  -1.801169  0.097682 

H  4.784483  -2.241646  -1.450740 

H  5.304892  -3.491698  -0.309009 

C  2.553734  -4.936378  0.455352 

H  3.566034  -5.346302  0.368453 

H  1.875184  -5.653448  -0.016791 

H  2.295123  -4.879923  1.515235 

C  2.639243  -3.802712  -1.763385 

H  3.586182  -4.305389  -1.984683 

H  2.611407  -2.860489  -2.320141 

H  1.827425  -4.435454  -2.134156 

N  -1.262182  1.346042  -0.012931 

N  -1.301707  3.737462  0.050364 

N  -3.294821  0.119440  -0.090326 

N  -1.435986  -1.399586  -0.000215 

C  -0.695945  2.590072  0.011766 

C  -2.674419  3.711358  0.070423 

C  -3.381988  4.930665  0.126118 

H  -2.814824  5.855755  0.152777 

C  -4.759297  4.928918  0.145924 
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H  -5.302694  5.868016  0.189367 

C  -5.468330  3.711376  0.109850 

H  -6.553840  3.719382  0.126240 

C  -4.789227  2.512672  0.054070 

H  -5.320630  1.569122  0.026617 

C  -3.380698  2.494704  0.033597 

C  -2.612030  1.264202  -0.022018 

C  -2.733827  -1.081227  -0.090727 

C  -3.609276  -2.312195  -0.295336 

C  -2.671132  -3.431632  0.257393 

C  -1.316156  -2.773912  0.054767 

C  -3.826787  -2.442139  -1.817303 

H  -4.459934  -3.304598  -2.048457 

H  -2.881296  -2.556230  -2.357390 

H  -4.326550  -1.544310  -2.193214 

C  -4.974859  -2.215401  0.382475 

H  -5.576590  -1.439613  -0.097674 

H  -4.899173  -1.965939  1.443545 

H  -5.512489  -3.166060  0.290193 

C  -2.824430  -4.789934  -0.429849 

H  -3.859430  -5.140839  -0.350163 

H  -2.191955  -5.541181  0.053968 

H  -2.554787  -4.757506  -1.488231 

C  -2.863871  -3.635139  1.776201 

H  -3.839795  -4.081091  1.993464 

H  -2.788008  -2.691973  2.326736 

H  -2.091652  -4.310352  2.157755 

H  4.237854  -0.043320  0.076715 
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(CoMbq-HIm)– 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.021242  -0.125128  0.003577 

N  1.335004  1.300438  0.011685 

N  1.536068  3.678158  0.015657 

N  3.224871  -0.093640  0.054584 

N  1.319206  -1.518995  -0.008983 

C  0.847133  2.552440  0.017480 

C  2.901797  3.572312  -0.026670 

C  3.682226  4.737804  -0.048070 

H  3.158425  5.688167  -0.021966 

C  5.074971  4.673839  -0.103613 

H  5.658713  5.590765  -0.119019 

C  5.714113  3.438667  -0.147103 

H  6.798012  3.380549  -0.202238 

C  4.959825  2.262638  -0.127692 

H  5.491273  1.314614  -0.184238 

C  3.555802  2.304242  -0.054260 

C  2.684551  1.167427  0.004234 

C  2.630613  -1.308753  0.044080 

C  3.427758  -2.576988  0.288060 

C  2.399171  -3.623576  -0.263162 

C  1.092667  -2.869784  -0.040102 

C  -0.177566  -3.441445  0.000763 

H  -0.227089  -4.526961  0.011434 

C  3.624619  -2.721505  1.813138 

H  4.170496  -3.639093  2.061882 

H  2.662252  -2.736507  2.333061 

H  4.200178  -1.873391  2.199445 

C  4.802258  -2.610696  -0.385267 

H  5.494418  -1.908764  0.097457 

H  4.755629  -2.359171  -1.447743 

H  5.253401  -3.605273  -0.287459 

C  2.471979  -4.992195  0.415702 

H  3.475930  -5.425013  0.317240 

H  1.773586  -5.689298  -0.059415 

H  2.218912  -4.944886  1.477746 

C  2.569368  -3.828579  -1.784164 

H  3.507598  -4.343495  -2.025844 

H  2.548642  -2.873501  -2.318448 

H  1.742142  -4.437249  -2.162304 

N  -1.240825  1.369363  0.004753 

N  -1.233830  3.764045  0.057497 

N  -3.299421  0.179854  -0.076291 

N  -1.471275  -1.381507  0.003691 

C  -0.640563  2.605514  0.029672 

C  -2.601288  3.756559  0.060979 

C  -3.291114  4.989664  0.100563 

H  -2.696920  5.897771  0.129288 

C  -4.667611  5.016946  0.101555 
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H  -5.192304  5.968743  0.132365 

C  -5.401684  3.813439  0.062165 

H  -6.488239  3.841945  0.063025 

C  -4.743254  2.602669  0.022868 

H  -5.282970  1.663171  -0.007420 

C  -3.335598  2.556098  0.022312 

C  -2.590035  1.311589  -0.014880 

C  -2.756858  -1.029829  -0.074024 

C  -3.661889  -2.244056  -0.278067 

C  -2.743705  -3.386434  0.261628 

C  -1.373347  -2.758727  0.043848 

C  -3.897995  -2.360352  -1.797053 

H  -4.559234  -3.202072  -2.035977 

H  -2.957026  -2.493000  -2.340862 

H  -4.368480  -1.440427  -2.157264 

C  -5.018280  -2.111467  0.411619 

H  -5.581938  -1.293820  -0.045030 

H  -4.923807  -1.883122  1.475997 

H  -5.600794  -3.036067  0.303987 

C  -2.939977  -4.738817  -0.426802 

H  -3.979809  -5.075147  -0.327075 

H  -2.307721  -5.503692  0.038124 

H  -2.690941  -4.704227  -1.490397 

C  -2.930616  -3.591238  1.780431 

H  -3.918233  -4.007225  2.013351 

H  -2.814854  -2.650088  2.326660 

H  -2.171248  -4.287261  2.152129 

H  4.232098  -0.116959  0.103768 
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(CoMbq-H2
Im,Co)+ 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.017505  -0.117564  0.025168 

N  -1.271385  1.327789  0.004507 

N  1.318440  1.304337  0.001761 

N  1.355262  -1.466181  -0.030890 

N  -1.421660  -1.388719  -0.027606 

N  -1.325995  3.707051  -0.164332 

N  1.433017  3.675790  -0.136051 

N  3.217690  -0.013271  0.206273 

N  -3.285674  0.095628  0.230342 

C  -0.706308  2.575795  -0.094739 

C  0.776879  2.563717  -0.089162 

C  2.797559  3.612307  -0.082022 

C  3.535018  4.812488  -0.139660 

C  4.907790  4.777207  -0.080430 

C  5.586093  3.546546  0.037016 

C  4.884600  2.365034  0.094563 

C  3.473555  2.378835  0.037449 

C  2.640360  1.210493  0.081571 

C  2.638266  -1.243257  0.137920 

C  3.456929  -2.498613  0.339870 

C  2.497811  -3.531131  -0.346144 

C  1.162396  -2.830638  -0.166994 

C  -0.088311  -3.421154  -0.236642 

C  -1.292607  -2.765684  -0.164865 

C  -2.656965  -3.409396  -0.323655 

C  -3.553545  -2.338549  0.374021 

C  -2.714536  -1.088825  0.168643 

C  -2.614018  1.240353  0.091932 

C  -3.390225  2.460434  0.029343 

C  -4.796917  2.463592  0.095882 

C  -5.485299  3.654613  0.014323 

C  -4.789588  4.871427  -0.134507 

C  -3.413816  4.886467  -0.197615 

C  -2.697081  3.676263  -0.115291 

C  3.548946  -2.721026  1.866694 

C  4.869631  -2.435677  -0.243347 

C  2.555697  -4.934964  0.256886 

C  2.768901  -3.632592  -1.863403 

C  -2.760708  -4.812303  0.276613 

C  -2.955678  -3.500287  -1.836462 

C  -3.627608  -2.552791  1.901209 

C  -4.972806  -2.216726  -0.175250 

H  2.990382  5.745853  -0.230320 

H  5.477138  5.699804  -0.125098 

H  6.669640  3.529917  0.079699 

H  5.444842  1.440393  0.177176 

H  -0.115874  -4.497544  -0.363902 

H  -5.317243  1.520408  0.208074 
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H  -6.569374  3.657938  0.063944 

H  -5.344244  5.802392  -0.198058 

H  -2.858251  5.811727  -0.308473 

H  2.560262  -2.815579  2.324836 

H  4.116957  -3.630495  2.079505 

H  4.067155  -1.883947  2.343963 

H  4.887501  -2.092392  -1.280087 

H  5.327395  -3.428472  -0.205394 

H  5.513769  -1.777127  0.350292 

H  3.577381  -5.326441  0.209892 

H  1.922355  -5.620372  -0.313863 

H  2.224216  -4.959725  1.297199 

H  3.734518  -4.108677  -2.058047 

H  1.991990  -4.242732  -2.332629 

H  2.764655  -2.651566  -2.349181 

H  -2.171089  -5.526767  -0.305996 

H  -2.411617  -4.852934  1.310910 

H  -3.800219  -5.156167  0.250664 

H  -2.922831  -2.519369  -2.321209 

H  -3.943409  -3.936606  -2.012843 

H  -2.212292  -4.140369  -2.320859 

H  -2.637208  -2.689237  2.346776 

H  -4.233188  -3.433407  2.134010 

H  -4.097426  -1.684045  2.371489 

H  -5.536238  -1.480612  0.403136 

H  -4.991652  -1.902409  -1.221151 

H  -5.489796  -3.178996  -0.094710 

H  -0.014362  -0.140769  1.443260 

H  4.224447  -0.026179  0.296940 
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CoMbq-H2
Im,Co 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.018115  -0.112904  0.033814 

N  -1.270599  1.339363  -0.003164 

N  1.303267  1.301011  -0.016010 

N  1.345536  -1.472581  -0.005584 

N  -1.439094  -1.384828  -0.045406 

N  -1.305737  3.722269  -0.109844 

N  1.458736  3.672213  -0.188008 

N  3.221281  -0.046812  0.228831 

N  -3.295224  0.117729  0.197765 

C  -0.689953  2.582835  -0.083126 

C  0.796273  2.548616  -0.109726 

C  2.844160  3.598671  -0.162227 

C  3.590659  4.772857  -0.259458 

C  4.985079  4.739806  -0.227486 

C  5.643272  3.518578  -0.100485 

C  4.916621  2.334298  -0.005757 

C  3.510208  2.350529  -0.028747 

C  2.667085  1.195423  0.063471 

C  2.642780  -1.252181  0.194848 

C  3.424810  -2.522770  0.460924 

C  2.482825  -3.547925  -0.258138 

C  1.146313  -2.833867  -0.127425 

C  -0.103303  -3.421034  -0.236042 

C  -1.311346  -2.763988  -0.198144 

C  -2.675231  -3.390880  -0.421769 

C  -3.587341  -2.324554  0.263250 

C  -2.727503  -1.077712  0.114191 

C  -2.615763  1.256236  0.098043 

C  -3.381697  2.489275  0.087024 

C  -4.786372  2.506987  0.180383 

C  -5.466159  3.706334  0.150946 

C  -4.759700  4.918949  0.027510 

C  -3.384674  4.918732  -0.061974 

C  -2.676923  3.699809  -0.031929 

C  3.440943  -2.734833  1.990570 

C  4.865732  -2.500885  -0.051107 

C  2.507417  -4.951329  0.348144 

C  2.814289  -3.656919  -1.762232 

C  -2.816758  -4.804289  0.145341 

C  -2.922415  -3.451725  -1.945264 

C  -3.722971  -2.569284  1.780823 

C  -4.984014  -2.180577  -0.336900 

H  3.055593  5.712358  -0.358707 

H  5.552400  5.662224  -0.303790 

H  6.728109  3.480683  -0.079995 

H  5.468913  1.403035  0.076259 

H  -0.130696  -4.497276  -0.370210 

H  -5.314260  1.565657  0.272716 
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H  -6.549208  3.718083  0.222003 

H  -5.303599  5.858406  0.003968 

H  -2.821063  5.841483  -0.154676 

H  2.428488  -2.795164  2.400942 

H  3.971502  -3.656784  2.245809 

H  3.958237  -1.904039  2.480460 

H  4.940407  -2.184166  -1.094063 

H  5.307047  -3.498863  0.034749 

H  5.489913  -1.834178  0.554988 

H  3.526082  -5.354617  0.338695 

H  1.886375  -5.632326  -0.241928 

H  2.139011  -4.970351  1.376394 

H  3.781980  -4.143322  -1.921589 

H  2.049152  -4.258306  -2.262021 

H  2.839868  -2.675085  -2.246272 

H  -2.203441  -5.510697  -0.423093 

H  -2.514234  -4.866949  1.193308 

H  -3.855729  -5.143058  0.066128 

H  -2.858129  -2.462053  -2.409179 

H  -3.908345  -3.871046  -2.169946 

H  -2.168328  -4.091986  -2.413257 

H  -2.750399  -2.724378  2.258829 

H  -4.345011  -3.448152  1.975903 

H  -4.200943  -1.704559  2.250813 

H  -5.565256  -1.452634  0.234515 

H  -4.960301  -1.843464  -1.375842 

H  -5.511476  -3.140240  -0.298352 

H  -0.020919  -0.127025  1.453804 

H  4.222129  -0.060449  0.374414 
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CoMbq-H2
DK1,Im 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.020209  -0.123045  -0.032599 

N  1.340162  1.311406  -0.078806 

N  1.440419  3.682753  0.118107 

N  3.225653  -0.020627  0.016237 

N  1.285933  -1.472578  -0.184635 

C  0.798640  2.567571  -0.035025 

C  2.798841  3.604843  0.278891 

C  3.528352  4.798640  0.462434 

H  2.983455  5.736731  0.464269 

C  4.891899  4.755520  0.636667 

H  5.450539  5.675145  0.779327 

C  5.571412  3.521142  0.631380 

H  6.647108  3.494794  0.769205 

C  4.876380  2.346807  0.448831 

H  5.432491  1.415445  0.449787 

C  3.476520  2.369749  0.271394 

C  2.661024  1.194642  0.057712 

C  2.650256  -1.196516  -0.618833 

H  2.647125  -1.016097  -1.704007 

C  3.469224  -2.475048  -0.305538 

C  2.369187  -3.556449  -0.572137 

C  1.118863  -2.796262  -0.148647 

C  -0.088033  -3.418319  0.166801 

H  -0.100331  -4.496932  0.260872 

C  3.904118  -2.499449  1.168858 

H  4.418078  -3.437357  1.393544 

H  3.054663  -2.402173  1.851226 

H  4.607257  -1.693224  1.395888 

C  4.708843  -2.600758  -1.193428 

H  5.458715  -1.845650  -0.931007 

H  4.476367  -2.480725  -2.254619 

H  5.182445  -3.578895  -1.057566 

C  2.581794  -4.872315  0.182014 

H  3.572236  -5.283113  -0.042545 

H  1.845528  -5.617526  -0.133932 

H  2.496144  -4.755977  1.264765 

C  2.229665  -3.889386  -2.074250 

H  3.104725  -4.440770  -2.432655 

H  2.110749  -2.996864  -2.695771 

H  1.348925  -4.519690  -2.228616 

N  -1.252185  1.327278  -0.068860 

N  -1.292802  3.713369  -0.261002 

N  -3.297637  0.110856  0.027096 

N  -1.421362  -1.397687  0.148497 

C  -0.688830  2.576931  -0.140176 

C  -2.674588  3.692452  -0.318527 

C  -3.368937  4.904141  -0.466803 

H  -2.794889  5.822685  -0.541083 
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C  -4.751205  4.913144  -0.513064 

H  -5.285777  5.851242  -0.627638 

C  -5.463379  3.706680  -0.409298 

H  -6.548724  3.715354  -0.443975 

C  -4.790204  2.507491  -0.263805 

H  -5.330973  1.572016  -0.184149 

C  -3.384011  2.480453  -0.218714 

C  -2.623489  1.252943  -0.079291 

C  -2.747239  -1.077495  0.146398 

C  -3.608605  -2.332452  0.156550 

C  -2.598317  -3.372914  0.734615 

C  -1.278860  -2.735618  0.321270 

C  -3.966839  -2.638300  -1.312732 

H  -4.591439  -3.534260  -1.387652 

H  -3.073849  -2.791557  -1.927841 

H  -4.527409  -1.797546  -1.732053 

C  -4.905117  -2.178086  0.949524 

H  -5.562918  -1.460829  0.451605 

H  -4.733038  -1.818418  1.966917 

H  -5.433973  -3.136388  1.007698 

C  -2.795741  -4.803633  0.231970 

H  -3.812956  -5.144568  0.454308 

H  -2.107966  -5.489381  0.736801 

H  -2.631783  -4.897168  -0.844252 

C  -2.621268  -3.393225  2.278281 

H  -3.556653  -3.823949  2.649232 

H  -2.515563  -2.388946  2.700766 

H  -1.795351  -4.006058  2.652339 

H  4.233297  -0.032100  0.064621 
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Transition state between CoMbq-HIm and CoMbq-HDK1 

atom x [Å] y [Å] z [Å] 
Co  -0.004184  -0.124891  -0.066073 

N  1.393516  1.244773  -0.028531 

N  1.623747  3.622343  -0.027272 

N  3.307852  -0.139921  0.024758 

N  1.273549  -1.569972  -0.159380 

C  0.930480  2.522470  -0.033153 

C  2.752711  1.056339  0.026065 

C  2.659791  -1.380869  -0.241134 

H  3.572970  -0.611645  -1.014122 

C  3.341458  -2.647101  0.267752 

C  2.281962  -3.697689  -0.204801 

C  1.011366  -2.858896  -0.125310 

C  -0.297091  -3.424078  -0.147004 

H  -0.364221  -4.504742  -0.191102 

C  3.424025  -2.582200  1.807684 

H  3.882863  -3.485075  2.223007 

H  2.436799  -2.462848  2.266336 

H  4.038544  -1.725530  2.100483 

C  4.749361  -2.868088  -0.281755 

H  5.427429  -2.100928  0.106309 

H  4.780267  -2.820441  -1.373631 

H  5.142193  -3.841983  0.032194 

C  2.237538  -4.974273  0.637971 

H  3.228277  -5.441512  0.664884 

H  1.548343  -5.705119  0.203351 

H  1.921950  -4.786270  1.667227 

C  2.474472  -4.088854  -1.684929 

H  3.380279  -4.689914  -1.813010 

H  2.553895  -3.207235  -2.328491 

H  1.624938  -4.688765  -2.026457 

N  -1.197680  1.402755  0.013233 

N  -1.125615  3.782463  -0.083885 

N  -3.279507  0.264900  0.163653 

N  -1.506017  -1.329546  -0.060355 

C  -0.559447  2.618612  -0.040359 

C  -2.541754  1.378907  0.057755 

C  -2.775566  -0.951761  0.126974 

C  -3.687450  -2.143997  0.377733 

C  -2.849234  -3.293142  -0.266310 

C  -1.449232  -2.717076  -0.136436 

C  3.000532  3.492002  -0.008836 

C  3.618329  2.228017  0.025732 

C  -2.496174  3.817490  -0.071768 

C  -3.256156  2.635995  0.006514 

C  3.796229  4.650019  -0.020750 

C  5.018500  2.142568  0.053706 

H  3.300622  5.615533  -0.048541 

H  5.486416  1.164897  0.089698 
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C  5.176372  4.551587  0.001542 

H  5.783981  5.451528  -0.008258 

C  5.791550  3.291718  0.040319 

H  6.874332  3.216060  0.062454 

C  -3.150970  5.065730  -0.133624 

C  -4.663533  2.710811  0.024519 

C  -4.526373  5.120550  -0.117815 

H  -5.030314  6.081021  -0.166246 

C  -5.288665  3.936535  -0.037914 

H  -6.372430  3.994220  -0.025522 

H  -2.546012  5.964574  -0.193143 

H  -5.233531  1.791946  0.085684 

C  -3.149616  -3.435009  -1.774290 

H  -2.444203  -4.139576  -2.224489 

H  -4.161534  -3.818927  -1.935068 

H  -3.057312  -2.481129  -2.303283 

C  -3.028996  -4.660810  0.393075 

H  -4.084630  -4.952571  0.373811 

H  -2.472157  -5.428502  -0.153034 

H  -2.688232  -4.674025  1.430881 

C  -5.094389  -1.964791  -0.188134 

H  -5.667544  -2.891153  -0.071550 

H  -5.616985  -1.172981  0.353967 

H  -5.089161  -1.694889  -1.246617 

C  -3.785681  -2.290629  1.910921 

H  -4.208553  -1.377979  2.340936 

H  -4.441649  -3.125398  2.174902 

H  -2.807668  -2.463667  2.371226 
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3.2.3 Utilization of operando transmission UV-Vis spectroscopy  

While the previous section focuses on the characterization of the intermediate 

products via bulk electrolysis and UV-Vis spectroscopy, real-time monitoring of 

these new complexes would enable the identification of the intermediates at the 

precatalytic step at defined potentials. For this purpose, the operando 

spectroelectrochemical pouch-cell setup (section 2.3) was selected.  

The experimental cell setup consisted of a 50% chemically delithiated LFP electrode 

(with an areal capacity of either 0.2 mAh/cm2 or 0.6 mAh/cm2) both as a counter 

and a reference electrode, a carbon paper (Freudenberg H1410) as a working 

electrode, and celgard (H2013) as a separator. 0.1 M LiBF4 in MeCN was selected as 

an electrolyte, and pCA was used as a proton source. The LFP electrode was 

compressed at ~10 kN for 30 s, and prior to cell assembly, all the cell compartments 

and electrodes were dried under vacuum at elevated temperature. CoMbq dissolved 

in the electrolyte and various pCA concentrations were added to the solution, and 

then the pouch-cell was sealed. The most crucial factor to be considered during cell 

assembly is that there should be no bubble accumulation in the slit (see Figure 2.4) 

during the sealing step. For this purpose, altered solution amounts and sealing 

pressures were tested as an initial step to determine the optimum values.  
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Figure 3.1: Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM CoMbq in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN: a) conducted with a glassy carbon 
electrode in the RDE setup at 100 mV/s under Ar atmosphere (orange traces); b) and c) were conducted within 
the operando transmission UV-Vis spectroscopy pouch-cell setup with the compressed LFP electrodes 
(0.6 mAh/cm2) at 100 mV/s (b) and at 10 mV/s (c). 

Benchmark experiments with CoMbq ([CoII(Mabiq)(THF)](PF6)]) containing 

solutions were conducted since the spectroscopic and electrochemical features of 

Co-Mabiq complexes are well established. The benchmark experiments included 

CVs at various scan rates as well as chronoamperometric stepping experiments, 

combined with UV-Vis spectroscopy. The peak potentials of the oxidation and 

reduction features are stated in Figure 3.1. Compared to the CVs conducted with the 

RDE cell setup at 0 rpm (Figure 3.1a), the redox features observed in the pouch-cell 

setup, especially the reduction features, are shifted up to 360 mV at 100 mV/s 

based on the peak potentials (Figure 3.1b). Interestingly, at the slower scan rates of 

10 mV/s the potential shifts are substantially less (Figure 3.1c). The redox features 

at high scan rates are also tilted in comparison to the CV scan conducted with the 

RDE cell setup, which most likely originates from high ohmic resistances in the 

pouch-cell setup. Decreasing the scan rates below 10 mV/s causes the appearance 
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of new redox features (not shown), which likely originate from some unidentified 

side reactions, which become relevant when the potential is applied for very long 

times. In comparison to the standard RDE cell setup (section 2.3), the pouch-cell 

setup includes the counter and working electrodes in the same solution. Therefore, 

side reactions might be taking place on the counter electrode that can influence the 

redox features at very slow scan rates. The next set of benchmark experiments 

involved acquiring operando UV-Vis spectra of the CoMbq solution in this cell setup. 

Different potential hold steps were applied, and UV-Vis spectra were monitored to 

investigate the change of spectroscopic features at oxidative and reductive 

potentials. Prior to the experiment, the absorption spectra of the solution were 

recorded at open circuit potential (OCV) to obtain the reference spectra of CoMbq. 

Firstly, CoMbq was reduced to CoI−Mabiq by holding the potential at −1.16 VFc. Due 

to the small amount of the solution and the high area of the working electrode in 

the pouch-cell, the CoI−Mabiq species was obtained in 0.2 h (Figure 3.2, blue trace). 

To examine whether CoI−Mabiq could be subsequently oxidized to the starting 

complex (CoMbq), the potential was held at 0.14 VFc. The CoMbq was obtained within 

0.2 h (Figure 3.2, green trace). Furthermore, CoMbq is reduced by two electrons to 

the “Co0” form at −1.9 VFc (not shown); however, when the potential was held at 

0.14 VFc, the “Co0” form was partially oxidized back to the starting complex due to 

the poor solubility of the “Co0” form leading to precipitation. Overall, the benchmark 

experiments suggest that the utilized cell setup involving CoMbq solution is suitable 

to further examine the real-time intermediate complexes in the presence of pCA. 
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Figure 3.2: UV-Vis spectra of 1 mM CoMbq in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN with 30 mM pCA using an LFP counter electrode 
(0.6 mAh/cm2) and a spectral acquisition rate of 60 nm/min. Spectra were recorded at OCV (red line) and 
various applied potentials: at -1.16 VFc for 0.2h and 1.4 h (blue and yellow line) and at 0.14 VFc for 0.2 h (green 
line). 

The next part of this section focuses on the pCA addition to the system to 

characterize the possible intermediates under applied potential. The same 

procedure as in the benchmark experiments was used. Firstly, the recorded CVs of 

CoMbq with pCA do not entirely agree with the redox features observed at the RDE 

cell setup with the same pCA concentration. The redox features of the precatalytic 

wave appear more broadened and shifted in the pouch-cell, while peak current 

potentials are more obscure, especially at high scan rates (data not shown). To 

understand the reasons for the sluggish features and the effect of pCA, the pCA 

concentration is increased in the system. Slight improvement in the redox features 

with the increasing pCA concentration (Figure 3.3) implies there might be a 

significant consumption of pCA resulting from a chemical reaction in the system, 

most likely at the LFP electrode. The formed side products from the chemical 

reaction, in combination with the low pCA (i.e., proton) concentration, might be the 

reasons for the change of the redox features on the CVs. Hence, a new set of 

experiments was conducted prior to operando UV-Vis experiments to validate this 

hypothesis.  
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Figure 3.3: Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM CoMbq in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN in the presence of pCA: a) conducted 
with a glassy carbon electrode in the RDE setup in the presence of 10 mM pCA at 100 mV/s; under Ar 
atmosphere (blue traces); b) and c) were conducted within the operando transmission UV-Vis spectroscopy 
pouch-cell setup with the compressed LFP electrodes (0.2 mAh/cm2) in the presence of 30 mM pCA at 100 mV/s 
(b) and at10 mV/s (c). 

The new experiments were based on the assumption that there might be a 

significant consumption of pCA by the LFP counter electrode. Validation of this 

argument needs to be quantified by performing a UV-Vis calibration experiment 

and determining the proton consumption based on the change in absorbance of 

pCA. This is enabled by the fact that pCA protonated, as well as unprotonated, only 

shows one distinctive band at 271 nm; however, the intensity increases upon 

deprotonation, as electrons are more delocalized in this form. Hence, a 

concentration series of both protonated and unprotonated pCA in MeCN was 

measured by UV-Vis spectroscopy to obtain a calibration line (Figure 3.4).  

LFP electrodes with different loadings were stored in solutions with various pCA 

concentrations for 4 h. If pCA does not react with the LFP electrodes, the extinction 

coefficient values of pCA should be around 8487 M‒1cm‒1 (Figure 3.4, black line). 

After the storage experiment, the extinction coefficient values of pCA were around 

9445 M‒1cm‒1 and match the calibration line of unprotonated pCA (Figure 3.4, pink 

line), suggesting that the initially protonated pCA (Figure 3.4, black line) was 
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deprotonated. Hence, our initial assumption that there is a reaction of the LFP 

electrode with the protonated pCA is likely valid. Despite of this, we still pursued 

investigating the effect of the reaction to the intermediate complex formed during 

operando measurements.  

 

Figure 3.4: Linear fits of extinction coefficients for the protonated (black slope) and the unprotonated (purple 
slope) form of p-cyanoanilinium (pCA) in MeCN. Concentration dependent pCA consumption behavior of LFP 
electrodes with different areal capacities (0.6 mAh/cm2: green; 0.2 mAh/cm2: turquoise). 

The last set of experiments aimed to characterize the intermediates by UV-Vis 

spectroscopy, although there is most likely an interference from the side products 

formed due to the reaction between LFP and pCA surface reaction. Even though the 

CV result of CoMbq in the presence of varied pCA concentrations did not exhibit the 

exact expected redox features, chronoamperometric steps analogous to the 

benchmark experiments were applied. The applied time was kept short, since the 

benchmark experiments showed that the conversion between the redox couples 

occurs the most within 0.2 h. The applied potentials are set to the precatalytic wave 

because more negative potentials result in H2 evolution, which causes the 

accumulation of bubbles within the slit. Thus, the selected holding time was limited 

to 15 min, and the potentials were selected as −0.86 VFc, −0.96 VFc, and 0.4 VFc, 

respectively. The UV-Vis spectra recorded at OCV matched the CoMbq complex, and 

when the potential was held at −0.86 VFc for 12 min, a prominent band around 
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410 nm appeared (Figure 3.5, green line). Once the potential was switched to −0.96 VFc, the band shifted to 395 nm (i.e., to lower wavelengths). When oxidative 

potentials were applied, the band shifted to 385 nm (Figure 3.5, blue line). Notably, the broad band between 500−700 nm from the CoMbq complex disappeared for all 

applied potentials.  

 

Figure 3.5: UV-Vis spectra of 1 mM CoMbq in 0.1 M LiBF4/MeCN with 30 mM pCA using a LFP counter electrode 
(0.6 mAh/cm2) and a spectral acquisition rate of 60 nm/min. Spectra were recorded at OCV (red line) and at 
various applied potentials: -0.86 VFc for 12 min (green line), -0.96 VFc for 15 min (orange line), and 0.4 VFc for 
15 min (blue line). 

Even though the appearance of the 410 nm band coincides with the result obtained 

using the bulk electrolysis experiments, the disappearance of the band between 500−700 nm and the shift of the band at 410 nm over time do not agree with the 

results in section 3.2. Since the reaction between LFP and pCA might form products 

that could interfere with the absorbance spectra of the intermediates, the results 

obtained with this setup are, unfortunately, inconclusive. Therefore, this study is 

not being pursued further. 

Real-time monitoring of the precatalytic species by operando transmission UV-Vis 

spectroscopy can be a very useful method; however, the optimization of the 

technique for the Co–Mabiq system is necessary to characterize the intermediates. 
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The main problem is the reaction between the LFP counter electrode and protons. 

Since the counter electrode can not be separated from the acid containing solution, 

another counter electrode that is stable in the presence of protons should be 

selected. Since this technique was developed for the Li-ion battery systems, finding 

a suitable electrode combination for the HER catalyst systems can be challenging. 
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4 Conclusions 

Redox-active ligands can enhance the H2 evolution kinetics and activity due to their 

electron and proton storage and transfer features. However, redox non-innocent 

environments may also result in nonproductive pathways. Thus, this PhD thesis 

aimed to determine the H2 evolution potential based on the Co-centered 

macrocyclic biquinazoline (Mabiq) redox-active ligand and investigate the 

underlying mechanisms of the HER. For this, different diagnostic tools were 

employed to examine these subjects, such as OEMS to quantify the gas evolution as 

well as RDE, RRDE, bulk electrolysis, UV-Vis spectroscopy, and theoretical 

calculations of absorption spectra to evaluate the underlying mechanisms. 

In the first study of this thesis (section 3.1), the OEMS technique developed for the 

Li-ion battery studies is adapted to be able to record the catalyzed H2 evolution as 

a function of applied potential. For this purpose, we utilize a two-compartment cell 

setup to record the gas evolution in the working electrode compartment, which 

contains the CoMbq solution in the presence of para-cyanoanilinium (pCA). By 

applying chronoamperometric steps, we observe that H2 evolution starts at −0.9 VFc 

and increases exponentially after the onset potential, so that the redox feature prior to −0.9 VFc (named a precatalytic wave) is correlated with a modifying step on CoMbq 

complex. Different pCA concentrations are employed in the CoMbq solution to 

examine the maximum amount of H2 release via OEMS, showing that 48-62% of the 

theoretical maximum amount of H2 are produced. Noteworthy to mention is that 

the most amount of H2 is generated within the first two hours of potential hold, 

suggesting that a deactivation step may take place over time. Further results reveal 

that holding the potential in the potential region of the precatalytic wave prior to 

the H2 evolution potential decreases the amount of evolved H2. Overall, these 

experiments imply that we have both active and inactive species in the reaction 
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system and that the active species initially lead to H2 formation, but that over time, 

inactive species become more dominant. Based on these findings, the RRDE 

technique is employed to further analyze the precatalytic wave. Benchmark 

experiments give insightful information that two electrons and at least one proton 

are transferred to the complex at the precatalytic wave. Based on this result, we 

propose an ECE mechanism for the precatalytic step. The outcomes of the first study 

exhibit that redox-active ligands can result in nonproductive pathways, and further 

characterization of the formed complex at precatalytic wave is necessary to develop 

strategies to enhance the activity of the Co-centered Mabiq ligand. 

The second part of the thesis (section 3.2.1) focuses on the underlying mechanisms 

and characterization of the formed intermediates prior to H2 evolution, i.e., on the 

precatalytic wave in CoMbq solution in the presence of pCA, because the 

characterization of the intermediate products may assist the optimization and 

design of catalysts to improve the HER kinetics. In this respect, we conduct the bulk 

electrolysis technique and analyze the formed products by UV-Vis spectroscopy. 

Recorded CVs after the bulk electrolysis display a new H2 evolution potential, 

implying the produced intermediate complex has a higher overpotential toward H2 

release instead of being inactive, as it is concluded in the first study. The formation 

of a species with absorption at 411 nm is correlated to the catalyst displaying higher 

overpotential towards H2 evolution. Additionally, using acids with pKa‘s in the range 
of 7.0 to 9.43 confirms the presence of two different intermediates in the 

electrocatalytic H2 evolution pathway, with lower acid strengths leading to the 

formation of the intermediate with a higher overpotential for the HER. Another 

outcome of proton sources with different pKa values is that the proton source 

influences the order of proton and electron transfer steps at the formation of 

precatalytic intermediates. However, attempts to characterize the intermediates by 

experimental methods are unsuccessful; thus, quantum chemical calculations are 

performed to study the relative energies and spectroscopic properties of possible 

protonation products. Calculations suggest that EC and ECE steps lead to two 

thermodynamically stable species, imine or diketiminate based products, 

respectively. Calculated absorption spectra of these two possible intermediates 

imply that the diketiminate site protonated intermediates display a band close to 
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411 nm. Interestingly, the band between 600 nm and 700 nm agrees with the imine 

site protonated intermediate. Combined experimental and calculated results 

suggest that protonation of the diketiminate site on the ligand results in higher HER 

overpotentials, and protonation of the imine site corresponds to the initially more 

active catalyst (Figure 4.1). At least three electrons are accumulated on the ligand 

in the pathway involving diketiminate site protonated species, and it follows the 

ligand-centered mechanism, while the imine site protonation involves metal-

hydride generation and less proton and electron transfer steps compared to the 

ligand-centered mechanism to release H2. Moreover, altering the acid strength 

affects the species generated at the precatalytic step. Stronger acids lead to imine 

site protonation, while weak acids favor the diketiminate site protonation. Our 

study highlights that the Co-Mabiq complex offers metal- and multiple ligand-

protonation sites and that Mabiq can act as a “hydride” sink, causing higher HER 

overpotential. Due to the multiple protonation sites on the ligand, different possible 

precatalytic intermediates form that may inhibit the kinetics towards the HER. 

Moreover, conditions such as acid strength are crucial factors to be considered for 

effective HER, and this study reveals that weak acid strengths lead to stable 

intermediate formation with higher overpotentials toward H2 release.  

 

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the possible formed intermediates prior to H2 evolution, displaying the characteristic 
features of absorption spectra and the H2 evolution potentials indicated by cyclic voltammetry. The blue color 
representing the imine site protonated intermediate, and the red color representing the diketiminate site 
pronated intermediate. Reprinted with permission from Tok et al 81. Copyright 2024 American Chemical 
Society. 
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The last section of this PhD thesis (section 3.2.2) focuses on the characterization of 

the precatalytic intermediates by operando transmission UV-Vis spectroscopy. The 

recorded CV on only the CoMbq solution displays the redox couples in good 

agreement with the reported values. Furthermore, applied reductive potentials 

clearly produce the “Co0” and “CoI” forms. However, the CV result on CoMbq in the 

presence of pCA shows shifted precatalytic redox features and indecipherable H2 

evolution potentials. Since the counter electrode and working electrode are in the 

same compartment and since pCA is the only new addition to the system, a reaction 

between the LFP counter electrode and pCA that leads to the consumption of 

protons and the formation of a side product is likely. For this purpose, extinction 

coefficients of protonated and unprotonated forms of pCA based on the absorption 

band at 271 nm are established, and the consumption of protons by the LFP counter 

electrode is confirmed by detecting the extinction coefficient of pCA solutions 

where LFP electrodes are stored in. Since the results in the presence of pCA in the 

system were not reliable, we did not pursue the use of the operando transmission 

technique any further. 

Overall, the effect of the redox moiety within the ligand framework is often 

challenging to demonstrate conclusively, and it is difficult to draw relevant 

conclusions between different systems. However, the Mabiq system offers a great 

opportunity to study the advantages and disadvantages of redox-active ligands. 

Redox-active ligands disrupt the usual electron distribution within catalysts, and an 

increased electron density on the ligand may trigger redox events, which lead to 

new catalytic pathways, as in the Mabiq ligand system. In the Co-Mabiq system, in 

situ probing techniques and DFT calculations are coupled and they facilitate 

deciphering the catalytic dead ends and the truly active forms of the catalysts. The 

proton and electron storage by Mabiq can be advantageous for accessing the 

reduced forms, and coupling of a proton to the reduction process shifts the potential 

to more positive values compared to formal CoII/I. However, Mabiq can also act as a 

hydride sink and accumulate electrons, which results in high HER overpotentials. 

Therefore, the catalyst design plays an important role in improving the HER kinetics 

and lowering its overpotential. Firstly, the ineffective pathways might be prevented 

by modifying the ligand part, which leads to higher overpotential, i.e., modifying the 
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diketiminate site for the Co-Mabiq system. Secondly, the nucleophilicity of the 

metal-center should be considered as one of the key aspects, while high Lewis 

basicity of the metal-center might promote the hydride generation that facilitates 

the HER. The Co-Mabiq system results in two different pathways, involving either 

the ligand-hydride or the metal-hydride formation; thus, different metal-centers 

might favor the metal-hydride formation that can decrease the HER overpotential. 

Lastly, the reaction conditions, such as the acid strength of the proton source, can 

influence the pathway without modifying the catalyst. In this work, the Mabiq 

redox-active ligand is investigated in detail, and the key aspects of the HER are 

determined based on this system. Since each redox-active ligand system differs, 

such as the rigidity of the ligand or the geometry adopted by the complex, a 

comparison with complexes bearing redox-active ligands should be systematically 

carried out to tune the HER activity.  
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